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Ma or portions of tliis text have been adapted for Physical Education
from A/0 to eased Classroom for the Moderately and Severely Handicapped,
Frederic s, H.D., Baldwin, V.L., Moore, W., Oiazza,TeMprem.n, V., Grove, 6.,
Moore, H., Gage, Blair, L.Alrick, G., Wadlow, M. Fruig, C./ Bunse,
C., Makohon, L.,:Samples, B., Moses, C., Rogers, G., To ws, 3rdEditioq,
instructional Corporation, Box 361,, Monmouth, Oregon 97361, 1979.

Throughout this book, the pronouns he and she are-both used. This is
done to avgid the common stereotype that all handicApped children are males,
or that only females.teach handicapped children.
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Chapter 1

*.OVERVIEW OF....9HE MODEL

The Educatign for-All Handicapped Children Act of 1975, Public Law
54442, assures handicapped children the right to equitable educational
oppoiqunIties., AltHough public Law 94-.1,412 builds upon previoous legislation,
IfInIndates key provisions Wilictr, prior to its passage, were not routinely
accepted by,all states.- For instance, all handicapped children must have_
an inaividualized..educational program (1EP), which includes educational
goals and objectives jointly developed by parents and school officials. Pub-
lic Law 94-142 also indicates that IIandicapped.children must be educated in

4 the least restrictive alternative. The educational placement options, there-,
fore, myst be varied and suited,to the individual needs of each student.

This education bill of rights for handicapped students also broadens
the traditional definition of special education. Whereas previous views.
of the term special education have spoken to thg academic needs of the stu-
dent; PL94-142 defines special education as including not only traditional
classroom instruction but more.

"Special education means specially, designed insAuction, at no
cost to the parent, to meet'the unique needsof a.handicdoped

' child, including classroom instruction, instruction in physical
education, home instruction, and instruction in hospitals and
institutions."

Fortunately, handicapped children can no longer be denied access to programs
such as physibal education which have traditionally been available to non-
handicapOed students.

f
Education

.The mandate that physical, education services must be provided for
handicapped students has 6enelipted a great deal of discussion among edu-
catori. Some have argued that the physical education program should be
the same.ag that offered to all other students. While It is wrong to argue.
that placement in the regular physical education progra'n is not suitable
for some handicapped students, rs equally wrong to argue that this place-
ment is Appropriate for all 'handicapped children. This is particularly
true for,those students whdare severely handicapped. Serious motor defici-
encies and/or fallure4to respond cognitively to even basic game structure
prevents many severely handicapped students from pecticipating in a tradi-
tional lAysical education curricula.

4 Recognizing this problem, Oregon State University, in conjunction with
Teaching Research, has.developad a data based physical education curriculum
fbil low incidence severely.handitaplied 'students (leek Appendix A for examples).
This'curriculum has been successfully employed with severely handicapped
students. enrolled In theNational Model Program Ior Severely Handicapped
Children conducted.by Teaching Risearch In Monmouth, Oregon.

4
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Curriculum Overview

4

4

The curriculum is divided into four sections. The first section,

Moeement Concepts, deals with movement through space in one's immediate.per-

sonal environment to movement skills in more cginplex environments. Section

two includes skills found in many of our popu)I1W elementary games. Physical

fitness skills essential for survival in modern society are included in sec-

tion three. The last section focuses on some popular lifetime leisure skilis.

It is believed that this curriculum provides a bridge between therapeutically

oriented motor programs and the More advanced physical education experiences

which include highly oo=ganiZed game, sport and physical fitness skill. The

ultimate goal is 63 equip severely handicapped students with essential pre-
requisite skills to enable them to use these skills in more normal settings.

The OSU /Teaching Research curriculum is systematic, data based, and consis-

tent with the definition'of physicat'odueation in PL 94-.142. Unfortunately,

in the area of 'physical education, there are very A4w curricula which are '

specif.ically designed for the severely handicapped (Geddet 1974), and those

which have been reported are either geared to high or are enpirely thera-

peutic in nature. 4essells (1976) I CAN program, foe Instance, while very
.

successful with the trainable mentally retarded is not suitable for low

functioning, severely handicapped.youngsters.

,Curriculum Philosophy

.

The design of the OSU/feaching Research Physical Education curriculum

is consistent with'the procedure employed successfully by Teaching ReseardE

for several years and described in A Data.Based Classroom. Concepts which

forM the foundation of 'the model include the following:

1) Every student, regardless of handicapping condiiion, can learn.

If a student is not learning, the fault lies not with the student

but with the edudational setting. The student will learn at his

maximum rate or potential if the teacher has identified and
utilized the correct combination of environmental factors. If

the student is not learning, the teacher must experiment by 'midi-
1

tying either the cue or consequence Of by.reducing the behaviors
desired to smaller steps (task analysis) so that the student is

able to achieve. These modifications to the environment must be

/ done systematically. The data'which result from the student's

attempt to perfdrm the desired task should be carefully recorded
so that an analysis of effects produced by the various chdnes.in
cue, behavior and consequence can be made.

1

A, .

2) Handicapped students learn in accordance with the same-learping
principles as normal students) only usually sliower. Because 5

handicapped students learn more Slowly than a normal student, they
require more extensive and intensive education to compensaie for

their slower learning retest This implies a longer period spent

' on education ectivities, but because it is generally impossible

to exCend the time orthe school day, the extended per.iod
education must be implemented in the home with the parents assuming
responsibility of conducting part of the instruction.

1
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3) . There is 'no way of,determining the extent to which a studenl will
progress. Therefore, ho ceilingsis placed on the curriculum; the
teacher must be prepared to take the student as far and as fast
as one can go. Thus, the curriculum extends from very basic skills
suchas executing various body actions while standing to more ad-
vanced game skills such as catching and throwing.

4) Because the range of ,individual abilities among a handicapped
populatien is usually greater than the range of abilities among
a "normal" population, the physical education teacher of the
severely handicapped must conduct individualized programs. All

materials must be sequenced to meet the wide range of individual
needs.

5) Because of the wide range of indiyidual differences in the severely
handicapped population and oftentimes their unmanageability due
to previous ineffective training, effective ihstruction can often-
times only be achieYeli in a one-to-one relationship, Therefore,
the utilization of paraprofessionals to provide individualized
instruction in the classroom is"considered mandatory.

6) No student is refused admittance into the gymnasium because he,
is non- amb'ulatory. Suggestions for modifying activities to
accommodate orthopedically and neurologically impaired students
are included with the physical education curriculum.

7) Ph ysical education is an integral component of the educational
curriculum for severely handicapped students. As an important
area, it is essentia) therefore, that physical education tureiculat
material's adhere to the same standards expected of other academic
areas. Instructional piogfams should be sequenced, task-analyzed,
antdata based so that performanct changes in physical education
skills can be'determined:

Summary 4

Within this chapter,, a'brief introduction to the OSU/TR physical edu-
cation curriculum and the Teaching Research model has been provided. The
intent of the curriculum is to provide severely han ed students appro-
priate physical education experiences. Emphasis icsitMed on. the importance
of indivislualized and data based instruction. The instructional system may
at first seem overwhelming, perhaps not realistic,-to educators and adminis-
trators who are accustomed to physical education classes of thirty-five or
more students. Volunteers, parents and paraprofessionals are absolutely
essential to the entire management of accountable programs.for.students with
severe learning needs'. The physical education environment is not an excep-
tion to this rule. In essence, realistic physical education outcomes for
severely handiCapped students can be achieved only in programs that are

4 individualized and implementedmith the-assistance of (stoles and volunteers.

3
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Chapter 2

LEARNING APPROACH

Introduc tion

The basic approach which under s many effective instructional pro-'
grams for the moderately and severely ha icapped is known as behavior

--modification. In other circles, the general strategy is callgd operant
conditioning or reiqfbrcement theripy. The essence of this approach is
that the instructor systematically makes maximum and efficient use of the
environment to assist a student in learning -a behavior orAto assist a
studenl in extinguishing an unasirable behavior.

A single chapter such as this is inadequate to discuss all the prin-
clples and ramifications of behavior modification and its accompanying
teaching methodology. A complete discussion of the theory and its metho-
dology written for parents and teachers previously unexposed to this in-
formation is contained in the book isn't It Time He Outgrew This? by
Baldwin, Fredericks and Brodsky (1972) and in pamphlets by Vance Hall.(1972).
More detailed discussion for those interested injexpanding their knowledge
about behavior modification are contained in Bijou,and.Baer (1966); Millenson
(1967); Ullman and Krasper (1965); Ulrich, Stachnik and Mabry (1966, 1970,
1974); Verhave (1966); and Krumboltz and Krumboltz (1973). This chapter
provides only an overview which hopefully will allow the naive reader to
progress through the remainder of this volume with a sufficient under-
standing of the learning approach and methodology ualized in the Data
Based GymnasiuM.

The foundation of behavior modificat ion has three essential elements.
1.) the stimulus, or as we 01'611 refer to it in this chapter, the cue.
This is the instructjon or ma Serial presented to the student; 2) the be-
havior, or the task which the student is to learn or do; and 3) the conse-
quence, or .the feedback that the student receivet. after responding. These
elements will be examined repeatedly in relation to their use in the Data
Based Gymnasium.

.
. t

Cue

The cue is the sign, signal, request, or information that calls for
the occurrence ofA behavior. It i"s synonymous to the instructions or
materials presented to the student. Cues are those things in the environ-
ment that "set the occasion's for the student to behave. ,For instance,
"Come to me, Johnny" is a cue for the studelit to respond to verbal instruc-
tions and teo 4009C toward you. The presintatIon of a ball which the student
is to throw is a cue. Thus, a cue an take the form of any instructional s

materials, verbal, printed or gestural, that are presented to a student.
The concept of cue includes all the verbal Instructions by the teacher. it

includes the gestures of the teacher. It can include the ringing of a bell
or the sounding of a, timer if this is the signal for the student to act In
some way. it can range from the most elaborate set of purchased instruc-
tional materials to the Wispiest teacher-made materials.-

."
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Most teachers concentrate on cues. Their'primary concern is the way-

in which they present a lesson to the student,. The building of cues is a

major industry, within the United States. Educational materials sold by

sales people usually can be categorized as cues. Although cues are im-

portant, they represent only one-third of the learning model.

Ru es for A4ropriate-Cueing

There are some basic rules for appropriate .cueing. in the Data Based

Gymnasium. These will be summarized here and discussed more fully in

.rChapter 7, Volunteers: Ytaining and Use. ti

'Each new behavior to be learned by a student will be preceded byka
cue. In formak,individual instruction; the cue will be specified on the

program cover Oleet,. Its wording should not initially be changed or re-
arranged since the student's receptive language may be too limited to un-
derstand the modified language. Th; ,language of cues is important; they
,should.be'delivered in a language style which the student is capable of

understanding. Ensute that the cue is specific. For instance, instead
of "Gym is now over", a better cue would be "Go shower and dress". The.

final guideline relative to language is to deliver the cue in command.or
request form unless one prepared to give the student an option.

A cue should not be repeated unfil'a resporrse is made by the student.
(An exception to this is duriF6 the correction procedure when the cue is

repeated. This procedure is discussed in Chapter 7.) Repeating cues to
students teaches them to respond oply> to repeated cues. The,only time a,

cue. is repeated in this setting is when a student fails to respond or re-

sponds incor 'rectly. At that timed the student is informed that his re-
.

sponge is incorrect, the cue is repeated; and the student is assisted in
the completion of the task and socially reinforced. This procedure is

known as the correction irOcedure.
-

The final rule relative to cue's is that they should not be weak.

.This term covers a multitude of potential faults. The cye should not be
verbalized in a voice Coo low to be heard. nor should a cue be delivered
without first obtaining the attention of the4Ttudent. If total communica-

tion is being. used with a student, the e must contain both a verbaliza-
tion and a manual sign. The absence of ither makes the cue weak. The

. cue must be diryctive and not offer the s nt chqices. The following
are examples of,verbal cu that are weak in respect, "Would you
like to work/", "Time to n around the gym, 0.1(.7", "Can you find the

basketball?" Instead the erbal cues should be, "It is time to work,"
"Time to-run around the gy and "Find the basketball."

Behavior

The-second major element of this approach is behavior. Behavior is
anything which a person does. It-includes lifting a little finger,
blinking an eye, driving a car, or climbing -a rope. In the teaching of
students, a behavior is a paracular task which th. student is to learn.

"I.
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Behavior,can be something as simple ps, having the student extend his arms
or'as complex as' having the Student bat a pitched ball.

,

When teaching.a behavior, "however, the teacher should constantly
.Seep in mind that most behaviors can be divided into smaller behaviors or
pieces of behavior. It is these pieces of behavior which make up the
teaching sequence. Take for, instance, batting a pitched ball. Batting a
bail is called.a terminal behavior. Yet it is comprised pf a number of"
small behaviorsplacing each foot in proper position, grasping the bat with
the left hand and the right hand, putting the bat back over the shoulder,

'fixing the eyes on the pitcher, then following with:the ey04 the pitched

ball and so on, step by step, through theprocedure until the ball is
batted. The smaller or lesS.difficult behaviors are called "enabling"
behaviors. The learning of them enables the student to. learn the terminal
behavior.

-

' This process of-breaking down a term4nalebehavior into the enabling
behaviors is called analysis of behavior. The physical, education teacher
is taught" to analyze behavior--to break down.the behavior to minute se-
quences and to teach each part as though it were a separate and distinct
behavior to-be learned. With each new part that is learned, the student
Must be taught to chain the parts together so they form a smooth flowing
larger terminal behavior. (See Chapter ) for a more detailed discussion
of analysis of behavior and examples of completed behavior analyses.)

Enabling behaviors can beechained together either in a 'forward or
backward fashion, and these are logically called forward and reverse

- chains1%

A fdlrward ch.ain'is the sequence of enabling behaviors that make up a
terminal behavior and are taught in the order inwhich they occur. For 1

instance, using a forward chain sequence in,teaching A student to walk a
bllanceAbeam (terminal behavior), a forward chain would require the,stu-
dent to step on the near end of the balance beam and take a prescribed
number of steps,. then be helped to finally step off the balance beam at '1

the other end.

In a reverse chain sequence, the student is helped with the beginning
of the behavior; in this case she is helped to step up on the balance
beam, helped to take the ten steps, and then she would be.asked to inde-
pendently step off the balance beam. When she demonstrated that she can
do this task, the student would be asked, after being assisted through
getting on the balance beam and taking the first nine steps, to indepen-
dently take the last step and step off the balalice beam. .Aftet demon-
strating this behavior, she would be asked to take the last two steps, and
so on, until she was'performing the entire task ipdependently.S

.

As a general rule of thumb, for motor behaviors the reverse chain
sequence is found to be more suitable for the moderately and severely
handicapped. One reason for this'greater suitability has to do with'
consequences, for in a reverse chain procedure there is no need to move
the consequence from one part of the task to the next sthreAthe conse-
quence is always delivered at the completion of the task.

/
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Conse quences
.4;

4.

4
.

Consequences are. the
)

third major element of concern. Copsequences

can be likened to a feedback system." ter the studeht performs a particu-
lar behavior, he receives feedback pr a consequence for that performance.

.
This consequencesfells theistudent that what he did was correct or incor- ,

,
. ect. In a school setting, one might think of the s"4.ent'taking a test,

.
..2

the test graded, and that grade iS a consequence cif fie answers he offered.
-.. .,.

.That consequence can either be pleasing.or.displ.eb, g to thepersonre-
I. ceiv'-ying i

--,
t. .A consequence .that" s pleasingto a per,i6n is cal.led a rein-'' foi.cer; A conse4iiencethat is displeasing is called,d pUnisher. 'The basis, ,

coric t underking the delivery of consequences is that the reinforcers del '

t Inver foliOwing & behavior IncrPase the probablikity'of the behavior ''.

. .

.

,...

, ,occurr qg again punishers delivered following a behavior deciease that
. * .

',probability. , , le

.

4

A reinforcer must be pieasurable4to the one experiencing -Because

it is pT;WITiETW, apd,becasse.the person desires that.ptasyra d associ-,

ates a particular,behavior/with the receipt of.the reinforcer, a einfOrer
by definition ihcreases the probability Of: a behavi.or reoccurrin To a

student who is "concerned' about his grades, an'"A': on an,examination Would

be a reip.forcer. The "An tells him his answers. wpre correct and accIptaPle

and'this is'pleasin9 to him. A reinforcer aan be a wife smiii4 at _her

husband across` the roc.m as he is expdArilding,at a dinner party. Re,knows

,4 she-approves by the smile he receives and he enjoys and appreciates her*

approval. The student who enjoys social praise may incr.east"the9quality

or quantity of, his perfilmance.after being toad, "You'rt doing a nice job".

Consequently, reinforcers by definition must be individualized because
what is pleasing and therefore relpforcing to one person .may not be pleasing

and r.etriforcingito another. The%.rin.ciple of individualization also

i. applies to punsherso A verbal reprimand may be severely punishing (dis-
pleasing) to.one slyclent whereas another student mayanot perceive that Same

reprimand as punishing. Therefore, plinishers, like reinforcers, must be .

A basic rule in the use ofli!ornseqUences is to rely, if at all possible,
.

A -

on the natural consequences of the e,'Aronment. Howevec,,vith' a handicaRped

.
student, the-natural consequences of the environment.ar%Ifrequehtly. 601

sufficient. Yherefore, if one wishes.to make an impact on the ssudent's
behavior,.it is.often necessary to exaggerate 'those natural consequences.

. , Thus, we often yse other types. of reirifovers; those which are exaggerated

.
or artificLrto indicate to the child that we approvgi of %be behavior
ahethat we want tie beh6lor to occur again. 4

-. . . .

Reinforcers most frequently used In training programs are Categor ized

`as; fb,llows: social,..,tangible$ and generalized. .
.

:.

-
,

.
,gtocial reinforcers include. words or.physical contact-*Idsses, hugs,

squeezps,words of praise or
. .
appreciation, anything that lets the student

* knqw .th'et his.behavibr was approved. These are usually considered natural

iii-

types of consequences because they are Consequences Which a.teapher or ,

Al parent typically uses. 'However, wig may often times exaggerate these social

.
ConsdqUenets.by being moreanimaie'd or. (orceful.in our delivery of. theM.

4
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Thus, we make them somewhat exaggerated 4"n order to ensure that the student
,--

understands
I.
that we strongly ,approve his behavior. .

,/

. .
,..

.

Tangible reinforcers include such things as food,, water or juice,
_praying with a to*, time od the playground: watching televisionany item
'or activity which the student alloys "

.i . .
. . .

1 generalized reinforcer is one which can be traded fgr either a
tangible or social, reinforter4,'A student may be ilivena token-or a point
for performance of a behavior. At a specified time, she can trade these
tokens or points for such things as food; free time, or social time with
a fayorite adult. Generalized reinforcers play a major role in our culture.
Adults operate on one. uch token system, money. !,-

Punishment.is another form of consequence. A punisher isa consequensp
delivi7dPriFlealately following a behavior Ao,dep-ease,the'probability of .

the behavior reoccdrcinge The term punishment is often avoided because of
itg negative connotation: However, if punishMent is defined as a process
that gives the student feedback that she should not continue a behavior,
then'it is.easy to conclude that punishment is npces)ary in any effective
learning erNironment. For,eAmple; by our definition, saying such things
ds "No, Sal ly; throw the ball here, not there, or. taking away privileges,.,
or s panking a student are all possible consequences referred to a* punishers.

.

The utilizatiop of both types of feedback, punishers ancrieinforcers,
at appropriate times. has been demonSITated as being most efficient._ low=
ever,. the ratio of reinforcers to punishers is also important. Our ex-
perience indicates that a ratio of four'reinforcers tovone punisher de-
livered to an iridividual student or to a class as a whole is a minimum
acceptable ratio. A.ratio less than jour to one creates an.environMnt
that is adversive to the student who may eventually learn to avoid the .

learning situation. A low ratio also.indicates that the task is probably
too difficult for the student, causing her,to hive incorrect responses.
Thus, a l,ow ratio. should tal 'the teacher to further simplify 'the learning
ta''by perhaps developing c!;,.% detailed task analysis. Host teachers
who have adopted the mode 'ed herein use in their ifistruction, a
ratio fiom seven tb.fif.teeiNte nfouleys to each punisher.

. .

Time out is a third concept which should ge discussed under the broad
heading of;consequences. Technical!y,-kimaout is.consideftd neither re-
inforcement or punishment. The term is a shortened form of "time out from
positive reApforcement." However, students who are in a time out condition
usually,percetve.it as punishment,, and therefore, operationally it should
probably be considered a punisher.

, .

it can lie assumed that.the gymnasium is. typically a reinforcing en-
vironment for the student. By thevery natureof the activities in the

..gymnasium and the rewards or consequences which the student receives, most
enjoy being there. Occasionally, it may be necessary because of the 'Sty-

. denesinappropriate behavior, to put him in atime out situation. What
this meanp is that the student has no opportunity while in tWat time out
Situation of receiving any reinforcement. He is essentially ignored or not
allowed to participate. Time out Is usually administered for only a short

'periodbilitime. For instance, it has been successfully used for students '

.
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who begin to "play around" or not attend.. It is guite'successful' with stu-

dents,who are acting out. In a m6 01:Program, time out has been success-

fully used by placing the student in,an Isolated portion of the gymnasium.'
Only in extreme behavioral disturbances has the student beentemoved from

. the gymnasium completeiy.
I

4

c'ituleS for Appropriate ConsequatiAg_ ,

--$ . . . /

There are some basid rules for appropriate consequeting in the Data el

Based Gymnasium. Again, these will be summarized here and discussed more .

fully in Chapter7, Volunteers:' Training andUse.

4
Conseluences, whether they be'reInforcersor punishers, should be

delivered immediately following the behavior. A delay of more than two 2 .'
.seconds in the delivery of a consequence is considered too long a.timp.
With severely handicapped students, the more imMediate the reinforcer, the .

more powerful will be its effect,: Moreoyer, if one delays in cnnseqqating,

a second behavior may be emitted by'the student and the consequence, when ,

delivered, may serve to 'reinforce of.punish the second behavior rather than

the targeted behavior.

. Tangible and generalized reinforcers.should always be deliveted in

conjunction with social consequences. The reason- for this rule s that , ,

we frequently are using tangible or generalized reinforicer4' to exhggerate

the feedback which we wish to give a student. However, it will be neces-

sary to eliminate those exaggerated consequences whep,the behavior has
.reached the desired level of performance. The social consequences, if not
exaggerated, are consideredtnatural and may be used to maintain the be-

havior after' the exaggerated consequences are eliminated. The,discussion
on fading which follgws describes the techniques more fully.

The'final rule relative to consequences is/that they should not be

weak. As with "weak" fueV,this term includes many faults. A verbal con-
sequence should always be loud enough to be heard. A tangible consequende
must be presented so tpat the student has sufficieht opportunity to enjoy'

it. For instance, reinforcing a student with'frpe play and removing it
two minutes later will rarely be considered as reinforcement by the stu-

dent. More likely he yftl perceive it as a tantalizer and not necessarily
as reinforting. Finally, if total communication is being used with a stu-
dent, a verbal consequence must contain both the spoken words and the
appropriate manual signs. The absence of either mikes the consequence

weak.

Shaping and Fading

This chapter does not purport to be a comprehensive overview of be-
ha0oral principles', The chapter's pUrpose is to acquaint the reader
with'the learning principles that are utillzed.in the Data Based Gymnasium.
Thus, we have seletted to discuss those items of wfiich we feel the reader 'N

needs to'be aware to,understand the remainder of the book. Other than the
basic learning paradigm, which has been discussed thus far in this chapter,

S
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there are two additional, contepts which need to be briefly described,'
shapiiig and fading. , . .

.> ".
,

Shaping is a process by vhich the stude nt is reinforced,for behaviors
, which are not quite at,,thetzthecion level the reacher may desire, but
.which begin to approximate' that Okterion level.. In behavioral terms,
thifrocese is called the reinforciment of sqccessiveapproximations of
th,9 terminal behavior. in the training of staff in

;these

techniques, the
term.shaaing,is used. Lefus illustrate. Learnin to throw a ball over -

.

'hand requires a certain motion and accuracy at a specified distance. In

teaching the.student this ski-.1.1, the initial teaching efforts are to de- '

a smooth overltandthroling motion. After-that has.been achieved,
accuracy is` obtained by having' the student throw at a target toachieve a
prescribqd degree of aceuracy. The percentage of accuracy is gradually in;
creasedet a short distance.. When the Tlescribed criterion level of actual,
icy is reached,-the dit ance, is increase. or shaping to enhance the
'learning. sit4ation, the tacifer must be very precise as to what standard
'of performance is acceptable from themstudent at a given time.

. ,

Within the Data Based Grndsium, the individual task analyses which,
'comprise the curriculum are,organized as shaping procedtires. Thel'efore,

theientire teaching sequence fth.. each*behaviorljs already embodied in th
task analysis for thaebeha:vior by pinnointil2rthe intermediate behavior
necessary ygo be mastered peior to learnicr-rhe terminal.behavior% In

cases where additional shaping is necessary beyond that. contained in the
curriculum, the teachir is.responsible for preparing, thote additional se-
quences. This technique ,called branching, idiscussed in Chapter 6.

Fading is another term,with whit the reader should be familiar.
Fading is defined a the graqumal eliml ation of reinforcers or cues. For _

instance, in the 6scussioTounder cons quences, it was pointed out that
as soon as potslble, the student 4hould re and to the natural consequences
of the environment. Therefore, every effort is made to fade or'eliminate

.

,4

the exaggerated reinforcers guch-as food, ringing bells, and token,
leaving only the social rein4orcer or natural consequence. These exagger-
ated reinfdlters are ehidinated.or faded gradually. Initlally,.the stu-
dentmay be rewarded with food and social praise every time she performs
the behavior, After Ehelbehavior is established as part of the student's
repertoire of behaviors,.ihe may be given food only every other time the
behavior. is performed alihbugii social praise is received for each correct
response. Later, the food isAlven every third time, then'every fourth
time, ,until finally the food is eliminated altogether, ledyeg only the'
social praLse? The tangible reinforcer (fool is case) is then re-
served fox the teaching of new behaviors. Social praise given each time.

so! astedent performs a beha;eior is not really a natural consequence, bdt
rather exaggerated sociarpraise. Tkas, we also.systemAicallyfade this
exaggerated social praise just as we do Other tangible reinforcers. The
end, result would,be social reinforCers delivered intermittently.

a.

Fading also refers to the ladingsof cues. This.angmprocess, like

,.
. .

. .
.

the shaping process, is usually inherent within the curriculum sequence.
_For instance, when` teaching, a severely handicapped student to touch his
toes, initially the teachee.may liodelsfor'the student, give a verbal cue

, a
,

:
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to "Touch yOur toes" and provide physical assistancesto ac plish the

task. During the teaching procqst,,the cue of physical as Istahce is
gradua ly eliminated requiring the student to pert mor the task

.indepe dently. After the physical assistance is alp ely faded from
the program., the model will.bd faded,*leaviKg only the'xerbal cue.

Summary;
.1

This chaptek has provided a brief description of the ba41c principles
underlying the behavior modification approach that is utillied'in the
Data Based Gymnasium. Cues, behavior and consevences were discussed as
were other terms such as fading and shaping. Rules for using cues and
consevInces ill teaching were presented. ,THe reader. is again advised that
the chariter is not comprehensive. For sooiledne desiring more complete
knowledge of behavior modification and the principles involved, you
should iefer to some of the works listed as references fof. thisethapter.
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Chapter 1

SOCIALIZATION 4NIYINAPPROPRIATE.BEHAVIORS

A

Socialization

Socialization includes many areas that cannot be put into convenient
curricular,siots such as language% motor, self help or cognitive skills.
Cogsequently, socialization becomes a catch-311 container for many aspects
of curriculum. Yet, there is occasional overlap or at 4+4aAsta strong inter-
retetionship with other types of the physical education curriculum. For

instance; certain types of.socialization, such as responding to others or
play activities cannot be engaged in without the previous acquisition of
either language act4vities qnd4or motor,activities. Therefore, when
a training program is initiSteA in the area of socialization, the skills
which'the student possesses in the other curricular areas must be con-
sidered. . .4

As the discussion about socialization unfolds, individualization of
Ocgramming for students willbe.quite obvious. Socialization skills

. cannot be prescribed in the same manner for all students. Certainly, the .

.-

teacher can require certain behaviors in the gymnasium which apply ,to all
students, such as responding when addressed, yet the degree of verbaliza-
tion and the type of response mayvoary with each student. Parents generally
tend to desire certain behaviors. Host parents want their children to be

. "well behaved." Howe'ver, when one examines the child in an individual.
home, the definitions ot'Nell behaved" vary considerably. Some parents

.' are insistent on the utili4ation of "please" eat "thank you," while others
' never attend to these types of remarks. Thus, arl.ndividual prOgram for ,

each student i.n the area of socialization may have to'be prescribed. For
some studengs, those who are exh'biting severe'behavior problems, the

)1
major emphasis of the entird in ructionarprogram.is not only physiyal
education but the remediation or inappropriate behaviors in all ediefational
environments .

4,

Ahd so, what does socialization include:
z

.r
Social interactibn. Socialization includes proper responding to ....

,

others*4amiiy, teachers, schoolmates, bus driver andtfriends. Responding,
of course, depends upon the, language ability of-the student. WLth most
students, however, rudimentaty responses can at least be elicited. For
instance, the student who does not know how to talk bitt who does answer
to his name -by lookin9 in the appropriate

how,,

called can- tka

-taught to attend when called and to wave tics hand in a.motion of "hi" or

,t

qb wave his hand in a motion, of "good-bye" to various people.
'';,

.

x'' -

. Play Ativitibs. Socializatloh includes play activities. The

during growth first engages in sOlitar3, play, then moves
to paraV Vplay with otber children. Paralfal play can be defined as a,
ild playing with hen own toys but next to another child, perhaps imi- %I
trig each other but generally not interacting or cooperating In any
y In aMay situation. The next step in the development of.play ac= '

.
ivities is what is termed as ,cooperative play;-play where Ch

i
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a

', the same toys or engage in the same activities and exhibit some interaction.
,Parents frequently become disturbed because theirothild is slow in reaching
the cooperative stage and go to counselors to determine low to teach.their .

child to_engage cooperative play. it is not unthinkable that the same
problem may arise with handicapped children. Moreover, handicapped child-

, Tren are nopted for kehavior whi seems to perseverate--that is, they play
wrlh the same toy or.,,the same o 'ect dyer and over in the same way day after

Parents tend to become ,ups t, by this tendency and desire to extend '

the range of their child's intere s. The teacher certainly should also
be concerned if.this type of perseveration in an activity or with one ob-

_ ject persrsts'. This tendency may certainly be demonstrated in a free time
situation in a physical education program. Students learn through play
and thus it is important'tha't they engage in a variety.of, play activities.

Consequently, those students who perseverate in one activity should be
encouraged to engage in other activities and may need an individual pro-
gram to insure that this occOrs. Such a program would Of course put the
.student in a situation where he wo9ld have the opportunity to engage in ,

these other activities and to be reinforced for so doing.
.

4

Programming Socialization Behaviors. The principles for programming
,one of the behaviors described above are the same as those described below
under inappropriate behaviors. Some examples of socialization programs
are included in the examples which follow to illustrate that'the same
data forms and techniques are applicable. When programming any type of
socialization behaviors, the parents of the student should be consulted.
Quite often, treatment for a behavior should be conducted both at school
ina at home. If' so, coordination Of'that treatment between the two environ-
ments is essential.

atippropriate Behaviors

One of tie major areas subsumed under socialization is the controi
of inappropriate behaviors or, behavior problems. Behavior problems are
aS var(ed as the individual. The important thing is that each behavior
is pinpointed, basel ne data obtained, a program established and modifi-
cations to the progr m made as the data dictate.

. '

' This c apter'ca not discuss'all the ramifications or techniques for
remediatio of inapp opriate 4ehaviefs.. What it does propose to do is
to provide the general philosophy under which the data based gymnasium
operate and to demonstrate the techniques for data keeping And data
management of behavior programs in that envirpnment. A compltte dis-
cussion of the categories of inappropriate behavior and the sequence

-recommended for their remediation is contained to A Cookbook for the
Remediation of inappropriate Behaviors which is being prepared by the
Teaching Research Infant and Child'Center (In press).

Types Of Inappropriate Behaviors. For purposes' of ikcussion, in-
appropriate behaviors have een categorized into four ma r areas. The
first of these is known as self-indulgent which includes tantrumming,
crying, pouting, sulking, 'screaming,'tapping, clucking and making non-
sense noises not usually included under the definition of self-stimulatidn

16
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behaviors. 9

The second behaviorVarekincludes al forms of non-CompliaRt be-
haviors. These include the student who says "no" whenagked to do some-,
thing, the student who does not do something becatise she forgets, or the

student who chooses not to do what is asked. It includes the non-pec4or-
mance af'rodtine behaviors. it also encompasses the.studene who does the
required task but does it poorly, sloppily or incompletely, and the student
who does what she is asked but only after repeated commands orrequests.
Finally', this behavior area includes the student who does what is asked
but only with much argument and hassle.

The third behavior area is aggression, both physical and verbal. Such
things as hitting, pulling, pinching, striking, pushing, and destroying or
taking property are included under this heading. Verbal aggression such
as cursing or screaming at someone can also be included in this area alp .

though frequently these behaviors are included under the self-indulgent to,.

label. \

The fourth category of inappropriatep behavidir is self-stimulatory
or self-destrbctive behaviors. Self-stimulatory behaviors such as
filtering, rocking; playing withparts of the body, and.sclf-destructive
behaviors which cause damage to the person are the types of behaviors in-
cluded in this category.

Underlying Principles for Behavior Programming. A student who re-
quires remediation of an ihappLopriate behavior usually has been engaging
in the behavior to fie remediated over a period of time. Moreover, adults
who hav'e'tried to remediate these behaviors usually have tried various
approaches for only short periods of time, none sufficiently long enough
to allow.any'favorable behavior change. Not seeing an immediate change,
they switched to a different strategy. Mos, thi-e usually, has been a
history of inconsistency with the student. Tlierefore, one of the under-
lying principles on which all 'the behavior programming must be based is
the gainidg of consistency ill the actions of the adult or adylts, to the be-

.

haviors of the student. To insure that consistency is achieYed in the
data based gymnasium after a prograni for inappropriate behaviors or social-
ization'iS inaugurated, it maintains for one week prior to consideration .

of change of that program.

4

( The secqnd majdr priRciple undeMich all behavior programs operate
.

in the dak based gymnasium is that the end goal -is 'to bring the student's
behavior under tinknatural consequences of the environment. Since this
is the terminal goal, most programming starts with the utilization of

i

natural consequertses..in the environment such as social reinforcement, ig-
noring or verbal correcOons. Tangible reinforcers or token systems are
usually only used after It has been demonstrated that consistent social
programs will not achieve the desired behavior.

Steps for Behavior Programming. All beilav' r intervention programs

;dand..,all programs to Improve socialization have even steps. jos Pinpointing
and accurately defining the behavior; 2) Baselining the beh4ior; 3) Es-
tablishing a terminal objective; 4) Designing and implementing the be-

.

.
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havior program, 5) Analyzing the 4ta, 6) Modifying the program as necessary,
and 7) Insuring tat the behavior change maintaips over time. Each of these

steps arse discussed below.

. . . -
P inpointing and Accurately'Defiang the Behavior. There is a neces-

sity for defining precisely the behavior iddhtified for possible treatment.
For example, a tantrumiliing student may be 'throwing hismeif on the ground,

screaming and kicking. As this behavior is treated, data indicated no re-
duction in the number or length of the tantrums. However, when observing

the student, it,Cs noticed that the student has ceased throwing himself bn
the floor and now only stands and screams. The throwing himself bn the

ground and kicking which was part of the original definition of the tan-
trum has disappeared. Thus, it can be concluded that the treatment pro-
cedures which were used were effective in that they produced a less severe
form of the behavior. The teacher faced with this change of definition mukt
proceed on the assumption that the beha vior Is now different. In looking :

at the original definition of the behavior, that of throwing'himself on the .

ground, screaming and kicking, that behavior no longer occurs at all. In-

stead, there i a new behavior called Standing and screaming. Therefore,

a rule of thumb'is that when a behavior has changed in definition, it
should be treated as a new behavior with its 'own measurement system and

treatment program. This rule necessitates 4.ing very precise about the

4/ identification and definition of the behavior to be treated.
I .

Baselining the BehAviot-. After the behavior has been identified, the

net step is to take baseline data on the behavior. During baseline, no

treatment conditions are in effect. Baseline data is taken fOr a period
of One week. Figure 1 shows the form on which the behavior is tallied,
and also shows an example of baseline data being taken on four different
behaviors, tantrumming, noncompliance, aggression and greetings. The

data taken for tantrumming measures two dimepsiohs of that behavior, the
number and the length of each. The frequency is totaled as is the total
number of minutes and a rate per day is established which in this particular

case is 1.28 occurrences. An average length of time (duration) is estab-

lished by dividing the number of occurrences into the number of minutes.
In this case, 'the average duration time is 9.22 minutes. In computing

,items such as compliance, both the number of.compliances and number of non-
compliances are computed so as to achieve a percentage. In tbls case, the

total number of compliances is 22.and pe
%
total number of noncompliances

is *the percentage of compliance is: .x. %di.'"

22 or 32%. _

22
.,

-746- .1.

4., .
. .

A word of caution about taking baseline,data. If data are main-'"\\

tamed throughout an entire day, then the period of time for which data
are taken must be monitored so.thae a rate cen be compul. if only partial
daily data

.

are taken, it is preferable to tally that dat during the same ,..

period of time each day. This will tlOn provide an accurate picture of the
frequency with which the behavior is occurring., In the case of such be-
havIors as compliance where percentage isbekng tallied, the length of time
that the data are taken is not a concern. Sincf the'data being computed is
a ratio or,.., percentage, varied times of day can be used.

18
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Child's Name:
Bill

Datellecording Initiated:
-7-18

7 -22Date Recording Terminated:

4

BEHAVIORS .

.,

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY: THURSDAY FRIDAY

'

SATUROAY ,SUNDAY TOTAE

Tantrummlng - '

Number I II I . 'HI '11 .-

1

. 9

1.28/day

Length ) 11-min ' 4'

14

3 21 11

2 .

7

10

#
83m

r . 9.22

Complies 1411'. II
41:141.

I I I H cibrr
.

, 22,

Does Not Comply.

.

Jerriii :lair

j,.i.fr 1)1

14011r

iiii

J.wr r 46

% a 2%

.Hits Peers .

-.-

I I II I

-
5

1- a 1.0

Answers when
Greeted

I

.

I

,

y

I .

.
3

Does not answer
when Greeted

II 1.1 . I II I I

1

9

sigs 25%

,

l
1

.

, .

.

. ,

Figure baseline Data for Bill for Tan trumming,

Aggression, Non-Compllance 'and Appropriate Responses to Greetings
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if

5elf7stimu1ato;y behavior can be measured in a number -of ways-. If

the behavior is of low frequency variety, then a frequency count can be
1001

made. if the-behavior is nigh frequency, then,the onset of each occurrence
can be tallied together with the length of each occurrence. Frequently,

however, the onset of such behaviors are difficult to.ideneify or observe.
Thelefore, a time sample of the behavior can be made, recording with a stop-
,
watch the mount of time the behavior occurs within a set period of time. -

This can /then be computed as a .ratio of stimulatory/non-stimulatiry "be-

havior and,aralyzed much like compliance ata. '

4/

Establishing a Terminal objective. After the baseline data have been

computed, a termitial objective is established for-each initiated progfam.
This objective iS entered together withithe baseline da.ta on the form shown

in Figure 2 and Figure 3. In the case of Bill, two programs were felt to
be serious enough to warrent treatment, command comptiancfr and temper
tantrums.. The ob5,ect.ive chosen for command compliance was "to ifIcrease_
command compliance to 80 for three consecutive weeks" (Figure 2). The

objective specified for tentrumming was "to reduce temper tantrums to a
mean of less than one mjnute duration and a frequency of .1.4 per week fdr

three consecutive weeks" LFigure 3). In the establishment of both of thcr
terminal objectives, the.parents were consulted not-only about the objec-
tive but also abglikAhe treatment_ program described'tlerow.

D'eSigni.ng a Treatment. Program. As indicated previously, most programs
.initially conducted in the gymnasium will use social consequences for be-
havior% in order to establish a consistent system of responses to the stu-
dent which in many cases may be sufficient to bring She behavior.under
control. This approach is ea,.' To conduct and introduces no artificial 1

toNvequ,ences, there iS nee- -outt-he-

oi'ller words, the natural consequences of the environment will be, through
their consistent use, controlling the behavior.

The form used in the gymnasium for designing a'program is .shown-in

figures 4 and 5. Figure 4 shows a program,for the remediation of non coin-

pliiant behavior. E,ach'program is numbered down the left
.

hand siile and

instructions are prescribed as to what ta_da_when the behavior does or does
not. oceur. in this example, for eachicomPliance, the student is to be.
socially reinforced,'and for each nonrcompliante, the student,is to be re-

, \coed, led through the behavior, and then socially reinforced. This ,latter

ample oftli.ourse is the standard correctiOn procedure,used in the classroom

w descr4ted.in Chapter 7. Fj.gure 5 lkows a behavior program cover

sheet for the reduction of temper tantrums. The Program is numbered. When

a, antrum scours, it is to be ignored; when a tantrum does not occur ill

those ins6nces when,it would normally occur Bill is reinforced socially.

In this particular case, the tantrums occur wien he wants something which
he cannot have. 'Therefore, if he were to ask for something, be,refuted,
and not Xantrum, he would be social reinforced.

$ Anatyzino_the Data. Data,are gathered daily on the form shown in

Figure 1. These data are analyzed weekly and are compared with the data
of the previous week. if the data show an improvement over the previous
week; the program remains unchanged. For instance, Figure 6 is a data

sheet fOrr increasing command compliance. During .the first week of the

4
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1,

Name of Childy Bill

0

Date Program Started: 7-22-71

rqdram Conducted id: 'Home- ( ) Soh ,,(X) Both ( )Date Terminatcd.

Program Objective: To Incnease command compliance to BO% for three

consecutive weeks. '

C
r i s

i. - , .

o
(

a -
\

3

ti

in a

17,

Bbseline D tat

Reported Daily ( ) Weekly (X)
1

9

.Date Data . Comments .

7-22 32%
_

,
,...,

.
.

. .

.

.
.

.

1

.

.

-
. -

..

. --....

.

...._ .

. .

. CI,

_

...

.

If program not completed, but terminated; state mason:

Figure 2. Program Data Sheet for Compliance ram fpr Bill
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Treatment DAN:
t

Reported: Daily ( Y.,. Weekly ( )

Date De5avioro,

. y

W , BYilopsis,of Program .. .

. a
.

. .

.
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.

t

4
.
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.
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4 PO'st Treatment Follow-tip-411
LA,

Reported: Da I 1 y; ( ) Weekly ( ON

Date Behavior
A Synopsis of Program,

,

r
.

. ,

1
.

, It
.

I.
.

. 4.
. .

4

.

/- 0

%

,

. , .
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Figure 2 coniinued
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w.

3

4

5

6

7

Name of Child: Brit Date Program Started: 7-22-77
.

PrbgramConducted In: Home ( ) School (X) Both ( ) Determinated:

Program Objective:

minute durption ania frequency of .14 per week for three consecutive weeks.

To reduce temper tantrums to a mean of less than one .2

N4._ tea

Baseline Data:

Reported Daily ( ) Weekly (X)

Date
.

-Fretwency DATA ,

Length
Comments

7-22 . 1.28 ger day
/

. 9.22 mini . I. I
I

a 0 .
..

. .

6
.

I

. .
N.

.

If program not .completed, but terminated, state reason:

p

r.s

.4"

Figure 3: Program Data Sheet foriantrumming Program for Bill

C)
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3

5

6

7

8

9

10r

11

12

13

14

15

1

2

4

Treatment Data:

Reported: Daily ( ) W,peklyA ) iro

f...----r--'----'',
Date Behavior Synopsis of Pcbgram

------

_

,..,

1 .
.

a 1 .

. r

1

w

V ,

...,

/
r

P .

0 a.

u

r i
d

0
-..

a

,

1
_

4

.

4

q

,

A

4

ft

0
I

o

fi

Post Treatment Follow-up

Reported: Daily ( ) Weekly ( )

Date Behavior .

r

Synopsis of'Pro4ram .
.

.
.

4.,
.

.

,

.
.

1

.

.

,

.

r

Flgbre 3 continued
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BehavioiProgram Cover Sheet

Name: ,Bill

Behavior to be Remediate0: To Increase command compliance to 80%

for three conseebt ve weeks.

Program No.

,

,

viCompriAnce) ,

WhemBehavior Occurs do This:
:

- ,

(Non-Compliance)
When Behavior Does Not
Occur, do this

.

.

I `

. .

.

,

.-

-

1

..

ocialii Reinforce.

,

-,

-

...

.

.

,
,

, .

' .

. '
. .

.
.

a

-

.

.

Say no; re-cue; lead
.the child _ through the
behavior; sociailly

reinforce.

.

.

..,----.
.

..,

. . .
.

4

ti

3
Plo

Flgure,A. Behavior Program ,Cover Sheet
for $111 tor Command Compliance Program

A



71e

havior to be Remediated:

Bill

Behavior Program Cover Sheet

\y,

To reduce tantrums to a mean of. Less than

one minute duration and a frequency of .14 per week for _three consecutive weeks.

e

,

Program- Ho.

(Compliance)

When Behavior Occurs dorThis:

,

.

(Non-Compiiancp),
When Behavior Does Not
Occur, do this:

.

i

. .

.

7

.

-

.

4

%

.

.

ei
,

Ignore it.

.

-

.

,

I

s

.

s

,

'

*

5

.'-

.,...

-

_

1

. Tantrummlng occurs when
Bill is requested to do,
something. Therefore,
he will be socially
reinfOrced each time he,
complies. See compli-
ance pgogram.

, .

-%

,

%
. .

r

Figure 5. Behavior Program Cover Sheet

for Bill Tor Tantrumming Behavior
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Treatment Data:

/ AL

004

Reported: 0a1 ly ( ). lweekly ( )

1 e

. -

.4,

,

Date Behavior
,

Synopsis of Program

.

7-29 f(n 39%
..

. 1

/

.8-9 #8%
.

.
1 .

..
8-12 52%

.
2

8-19

.

71% . .7
2 ,

8-20. 74% 2 OP .
1

C-;

.

.

,

,
.

.

.
, .

.- .

I , .
. .- % -%

i
.

.

w

Post Treatment Follow -up

'Reported: ?ally ) Weekly ( )

.., t

\1

4,

Date
s

. Begavior Synopsis of Program
. ,

.. .

.
.

-..
.

/ . .
,...

.

Figure 6. Second Page of Program Data Sheet for Cpcnpliance Program
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program, that dated 7/29, the compliance ratt.increased to 392 Notice

thaeOnder synopsis of program the number 'tile program is eneered which

aptietrt on tpeprogram covet sheet {Figure 41.

Durihg the gets'! creek Of the program, 8/5, the compliante rate was

382 This shows a slight decrease tient the previous week's 39%. Therefore,

there is a. requirement on the part of the.:teacher no web change the program.
.That change- is entered on the_behavior program cover sheet. The4 program del

tided upon is labeled Programi,#2.- Uhder the heading of "when behavior
occurs, cict this", the teacher enters "socially reinforce and give Bill a
raisin". "Pot-non-compliance, the consequence has not changed.It is "no",
recueing, lead the child through the hehavior and socially reinforce. On

'August 12, the data ascoshown jn Edgy-re 6 increased to 51% with Progr'am #2
and on August.19; it increased-e1P-M,with Progranf #2 and on August ,20, it .

increased, to 74% under Program #2. -As long as tht program,is showing con-
tinual gain as the behavior approaches the criterion level, the program is

not changed.

An exception to the rule which says that the program should be
changed if there ts no improvement over the previous week's behavior occurs

-when an Snatysis of the week's data is made. For instance, overall data es
for the week may ndt show improvement but may for the week begin to show a

trend. This will be most often manifested in those instances when a new
program shows an immediate increase in the inappropriate behavior. As the

el student realizes that the program is going to be administere in a consis-
tent fashion, one begins to demonstrate a decrease in that behavior. The,

behavior most-oftsp cited in the.literature for which this-occurs is
tantrummin which, when initially ignored, would usually increase in Length
and frequency before it begins to.decrease. However, our experience indi-

cates that this phenomenon opcurs in other behaviors such as non-compliance
and aggressibn. Therefore, 'the weekly data rieedfloybe examined to deter-

mine whether qr net a reductionis occurring after this spontaneous increase.

There are geher ..excepiions to the ruld'of !hangingA program if po im-

provement is noted. Unusual circumstances May be present all week or for

part of the week. If so, the teacher should not respond to the data: For
instance, if a teacher is sick' and a substitute teacher is employed, during
this period of time, the program i9 not conducted as consistently as should
be and consequently, the data reflect this inconsistent response. These

dita should not be considered for program change. Likewise, if the student
has been absent for periods/of time, itis better to gather at least three
cpgfecutiye days of data,bef8le deciding to cklopge the.proggam. And of

course, in those behaviors in which two dimensions are beid measured, such

a the tantrumming behavior :Flown in Figure 3 where both frequency and
len th are being recorded, a ehange, may only be manifested in one of those

dimensions at a time. If such a change is positive, then the program
4

.should not be changed.
. it '

'Modifying the Program as Necessary. This entire process of analyzing

. data is based upon comparing the current Week's data with that of the pre-

- f vious week. 4 dichotomous decision is made. .If the data do not show im-

provement and do not fall Into the three categories of exceptiohs pre-
viously described.-- then the program must be changed. If change is

'% .
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occurring, then the program can remain nchangea.

When the program-Ti" to be-changed, the genera' rule is to increase
the power of the reinforcer, leaving the punisher ionstant until all rein-
forces pave been corlitely explored. Generally, reinforcers will be
sufficient to modify the behavior without ever having to impose a punisher

4 more severe than socia4 reprimnd.

Maintaining /3e.bagfor Change. After the objective for a behavior pro-
gram is achieved for tge period of time specified in the program data
sheet (Figures 2and 3), the program is put on (maintenance schedule after
all tangible reinforcers and high frequency social'reinforcers have been
faded. The student should be responding to the natural consequences in
the environment before the program'is considered compleAe and placed on
maintenance. For maintenance, the pr6gram is checked at one month, tAree
month and six month intervals. This is done by retaking baseline data for
one week at each of thote times. If the data indicate that the behavior
has not deteriorated, then no further action is necessary. If the date .
ind.icate that the deterioration of the behavior has occurred to a degree
unacceptable to either the parents or the teacher, the behavior program
should be reinitiated.

JI ,

Summary
lc

/4 This chapter has summarized the principles of behavior programming
utilized in the Data Based Gymnasium. It has illustrated the forms used

' for tracking those behaviors, and has given some examples of how that pro
and tracking occurs.

.
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Introduction

Chapter 4

GYMNASIUM MANAGEMENT
_.

Many readers may be familiar with the terrri-cl room management, but

few, if any, have used -or observed in print the m gymnasium management.

Essentially, the expression gymnasitim management synonymous with the

term classroom management. The phrabe is used to highlight the fact that
leaining is learning regardless of the educational setting and that the
gymnasium like the classroom must be managed to insure educational gains.
Gymnasium management ,like classroom management means that the teacher must
use everything at her disposal to accomplish instructional objectives with
students. These include people, setting, curriculum and the administrative
technique to weld them together.

)

A

Physical Education Teacher

The person responsible for teaching physical education tcrthe severely-
handicapped varies from school district o school district, and from state

to state. The options usually include on or two persons, the special
educator or the physical educator.. According to the Rules and Regulations
for Public Law 94-142, it could be argued that technically either person

. is qualified. However, if the local school district has physical educators
available to instruct non-handicapped students, it would seem logical-that
'these personnel should be available to instruct handicapped students. In

thR eventuality that a physical educator Is available to teach physical
education to the severely handicapped, it 1s, essential that this person
articulatg' closely Oith the special education teacher. in short, it is

, necessary for the physical educator to understand Tot only the studept's
maement needs, but also basic information such as the student's reinforce-
ment schedule and language capabilities.

The teacher of physical education for the severely handicapped must
assume a role as manager of the, learning environment. Studentsmithmajor
disab Wes require educational settings in which they are instructed
indi 0-11y or in small groups. Such an arrangement is possible only if
the e. h r has- personnel who can assist with instruction.

, Volunteer Roles

Successful implementation of the Teaching Research Model, whether in
the classroom or the gymnasium, requires the liability of volunteers.the

It 1g iii person who Is frequently the Ind ual most responsible for
conducting the individual.skilidkacquisition p gram. Selecting and training

// .volunteers Is therefore a critical process. Even In. pose districts where
physical educatog4 teach the severely handicapped, the special educator
normally assumes(the lead role in the training of volunteers.

. %
.4.
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The special process for the traiping and use of the volunteers'is

fouid'in Chapter

Aide Role .6

0

irt

elf-contained classrooms for the severely handicapped normally are

staffed with a special educator and a professional aide. The latter

individual assumes a variety of important 7-unctions. The aide is frequently

asked to train and supervise the volunteers. In the absence of the reacher,

the aidcan be looked to as the teacher's temporary replacement.
4

The aide can also play anr important parrim the conduc t of the physi-

,
. cal education program. in those districtswhich do not have professionally

trained physical educators, the aide's physical' education responsibility
would be deter-mined by the special education teacher in aimanner sLmilarto

that for other program areas. The aide's tole in districts which do have
physical education teachers would be primarily to assist in the transition
of students from one teacher to a second teacher. The aide provi4es
important link between the classroom and gymnasium setting. Not only can

the aide assist in the physical education Anstructiodal process, tiut can 4

also fulfill an important role providing consistency in implementing the

important language and behavior programs. Physical education teachers, al- ' Mi
though knowledgeable in subjeg matter, often find themselves at a dis-
advantage'in conducting programs with thesSeverely handicapped because of
the Unique behaviors frequently exhibited by such individuals. The un-
certainty about individual behaviors coupled with the -physical educator's

-lack of information or experience with individual students can be corrected
by the tresence of an aide who spends the majority of the day with the
students.

Gymnasium

TF-presenc of a gymnas ium is not dientIal for the conduct of

appropriate physical education programs. )or some students, the large
open space found within gymnasiums may actuallyinhibit learning. Many

of the programs found within the physical education curriculum can be con-
ducted kithin the confines of a classroom, hallway, or some other available
space. Regardless of the area used, the most important concept is to
Identify individual teaching stations so that volunteers can conduct the

Individualized programs without InterruptLon. For some of th6 basic game
skills such as throwing and kickinR, a larger area such as a cafeteria,
hallway or gymnasium is desirable so as Wit to dIsturb'oc endanger others.

, - ,

A sample list of. equipment needed to;Fonduct the physical education
programs is indicated below:

mats (4' x 6')
sets of shapes:

. circle (3'.,radius)
square (4' sides)

1--
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Basketballs
Baseball?:, bats, gloves
Softballs
Volleyball.

1
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triangle fie equivalent sides)
rectangle (4' x 2' sides)

balls (4") I

tells (BM
measuring tapes
classroom chairs

Objectives

Soccer ballrc
Tricycle
Bicycle

hula hoops
.tennis balls

Certainly, the major eleMent in gymnasium management Is the d igna-
tion'a long and short range instructional objectives for each st dent:
These should be extracted from a curriculum with a detailed scope and se-
quence of behavioral objectives. A description and some examples of in-
'structional sequences from such a curriculum are containedln Appendix A.

4

, -

Curriculum, Assessment and Data K p,4ping

it
To utilize-the arriculum erly there must be an initial assess-

ment of the student. This apses nt includes a determination of the skills
ih the curriculum which the studentpossesses and those which he dOes not
possess. This initial assessment is necessary if the teacher is going.to
conduct individual programming of students to the extent specified in this
model. In addition, the teacher needs an easy system of keeping track of
phe student's acquired skills as he moves through the instructional scope
and sequence. Thus, a data keeping sySIem which allows for initial assess-
ment.and easy updating, of the s'tudent's.program it mandatory in a good
gymnasium management system. Chapter 6 discusses that system in detail.

The Pupils--Physical Limitations and Reinforcers

The teacher needs to know what physical limitations the student has
which may alter the teaching. approach to the student. Sensory deprivation,
such as partial or total' loss of sight or hearing must be deVrminetles
must all physical anomalies which may interfere with the Tovement capability
of the student. However, knowledge of the students in thel classroom for
.the moderately and severely handicapped also focuses on those activities
and things which can serve as reinforcers for the student. Thus, a rein-
forcer list for each student Is prepared and becomes an essential element
In the gymnasium management system.

Parents

A final component to complete the picture is the ut/lization of
parents who Ore an essential part of the instruction team. Much instruc-
tion can be carried out by parents In the home. Parents can serve not only
to maintain skills learned in physical education, but also can actually
accelerate learning. 4Thus, coordination with parents Is an essential ele-
ment in gymnasium management. Chapter 10 gives the particulars of this
coordIhatidn.'

4
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The Clipboard System /

All of these elements must be broughntogetherlso that they become

a cohesive systein% facilitating the instructional process of the student.

The administrative/device that accomplishes this coordination is the clip-.

board of the student. The clipboard tells the volunteer what to do, where

to record the information (data), and how to interact with the studerM.

It is the communication channel throUgh.which all instruction to volunteers

and aides is given and through which feedback comes to. the teacher so that'

the.student's 'individual program can be modified.

......

Each,student's clipboard contains the week! cover sheet which speci-

fies all programs, including the physical educa ionon program in which the

student is currently engaged. This weekly cove sheet has a space for the

volunteer, aide or teaciper to initial each program as it is conducted on a

given day. A circle inserted in any schedule means that the program is

.a high priority and shoUld be conducted first. A student may be engaged in

as many as five to a dozeniprograms. The number of programs will be de-

ir
termined by the number of volunteers available since it is desirable to

conduct each program daily.

A sample weekly Cover sheet is shown In Figure 1. 'Robert, the student

for whom the cover sheet has been prepared, is scheduled for six skill .
,

acquisition programs: (1) Physical Education - underhand throw; (2)

Eating finger foods; (3) Writing - reproduces.cross; (4) Language -
..

maintains aye contact; (5) Redding - finds colors; (6) Fine Motor - .

picture puzzle. The initials on the right hand side of the form show

that the program has been run and by whom. Blank sqUares indicate that

the program was not conducted. For instance, the chart represents the

situation as of Wednesday immediately prior to the start of class.

"Reading - finds colors" was not conducted on Tuesday. The circle opposite

that program on Wednesday indiEtes that that program,stioula be conducted

first.

Immediately following the weekly cover sheet on the clipboard is the

consequence list, shown as Figure 2, which lists the things that are,rein-

forcing to the student. _This list provides the volunteer th'e necessary

information to choose reinforcers for thf student. On the sheet with he

eCd)
consequence list is a section devoted to Behavioral Comments, which als

provides instructions on how to handle behavioral problems that may o Ur

duriAg an instructional period.
P".

The third page on the.Cirpboard is the .language sheet. The language

sheet is divided into three parts: (1) receptive language; (2) expressive

language; and (3) new vocabOlary. The receptive language section defines

the degree of understanding which the student has of spoken language. In

Figure 3; the receptive language entry shows that Robert understands simple

one-concept commands. a

,the expressive language section describes the degree of language.com-

plexity which the student is able totmit. For instance, Figure 3 under

exRressive language indicates that Robert says most speech sounds and will

`imitate words by giving the initial sound of the word..
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Hamel' Robert

Teachivig Research infant 6 Child Center

WEEKLY COVER-SHEET

..
.

Program , Mon Tues Wed Thurf Fri

1. Physical Education underhand throw F

Jw

.

M11
1

-0

2- I Eating - ;inner foods

I. !Writing - reproduces cross TF 'DOW

4. Language - maintains eye contact JW " HL

5.

.

Reading - finds colors 4
poi

4

6. Fine Hotor - picture puzit e
.

1

'JW HL
4

7.

8.
.

.
.

- ,

.

r
9.

10.
,

II.' .

s
.

13. . -,

14. .

4
.

15. 1
..,

,

.

16.

.

. . 1

' 17. . .

..

[
18.

.
,

19.
.

.

, . .

. .

.
..110

, t

Signature of Volunteer

figure 1. Sanip leWeekly Cover Sheet
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Teaching Reiearch Infont and Child Center

Consequence'List.

Child's Name: Robert

J.

11

ft

)

Reinforcement List

A. Social

' 1. That's right!

.1

4 ,

r

.11

2 Good (name task)

Vow:.

Good for you!

t

Lift in the air.

B. Primary - Tangible

1: Vibrator - likes to be tickled onutummy. -1

2. Music box - wind it up and hand it to him.
,

Cookies

Juice

S. Balloon - likes o throw in air.

6. Stars on paper .for writing program,

II. General Comments

a

1. Mike sureRobert is attending to task befor giving cue.

-4( he is not attending to task, ignore him byllooking away fora period of 30 l
seconds to one minute, then retume task,

a II

3

Figure 2. Sample Consequence.list Sheet

P .

!
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Child's Name:

a

% .

TEACHING RESEARCH INFANT AND CHILD CENTER
.

4-
Robert 4

Live Language

I. Understands simple one-concept commands

Language Vile

. 4
male

AN

i t

t.

. .. . . .

S3.
. . . .

-5. ,. 9

11.. Exprefsive Language
a

1 Says most speech sounds

2. Will imitate-words by giving initial 'sound'.

Be sure Robert says the initial sound when repeatin) aword He can

4..

416"it. ;

I

I11;,

do.

a

New. Voca ba'Aciz

1. 'al

e

16. .

2. ot 7. 12., 17.

3. mi 1k 8.* 3. # 18.

4. cookie 9. 14.., 19.

5. 1.,04 15. 20.
41,

5
I

* 1

/
Figure Sample Language Shea'

a
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S.

Thp new vocabulary sections include new words or sottnds which the

. student has Acquired that heed to be reinforced. In all programs, in-

cluding physleal education, the consequence and language sheet must be

.used by all teachers, aides and volunteers. Whether.in the gymnasium or

.in the classroom,, consistency in behavior treatment and communication pro-
cedure is essential fiRrosuccessful programming.

Ir.

^t- A a

Following the. language sheet are three sheets for each program listed

on the weekly cover, sheet - Figures I, 5, and 6 - a beha;ioral sequence.

sheet, a' program cover sheet, and a data sheet. The,behavioral sequence 6

sheet (Figure 4) contains the task analysis of the skill, and the program
cover sheet (Figur% 53 describes how an individual program is to be run.
in Figure 5, a volunteer can sue what the verbal and non-verbal cue is
the correction procedure, materials to be.used, the reinforcement ratio
and the criterion level of success. All this information helps a volun-

teer-determine how.a program is to be nal. The last form is the data

sheet (Figure 6). it tells the teacher how a stildent performed on a pro-

gram so that she can make update decisions. The use of the d'pta sheet afid.

how one updates will be discussed in detail in Chapter 6.
44,f -

If there_are six Individual programs for the stude9t (the average
number), there will be a behavioral sequence sheet, a progFam cover sheet,
aqd a data sheetaor each of those programs oh.the clipboard. A schematic

of the entire clfpboa'rd is shown in Figure 7..t

summary

.

C(assroom management' includes the welding together by a teacher/

.manager of the curriculum containing complete scope and sequence, a data

keeping system, terial$ and'reinforcers, aides, volunteers, and parents.

BuilA7in o the agement system is a communication system that allows

insteuc ions to easily delivered to the aide and volunteers and which

provide a feedba channel to the teacher/manager. This system provides

the ne essa ry linkobetween experiences in the classroom and gymnasium.

40,t,
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B. Underhand Throw

Terminal Objective:

Prerequisite Skills

Phase I

{Phase I I

Game Skills, Basic
I.

The student,, standing, will perform an underhand throw
swinging. the arm backward and then forward while step-
ping forward simultaneously with the opposife.foot and

releasing the ball at the end of the swing in a manner
whichscauses the ball to fly in the direction of the
target.

: Game Skills - Basic, Skill A

Witftthe student standing 5' froi target and with knees
bent, student will swing arm backward and forward.re-
leasing.the ball at end of swing in.direction of the
target. Teacher assists student in swinging prm back
and then forward.

With student standing 5' from target, .teacher assists
'student to swing arm back and allows Audent to swing
arm forward releasing ball at target at end of swing.

Phase III 41- With student standing 5' from target, student will
"independently swing arm backward and forward:releasing
bail at end Pf swing and in direction of target.

Phase IV

Phase. V

Phase VI

With student standing 5'..,fronitarget with one foot

forward and one foot back and knees bent, student will
swing arm fortvard releasing ball at end of swing and
in direction of target.

With student standing 5' from.).arget and with knees
bent, student wi.11 swing arm backward and forward
releasing ball at end of swing and in the direction of
the target while teacher is pushing student's oppositb
foot forward.sImultaneously with swing.

Student, standing; will perform an underhand throw
swinging the arm backward and then forward while
stepping forward.wilmultaneously with the opposite foot
and releashig the ball at the end OP the swing in a
manner which causes the ball to fly in the direction
of the target.

The f011owing steps apply to Phase VI.
'

Steps

1. 7'

2. 12'

441
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Figure 4.° Sample B havlor.Sequence
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A

S.. Underhand Throw, Continued :

Suggested Materials: PoOr, inch rubber ball and a 3' ly 3' target placed.

on the floor. ./
0 .. ).

Jeaching.Mates:. 1. For those students in wheelchairs,the underhand ,throw
can be performed with the student itting in the .

, wheelchair thus eliminating the need for the above
prerequisite body positions.

2. For non-ambulatOry students who are not in a wheelchair,
ball rolling could be taught from a supported sitting
position. - 44

. .

V
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Figure 4 continued
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a

Pupil. Robert

Date Started: Aprli 2, 1979

Date Completed:

Program: Underhand throw

flY

Yerbal Cut; "Robert, throW the ball at the target" Materials. I. Hallway

2, Physical education time
3. 4" ball
4. Target
5, Reinforcer

a.

Non-Yerbal,Cue: Teacher 4emonstrates and points,

to the target.

Reinforcement Procedure:
Alve Social reinforcement upon
completion of task.

Correction; Robert, throw the ball at the

target." Physically-assist him to
. do step correctly and socially rein-

, force.

Criterion;
Three Ionsecutlye correct responses
before given next step.

a

Figure 5. .Sample Program Cover Sheet

a
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Teaching Research Infant and Child Center Raw Data Sheet

Awe* Robert Program: Underhand* throw

X Correct
0 Intorrect

r .. . -
KelarOrcer PIlase Step 1 2 3 4

Trials

S. 6 7.
4

8 9

4 11

10 Comments Date

baseline (* IV
4

a/o

3

o/o/o/o\x/x
z. I . -'

/2

Social IV 2 x x o f x x o o o /3

Social IV 2 oxxoxo o o o

.
.

.

.
.

)
4

. ,

1 r-

\))

'
.

.

1 x

/ C

1
.

.

A

Figure' 6. Data Simet

'40
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A

Weekly Cover Sheet

Consequence List,Language Sheet
00

.

,Behavior Sequence-Program

1 Program /1 Program Cover Sheet

Data Sheet Program 1

Behavior Sequence- Program 2

Program/2 Program Cover Sheet

[ Data Sheet-Program 2 '

(For Programs 3, 4, 5,,6, etc.
repeat Bphavior Sequence, Cover
Sheet, Data Sheet)

Figure 7.. Schemkic of a Clipboard
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Chapter 5

GAME, EXERCISE AND LEISURE SPORT CURRICULUM

Historical Development of the Curriculum

This Game, Exercise and Leisure Sport curriculum is the result of a
'concerted effort between staff from the Physical Education Department at
Oregon State University (OSU) and staff of the Spetial Education Department
at Teaching Research. its initial development began in the fall of 1977
when it became apparent that many physicaleducation curricula for the
handicapped did not provide adequate programming for the student who,was
profoundly or severely handicapped. Curricula such as the I CAN curriculum
are quite comprehensive in their scope but are not designed todeal with
the student who is severely or prOffoundly handicapped and.are not geared
to the low functiona4 levels often found with this popuiStiont The se-

.

queries found in this curricuiym are designed to fill that gap.

The initial attempts to develop the sequence were completed by both
staffs from OSU and Teaching Research. Placement testing procedures were
devised to articulate with'the sequences and time was spent test.ing these
sequences on severely and profoundly handicapped students in classrooms
at Teaching Research. As a result, several revisions of the curriculum
occurred, includingaixtensive field testing of the curriculum items in
classrooms other than those at Teaching Research. The curriculum as it now
stands has been extensively field tested and thelwriculum has been shown
to'provide a guide for teaching severely handicapped students basic physi-
cal education skillsA This curriculum will, of course, continue to be re-
vised,as more and more teachers have the opportudlty to use-the curriculum
and suggest changes'in sequences.

Rationale for the Curriculum

Since the sequences and task analyses within this curriculum are
written in tile form of individual prescriptions for the student, it will
not be necessary for the teacher to write an individual prescription for
each student. it must be emphasized, however, that no curriculum can
provide all the needed sequences and task analyses for an) particular stu-
dent. Therresponsibirky for altering the sequences to fit the student's
needs is t'he responsibility of the teacher in the classroom. It is felt,
however, that given this curriculum and the skills to make the alterations
as necessary, that the teacher can provide appropriate game, exercise and
leisure sport experiences for handicapped students.

The,surriculum is a series of behavior analyses (task analyses) of
basic pbyiIcal education skills. The entire concept of task analysis is
based on the fact that for a student to learn a complex skill, it may be
necessary to break down that complex skill into more simple skills and to
teach each of those simple skills separately. This curriculum Is designed
to.be used In a, program where individual objectives are designed for each
dtudW. The procedure of placing each student in the curriculum Is de-

.
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scribed in a subsequent portion of this chapter. Once the student is placed

in the curriculum, it is anticipated that she will be moved through the

various behaviors according-to priorities establishea'by the teacher and

parents or surrogate parents. !Lis anticipated that each studenesepro-
.1 grams through the various steps of the curriculum will be tracked through

a continuous data system as described in Chapter 6 of this book.4 The

curriculum is organized into major areas, skills, phases, and steps. This

qrganizational pattern is consistent with other organizational patterns
'Found within Fredericks, et al, The Teaching Research Curriculum for the
Moderately and Severely Handicapped, 2nd Edition (1'980) and Fredericks,
et al, The Teaching Research Upper Level Curriculum for Moderately and
Severely Handicapped (in press). As an example, take the majoc area in

the curriculum called Game Skills, Basic. The first skill in Game Skills,

Balk is the underhand roll. Within the underhand roll skill there are

eight phases (Figure. 1). The phases are essenti011y task analyses of the
terminal objective listed for the skill of underhand roll. The higher the

phase number; the'more advanced the skill.
/

One additional area remains in the curriculum--steps, which are further
breakdowns of.a phase. Steps, for,example, may be either differences in

length of time or differences in.distances.

Although this curriculum is designed for severely and profoundly
handicapped students, many teachers will have a. majority of skddents who

are not handicapped. The curriculum, however, can still be used as a'

guide. The detailed breakdown of phases will, however, be necessary. For

example, in the underhand roll pha';es of the curriculum, it is not neces-
sary to take a nonhandicapped studentthrough each of the phases listed in

the underhand roir-ekill. It is, however, a necessary skilL that many

students need to practice. Nonhandicapped students may be taught this skill
with the teaching emphasjs on more precision with regard to form. style.

The teacher who uses this curriculum should always strive to have the stu-

, dent accomplish the terminal objective in the skill before attempting to
teach the phases and should always be trying to have the student accomplish
a particular phase before teaching the steps in a phase. There is no need

to move every student through the curriculum step by step, phase by phase.
The student's movement through the curriculum should be dependent upon her

ability and the gate at which she can acquire skills( c

On the other end of the continuum, of course; is the student who is
so severely and profoundly handicapped that the task analyses for some
sequences provided in this curriculum still do not provide small' enough

steps or phases. In these instancesp it is necessary to engage. in branching.
Branching means, adding additional steps or phases to one of the existing

programs. For example, when teaching the sk4lt of striking, for a student
to move from Phase IV to Phase V, the teacher merely changes the amount of
assistance from holding halfway down the'student's arm to holding the stu-

dent's elbow. For some students, that may be too large a phase and the

program would have to be branched. In this case, the teacher would write '

Phase Va which might indicate that the teacher's hand moves from halfway
down the student's arm to three-quarters-of the way down. Thus, when the

stildent is able to meet criterion at this phase, the teachec could move to
Phase V which is placing one hand on the student's elbow. Despite the fact

46
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A. Underhand Rol)

.

',Game Skills, Baic

Terminal Objective: Student, from a standing position, will perform an
underhand roll swingi,ng the arm backwards and then

forwards while stepping forward simultaneously with
the opposite foot and.releasingithe ball at the end
of the swing in p manner which causes the ball to
roll in the direction of the target.

e
Prerequisite Skills. Fine and dross Motor, Grasping Objects with Hand

Phase I

Phase II

A

Student, while sitting in a chair 5' from.target,
is given a tennis ball; teacher assists stude to

swing arm back all then-forward,orward, releasing all
ward tIrget..

With student sitting in a chair 5' from target,
teacher ,assists iNsWinging arm back and allows
studeht to swing-araforward, releasing ball at
target at end of swing.'

Phase III With student sitting in a chap- 5' from target, stu-

, dent independently swings arm backward and forward
releasing ball at end of swing and in direction of
target.

Phase IV With student standing 5 from target and with knees
bent, student will swing arm backward and forward
releasing ball at end of sing and in direction of
target.

.

Phase V Mith student standing.5' from target with one foot
forwardand one foot back and knees bent, student
will swing arm bacWard and forward releasing ball
at end of swing and/in direction of target'

Phase VI With student standlOg 5' from target and with knees
Izient, student will swtng arm backward and forward
releasing ball at end of swing and in direction of
target while teacher is pushing student's opposite

(side foot forward simultaneously with swing.

With studertt standing 5' from target and with knees
font, student will swing arm backward and forward,
releasing ball at end of swing and in direction of
target while teacher prompts student's opposite side
foot forward simultaneously with swing.

Figure 1. Underhand Roll

l7 t

Phase VII

d' 50



A. Underhand Roll, -Continued

Phase VIII P Student, from a standing position, will perform an
underhand roll, swinging arm backward and then for-

. ward imultaneously with the opposite foot and re-

/ leasing the ball at.the end of the swing Lit a manner
Which causes the ball to roll in the direction of the

target.

The following steps apply to Phas9,V111.

Steps:

1. 7'

2. 12'

p

Suggested Materials: A,tennis ball and a 3'-by 3' target placed on the

floor. Target shoud be 10' from student.

Teaching Notes:

.-

1. For those studeffts in wheelchairs, the'underhand
roll can be,performed with the student sitting in
the wheelchair, thus eliminating the need for the
above prerequisite body positions:

2. For non-ambulatory students who are not in a
wheelchair, ball rolling could be taught from a
supported sitting Position.

.4

1

r

a

Figure 1 continued
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V
that branching.prograTs may at times be necessary for certain students,
the panic turriculum provides a good foundation for these. Usually, only
a few branching steps need to be written and added to an existing program
to modify it and provide a suitable program for even the most severely
handicapped student. This maintains oneof the main purposes of the curricu-
lum, which is to save the teacher time.

It should-be remembered that many of the skills within the curriculum
may be taught simultaneously. A teacher with a severely and profoundly
handicapped stildent may be teaching skills and sequences in the areas of
movement,concelitt, games, and physical fitness at the same time. It is

expected that the teacher will have a particular student on several physical
e cetion.programs at the same, time.

49.

Placement Testing, Baseline
and Posttest Procedures

Placement testing is the initial testing procedure used. It is de-
fined as the assessment given to a student pn a series of skills or be-
haviors to determine the specific behaviors a student.already has and
those that he does not have it is designed as'a gross assessment of a
student's skills and involqes making a yes or no judgment. After this
gross assessment, priorities of instruction are chosen in conference with
the pp ents.

Hext, a baseline procedure is used to find at what step of a specific
skill teaching should begin. For each skill, baseline is defined as data
collected on a behavior before teaching is initiated. This baseline forms
the basis for decisions concerning future movement through the sequences.

When a behavior has been taught to the criterion level specified,
a posttest is administered to determine if a student is able to maintain
theskill without artificial reTnforcers. A posttest is defined as the
assessment given.to a student after teaching is completed to insure that
the behavior has been maintained.

The following are procedural guidelines of placement, baseline and
posttest procedures: (See Figure 2 for a summary of these procedures.)

General Procedures for Placement.

The usual procedure for placement in a particular skill area is
to pinpoint as effectively as poisible that point which differentiates
between the student's acquired skills and deficiencies.

dividingBy dividing each area into quarters, one can begin to bracket where
the student should be placed. For example, in Movement ConceptPBeneral
Space, one might begin in the middle of the section. ,If the student has

those skills, move to the end of the section and begin working back to-
Ward the middle. If iheestudent does not have the skills, move back to .

the first'Cluarter of.the section and continue moving back until you reach .

52



Placement Tes, Baseline Probe Po Maintenance

I. Reinforcement Procedures

-

Primary/
tangible or
social rein-
forcement IL
presented for
good behavior.
I.e.. attend-

Same as
Placement
Test.

Primary/tan-
gible and/or
social rein-
forcement is
presented for

a correct
response.

Same as
Placement
Test.

.

Same as
Placement
Teft.

.

. Ing. fitting.
etc.t but not
specifically
for correct
response.

ee

...

II. Correction PrIcedure No correction Same as Same as Same as Same as
procedures Is Placement Placement Placement Placement
presented for
lnZorrect re=
sponsos.

Test. Test. Test.

.

Test.

II). Ilumber of Trial? Present only
two trials.

Each phase
and/or step

Same as
Baseline.

islet as

Baseline.
Same as

Baseline.

.
Is presented

for 2 trials.

'
. .

IV. Where to Begin Testing Test only baseline Is Probes are Posttest Same as
.terminal

phases and/or
begun with the
most difficult

begun at the
most diffi-

-occurs at
the most

Posttest.

' steps of phase and/or cult phase difficult
. program. . step of the

program and
and/or Step
Indicated.

phase and/or
step of the

. . should proceed.
to easier
phases or

steps until 2

program. e

. .

Correct re,
sponses are
received at
any one
phase or

v

Step

a

Figure 2. Testing. roceduresWitnin Center,

a



a point where the student can succeesfbIly completeLe skill. After finding
this point, test two br three skills following the successful 4111 to de-

.

termine where to begin programming.

The testing process can frequently be expedited by gathering as much
information as possible from former teachers dr parents about the student's
capabilities. The teacher then begins testing toward thehoinning, middle;
or end of i-section depending on information obtained. -

Once a starting point is determined, test only the t minalpkase or
step of tAe skill. Two trials are administered and both t be correct
to insure that the student has the skill in his repertoire. f'the student
does have the skill, enter the date and "yes" in the placement column.
If the studeniSdoes not have the skill, enter-the date and "no" in the
placement column.

.'"
,-;

Cumulative Areas. ,In the physical education area, some sltfof skills
are considered to be cumulative, i.e., the acquisition of one skill is
dependeht updn the acquisition of the previous skill in a sequence: When
placement testing, the teacher should begin at the most advanced skill. If

.the student responds correctly, it is-not necensaryito test the preceding
skills. If the student,, however, does net *respond correctly,: then the

teacher should begin the bracketing approach.
,

.

Non-Cumulative Areas. When placement testing a non-cumulative area, .

it is necessary'to test all skills at the most difficult phase. For example,
if a student'could do an underarm roll, we'could not lie assured thal the
student could aksb do an overhapd throw. Therefore, both skills should be
tested.

'Baseline. When placement is complete, the teachett, in conjuliction
1

with the parent, identifies the skills which the student is lacking and
chooses those skills to be taught. At thIsipoint, a baseline is conducted
to pinpoint specifically what phases and steps within each skill the stu-
dent doesor does not have. Thus, an accurate plate to begin teaching a
_particular skill is determined. Because a student may have mastered por-
tions of a skill before training ,begins,, it is necessary to take a com-
plete baseline. Begin baseline with the most diffiCultphase and/or step
of the program and proceed to easier phases or steps until two correct re-
sponses are obtained at any one phase or step in a cumulative skill or two
correct responses are obtained for a y. one phase or step in a non-cumula-
Oe skill. This will enable the tehar to skip tattling phases.and steps
the student kilows. See Figure 3 for,an ex pie of a baselinefor kicking
with the non-preferred foot. I e ex le,s,the child,was unsuccessful
in Phase Ili through IV, b as suc ss ul at Phase II. Thereforec this
insetructional program would begin at Phase III. When baseline is completed,
record the number of steps the student already has, 'along with the date On
theiplacement test.

I

1 Placement Testing Examples., Figures 4 and are examples of a place-
ment test firth. For these examples, we will ass me that the'student being
tested has not demonstrated any physical eduCation skJIls in the home or
classroom in the time the ticker has had to observe the student.

t, 51
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r Teaaring Res,earch Infant and Child Center Rar; Data Sheet

,610 Correct
0 . IncohIct

ti

4
a

Program Kicking wilh.non-oreferrld foot

4

Reinforcer

-
phase

.

Step 1 2 3

Trials
4 5' 6 7 8 9 10 Con wits Date

aasnint "
III

ti
131111/1111

0 11111111111111. I
1

, / I

"C

4 mairttammimir
111111111d1111111
11111111111111111111111111

1111
.

s I

.

2/4

,

111111111=1111,
MI

,
111111111111111111MT1Mimi

.11111111111

wilini
Ill
NEI

II
.

r

....
.,

A.

1*

Figure 3. Example of a Baseline Pr6cedure
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TEACHING RESEARCH PLACEMENT TEST

Physical Education

/If

"NW

Spa, .

IA DATE
cement

/ DATE
8iseline
e 1.,,tav 'ATE

Posttest
T.,f9/

.
, .

COMMENTS

Movement Concepts, Personal Space -

A:Tmecute Body Actions :.'vile
Standin

"'. this," demonstrate
action, s retch and cuel II g0 ye5 , 74

.

A
. xecute 07:y toms ' e n

Prone Position
t Is,' emonstrate

action, stretch and turf /WO e 3

.

/4 ''

cLxecute te.y AeloWS-Whift on
Supine Position

ern2n ra r
action, stretch and curl. .211410 no /4 A

u Move Body Forward).and
' Backwards in Spat

.-

.1 wove forward and
1,1767/;rds " /3 A

.'''; 1p. an 0'1. on

Space
move up and move

% /3... "
4

e F. Move Body Sideways
, 7ove left and move

pi /f 0 n o /3
. A

.

"

.
/ /

/

.

.. /
.

..%,

/

G. Movet.Arms Forwards and 'Move both
r

arms forwirds %
... nd b kw "

ohipo
Ye S /5 /4

t 'Move both arms lip and
Move Arms Up and Dowd' in Space own " HIP ,2 s /5

.

/5

'Move b h arms to the side
I. Move ArmsoSideways in Space

away fFlom the body "
1%

. /1t/8o fill /3 /3
J. hove Body -In-ln Front Of and 'Move in front 2f-the chair.

%Behind Object id Space Response, repeat ------) /12 -- A2
7 hOve over the tabiepand

K. Move Body Over a Uncle in Spat, under the table." to s
.,

it
/3 /3 s

L. Clove Body Forwards and ckwardi
AAround Obiects

'deck around the chai r and
walk around the chair." ./40 no /1 /3

M. Move Body Through Ob eCts in
Space '

'',Piove-TE7O(70 theloot7to

backwards and sideways."
rds,

., /13 A 3 .

japfDemonstrate 3 part body movement
"4.10 'sequence in various directions

.nove sloeways to the lett,
right, and left." . '/3

' in space _

10.
1 '

, / / ar

, . .

Figure 4
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TEACHING RESEARCH PLACEMENT TEST

Physical Education ,

CUE DATE
Placement
y IS / I No DATE

Baseline
P Total DATE

Posttest

t Total COMANTSSKILL A

Movement Concepts General Space
.

/
.

/

A. Demonstrati awareness of space
by moving inside shapes on floor

"Move around inside the
rectangle " proo no /16

s

46
B. Demonstrate awareness of space

by moving outside shapes on floo
"move around outside the
rectangle " .

t
/16
_

/16
tgg'

1. Demonstrate awareness of space b
moving on shaoes on floor

"Movearound the rectangle
on the line " MIN no /16 /16

boundiries by moving withid 5'
ye aroun e 0 jects

following the line " ill /11
.

area
/

-
/

I 1.--

/ _. .

_

/

Game Skills. Basic ,

....,
.

/
' .

/
C

1.,4

A. Underhand"roll
"Ro the ball underhand
at rhe tar et " - 110 AO

-

13 -, 19
_

B. Underhand throw
row t all`

at the tarort " . lq/20 Itt6 .

.

4 /7

G. dverhand throw
`ilhrow the ball overhand
at the target " I4 V yes

m

/7 . /7
. ,..

D. Underhand Strike P "Hit the ball underhand."
6"4 A

.

/8
E. Overhand Strike '"Hit the bail overhand."

.

(4, 4e-44
NI, /9i.

.,

.

F. Kicking with the toe, preferred
fiNnt

"Kick the bail." tic .

_
n /7

G: Kicking-with the Instep,
t

"preferred Inn!
"Kick she hall." 4

-
/7

-
/7

rt H. KtchIng with the side of the
root, preferwl_foot "Kick the bill." /7

,

/7
-

T. Kicktrig With the toe; non-
preferred foot

"Kick the ball. (touch foot)
with thls...f "

, ../7
/7

J. Kicking with instep, non- .

preferred mot
"Kick the ball (touch inste
ith this foot "

"Kftk the bail (touch side
F FObt wTth this foot "

1 / 7

d 7

/7

/7 .K.'&icking with the side Ot toot,
iron- preferred Coot

Figure 5
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In Figure 4 he teacher begins by testing Skl-ils'F and L. The student
these skills and so the teacher dates and writes "no" incannot do eith

the placement colurbn and brackets back to Skills C and-1. The student can-

not do ehese easily and so the teacher dates and records "no" and then.
tests Skills A and,G. The student can do these skills'so theteacher tes

and records "yes" and moves ahead to Skills B and H Which the studen ,is
able to accomplish. This is recorded "yes". The two skills the student
is able to-demonstrate, Skills A andii, and G and H are dated end the
number of steps is recorded in the posttest' column.

. .

In Figure 5, the teacher tests Skill C, Movement Concepts, General
Space and finds that` thes.student cannot do this skill. The teacher then
moves to Skill A in Moveant Concepts, General Spacekand discovers that
the student also cannot perform this skill. At this point, no additional
placement testing would need to be conducted in this area of the curetulum.
In the future, a baseline will be conducted to determine at what phase and
step ot Sk7111A instruct* should begin. 4

a

Some of
are pnt cumul
ea need to
As indicated
A apd 8, the
perform Skill

the skills in th.e Game, Exercise and Leisure Sport Curriculum
ative. For example, in Figure 5, the Bail° Game Skills will
be tested toddetermine an accurate placement for the child.
in the example, the student cannot do Games Skills, Basic
undhand roll and underhand throw, but is able to successfully
C,,an overhand throw.

Posttest.' After a skill is completed, a posttest is given to be sure
the behavior has been learned in its entirety." Test thelbst difficult
phase and step in a cumulative skill and alA phases and steps for a non-
cumulative skill. ,If testing is completed successfully, record the date
and total steps for the skill in the posttest column of placement test and
add to maintenance file if necessary. If testing is not completed success-
fully, probe'missed steps to determine where to begin teaching or to de-
termine if the reinforcer needs to be faded more slowly.

Reinforcement Procedures. The procedures for reinforcement during a
placement test. baSelinep_and posttest are the same. Primary tangible and%
or social reinforcers are'delivered throughout the placement test contingent
upon appropriate behavioral such as attending to a task, maintaining eye
contact, waiting patiently,, following c nds not related to the task being
tested ( "Come here, sit dowq, give me t e toy"), dfc. Reinforcers are not
delivered contingent upon correct perfo mance on the specific test items.
The rationale for this procedure is that delivery of reinforcers contingent
upon correct performance constitutes treatment or teaching. On the other
hand, the placeAnt, baseline (pretest) and posttests constitute evaluation
of the student's performance prior,to or after treatment. During these
tests, however,areinforcers are delivered in order to maintain those be-
haviors (attention to task, setting, waiting, etc.) necessary for a smooth
,and pleasant testing situation, and to keep the, student motivated to con-
tinue,attempting new tasks.

The frequency with which reinforcers are delivered is individual ,to
each student. Profoundly handicapped students may require primary and

A
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social reinforcement at a high rate (every 15 seconds) while the moderately
1handucapped adolescent may work for the entire placement test.session given
only periodic-sochri praise and a free time break after 30 minutes as a re-

ward. Again, the teacher can determine the frequency of reinforcement

--through information gat d from parents, former teachers and through her
own informal observations prior to the placement test.

Individual Education ?rogram (1EPI. After the teacher has accomplished

the placement testing of the student, the student's Individual Education
Program (IEP) is developed with the parents and appropriate school personnel.
The 1EP-with its long And short-range go91sprovides the basis for the 'o-

% grans whitti are eventually placed on the cli.pboard.6 An example of a stu-

dent's physical education ,IEP shown in Figure 6.

Summary
9

This chapter provides a ption of,the Game, Exercise and
Leisure Sport Curriculum, place t procedures in that curriculum, and
the development, of the physical education IEP.

1.

; .
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F.

F

Name Jim

a

Teaching Researcteqnfant and Child Center

_FORM I

Individual Education Program
-/

a

7710rty . Long Range Objectives

1. Jim will throw a ball with an overhand motion.

2. Jim will catch a,pall.

T3. Jim will kick &ball wLth the Me.,

4. Jim will run 300 yards without stopping

5.

6.

8.
111

9. )
4

10.

I

I have examined my child's Individual education program, Including the priority
of long range objectives, short range objectivis,for each long range objective .

. es shown In the attached sheets, and baseline and progress data. I understand

that the methods used to teach my child are documented In A Data Based Gymnasium
for"the Moderately and Severely Handicapped.

Date tgnature

v

Figure 6. Individiral Education Plan
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Priority

4.

the area of

Teaching Research .1nrant and Child Center ,individual Educaticmal Plan

tu
will increase and/or deve100 141eher sk;Ils in

r

tong Range Goal:

.
,

tt, Short Range Objectives
. .

-
o
o
6
e

Baseline Review Review - Revisions maintenance
Comments

Date DatS Date Data Date Data ate

4.

Chance late Status

I

1

1

.

Bring the arm backward and then forward
releasing 'the ball in the direction of

the target-with teacher assistance.
..

,

.1t.,

_

2

. \

Throw the ball overhand in the
direction of a target 5' away.

.
. 0

3

.
''...

i

Throw the ball overhand with'one foot

in front'of the'other (opposition) at a

target 10' away.

-
.

.

,

.

.

. c

-

.

.

. .

$

4

- .-,=, . . .., .

Throw the ball overhand for fifteen

feet
.

whfle stepping
.
with the opposite

fcot

/

...,

.

a s

..

.

.

.

,

5

R.

a .

o

A
1 .

0

.

.

....

-

\L`,......

.
.

ft
I have examined my child's Individual educational plan including-,
the priorities of long range goals. short range objectives. In

reviewing the plan I have also examined the Vaseline and progress

data. I understand that the methods used to teach my child are

documented in A Data Based GymOsium for the Moderately and
Severely Handicapped;

Figure 6 continued

te Signature
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leaching Research Infant and Child Genter.Individual Educational Plan

cPrioritY i 2 tong -Range Coal: m will Increase and/or develop his/her skills in

the area of

Short Range Objectives
I

-
a
o,
45

Baseline Review Review Revisions Maintenance
Comments

Date Data Date Data Date Data )ate Chanle ?ate, Status
.

.

Jim will catch an 8" ball thrown from
2' away with teacher assistance.

. ,...-

.

1---

.

.

4

2

.

Jim will catch an 8" ball thrown fiom
a distance of 4 feet:

.
.

.
.

.

__

*

..

.

,

3

.

Jim will catch a tennis bail thrown

fOom a distance of four feet.
. .

.

p 1

. -

m 0,

4

. .

Jim will catch.a tennis bell thrown_
from a distance of 8' within a one
stride distance to Jim's left on right.

. 1 .

-.

.

S

.
.a.

III II/ 4

.

'

'4

a
1

.

Al

r

. -
.

-

1 have examined my child's individual educationii pian inciudirig
the priorities of long range goals, short range objectives. 4n
reviewing the plan I have also examined the baseline and progress
data. 1 understand that the methods used to teaCh my child are
documented in A bate Based Gymnasium for the Moderately and
Severely Handicapped.

Figure 6 continued

Date Signature

a
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s

Teaching Research Infant and Child Center Indi vidual Educational Plan

Priority If 3 Long Range Goal:
, will increase and/or develop his/her

the area of I I'
....

skills in

Short Range Objectives 1= !
o

Baseline Review Review Revisions - Maintenance
Comments

Date Data Date Data Date Data )ate, Chance )ate Status

I

Jim will kick a ball five feet with

the toe with teacher assistance.
. .

.

.

2

Jim will kick a ball ten feet with

.

the

toe with teacher prompting.

t

.

c
.

\

.

3

.NII

Jim will kick,a bail with the tot:' ten'
feet.

.--

.

,
or'

.

4

Jim will kick a Sall with the toe
twenty feet to a target.

AI. ,

a

0

.

.

.

3

ie-
.

.

../

..

6.

. -

r 4-
.

.

. .
.

.

I have examined my child's individual educational plan Including
the priorities of long range goals, short range objectives. In

reviewing the plan I have also examined the baseline end 'proms% 66
data. I understand that 'the methods used to teach my child are

documented in A Data Based GymnaSium for the Moderately and ,

Severely Handicapped.

Date ignature

Figure 6 ddntinued -.
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Priority I

Teaching Research Infant and Child-Center individual Educatigal Plan

Long Range Coat'; willAnerease and/or de'velop his/her skills in

the area of 4,

.
..... l' Baseline Review- Raviei. Revitions Maintenance

Short Range Objectives Comments
Date Data Date Data Date Data 'ate Change )ate Status

Jim will walk 100 yards without °-
' stopping.

...1.

... .. ,
. .

Jim will run 25 yards without . . ,.

2.
stopping. 1..

..-

.
_

...,)

.
. .

.

'

Jim will run. 50 50 yards without stopping, -' .

3.

.
.

. IS,.
.

a* .

Jim will run 106 yards without stopping
4.

Am. 4

e''.

.

i

Jim will fun 200 yards without stopping
5 ' . . . .

.

.....-
...,

Jim will run 300 yards without stopping . . .

6- . 1 . . 1
.

1 have examined my child's indkvidual educations! plan Including
the 'priorities of long range goals, short range objectives. In

reviewing theplan t have also examined the baseline and progress
data I understand that the methods used to' teach my, child are
documented in A Data Based Gymnasium for the Moderately. and.'
Severely Handicapped.

V
. 0/gure 6scontinued

Alst -

rite Signature .
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Chapter 6

KEEPING TRACK OF STUDENT'S PROGRESS-

4

Data -- The Essenoe of individual Programming A
,

kn order to provide efficient dividual programming, a teacher must
be able to measure accurately ills and capabilitiet which a-stUderit
possesses in all Lurricula reas. ,The teacher must further be able to
track the student's progress through the curricular areas. .

,

Implied in this tracking procedure is the necessity to respond to
the data collectesi. For instance, if a teacher is instructing a student
in a particular physical-education program and the data which are being
gathered about the student's kogress indicate that no progress has been
made for the past two days, the teacher is required under the .system 4e-
scribed in this book to modify that student's program by either reducing
the complexity of the task, increasing the power of the reinforcer, or by
modifyiirg the way in which the materials are presented to the student.

On the other hand, if the student is moving through the steps of a
sequence at a rapid rate with few incorrect responses, the teacher should

, probe-ahead to determine whether the student possesses more advanced skills
whith.would allow him to move through that sequence more rapidly or to
skip portions of the instructiona) sequence.

.Thus, in both instances the data are telling the teacher to alter the
stude99_prOgisam. This to respond to the data.and to modify pro -
grar according-1y J.,s the eisence of individual programming. Therefore,
to functioh effectively in this system, teachers must bedable to' make as

'accurate an initial assessment as possible n the capabilities of the
student, place the student in the scope and sequence of the curriculum
and maintain data on studeht progress so as to modify programs when needed.

In addition, the teacher must be _prepared to inaugorate programs to
change and measure social behaviors winch are interfering with the learning
process--tantrumming, crying, aggressive behavior, non-compli,ae, etc.

1

Chaliter 5 discussed
.

le initiO assessment of a student in the curricu-
1 iTum, Chapter 3 disped t e assessment of students Jn social programs. This

.
chapter Is devoted to thosa elements of keeping track of a-student's pro-
gross. in the acquisition of skills after the initial assessment.

Tracking Skill Acquisition Prograir-- :, jr
r

.......

% . 4
. Aker the initial ass ssment has been madeln a curriaulararea, the

, teacher is ready to commen e the student's instructional program. This of
rourse assumes that there.are no social behaviors which will interfere with

. , the. instructional, program and prevent learning from occurring. If there *

are such behaviors, they should be ,treated first.

"

a
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I,

Let us review an example of a student who. does not llave suc ehav: rs,

and who has been placed in a program for kick!'" with the preferred
The phases and steps that the student will go through are shown in Figure 1,

The Phogram is to be conducted daily and is described on a program cover
sheet Figure 2.

at

Updatint

All data for the acquisition of skills are recorded after each trial.
It is beliqved that this insures the most efficient teaching. A moderately

or severely handicapped student, by the nature of his handicap, will be

retarded in the acquisition of many skills. As educators of this student\,

we have a responsibility to do- everything we can to offset the effecti of his

handicap by providing him oith as many 'skills as possible through our teaching.
Moreover, we cannot afford to waste effort in our teaching or to be inefficient

If we do not help the student to learn at his opthn,m growth rate, we
are in fact further contrigliting to his retardation. The purpose of the

continuous data system therefore is to give us immediate (daily) feedback
so that/we can gadfly our teaching in a timely fashion soas to optimize

the rate of leirning of the student. ,

0
Thus, data are examined daily, usually after instructionqhours, to .

determine if a change in a program is necessary. This process of examina-

tion of data, decisions about change, and recording the program for the,
next day is celled updating.

There are six possible major decisions which a teacher may make about

a program during this updating process:

I) -Maintain the program's is.

2) Probe ahead to determine if the student can perform at a more ad-
vanced step of the program.

.

3) Change the reinforcer being used with the program.

4) Branch the program to add additional steps in the program which
will either make the task easier or will provide additional
support to the student while performing the task.

5) Probe backward to determine that the student has mastered pre-
vious steps.

6) Temporarily cancel the'Program.

The data pattern plus knowledge about the student's p'revioBs performance
dictates which of the above decisions the teacher will make dulling the
updating process. A discussion of each follows:

Maintain-the Program. If & student is progressing Wisfactorily in
. a program, the teacher will decide to continue that progl%m as is during
the next class day:, A number of data, patterns for a partitular program

64 ,
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tame Skills, Basic
,

. F. Kicking With the Toe, PreferredFoot

Terminal Objective. Student, from a standing position, will perform a kick by
swinging the preferred leg backwards and Then forwards
striking the ball with,the toe of the foot, causing the

7 ball to roll in the direction of a target placed 20 feet
away.

Prerequisite Skills: Fine Motor Skills/Lower Extremity, Skill K

Phase I" Student, from a standing position, will perform a kick by
swinging the preferred leg backwards and then forwards,
striking the ball with the toe of the foot, causing the

"....%\ ball to roll in the direction of a target placed five
feet away. The teacher will assist the student by placing
her hand on his preferred leg and pushing his leg backwards
and then forwards causing it to strike the ball at the toe
of'the foot.

Phase II Studen t from a standing position, willoperform a kick by
swinging the preferred leg backward and then forward,
striking the ball with the toe of the foot, causipg the
ball to roll in the direction of the target placed five
feet away. The teacher will assist the student by placing
her hand on the student's preferred leg, and forcing the
leg baCkward d prompting it forward, allowing the leg
to strike the all on the toe of the foot.

Phase III

Phase Nob

Phase V

Student, from a standing position, will perform a kick By
swinging the preferred backward and then forward,
striking the ball with the. toe of the foot, causing the
ball to roll in. the direction of the target placed five
feet away. The teacher will assist the.student by piaci g
her hand on the preferred 1eR an'k forcing the leg back-

.

ward, allowing the leg to come forward and striking the
ball on the toe.

Student, from standing position will perform a kitk by
swinging the preferred leg backkard and, then forward,
striking the ball with the toe of the foot,,causing the
ball to roll in the direction of the target placed five
feet away. The teacher will assist the student by plac-

,' lng Fier hand on the student's preferred leg and prompting

the foot backward, allowing the leg to then come forward
and strike the ball on the toe of the foot. .

e tudent, from a standing position, will perform a kick by
swinging the preferred leg backward and then forward,
striking the ball with the toe of the foot, causing the
ball to roll In the direction of the target placed 20
feet away.

Figure 1 ,
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F. Kicking With the Toe. Preferred Foot, Continued.

The fpllowing steps apply to Phase V.
,

> Steps:

44,

1. 10'

2. 15'

3. 20'

Suggested Hateilals: An 8' diametei. ball

Rai

I

Figure 1, Continued
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Pupil: Johnny

Date Started: 3/3

Date Completed:

ti

Program:

Kicking with Preferred Foot

Verbal Cue:.

Wohnny, watch.me. teacher demonstrate)
-.Kick the ball at the target."

Materialt;

Ball icr to 12" in diameter area
20' long

NonVerbal Cue:
Teacher d striae.

Place ball front of child.
Polm to t et.

Reinforcement Procedure: ,

1:1

Correction:

"16o, Johnny. Kick the ball at the target."
Physically assist and socially reinforce.

Criterion:

Three consecutive correct
responses

I

Pa

z

I

Figure 2, Program Cover Sheet

'
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will elicit this decision. Figure 3 shows a pattern where the student had

reached criterion (three consecutive correct responses) for a step in the

program. The update for that program is merely designating the next step

in the program. This is shown for 2/6 {February 6) in Figure.4. Notice

that the teacher has not specified the reinforcer to be used for the next

day. This lackof specification means that the volunteer has the option

of selecting a reinforcer from the studenestensequence file.

Figure 5 presents a different data pattern. It is obvious from this

pattern that the student has had intermittent success throughout the day

2/5. Since she.has. been working on this step of the program for only one

day, thesdecislon of the teacher is to maintain.the program for another .

day. The updating decision as recorded.on the data sheet appears in Figure

6. Again, there is no need at this time to.specify the reinforcer.

tai

Probe Ahead. Students occasionally progress through programs at a

much faster pace than we expect. This rapid progress usually occurs for

one of two reasons: 1) the student was initially assessed erroneously in
the program; 2) after the student has acquired the initial steps of a pro-
gram, the remaining steps which are extensions of the initial /steps:are more

easily acquired by some students. A pattern of data indicating this phenom-

enon appears as figure 7. The student has progressed through steps 3, 4,

and 5 with only one error. Therefore, the decision of thA teacher is to'

probe ahead. A probe of this nature presents twotrials, using Ole same Y..=

areinforcers and schedule as during other programming. This decision is re- x24
fleeted in the data sheet shown as Figure-8. If on 2/7 the student sup- -.71

ceeded in both trials at all three Steps and the grogram had additional
phases, the updating decision pin 2/7 would be to probe,tht terminal step
of, the remaining phases of the program.

Change the Reinforcer. Figure 9 shows data for a two-day period
during which the student has been exhibiting intermittent success. This

type of pattern Indicates that the behavior is within thwapability,of
thestudent,but that the student perhaps needs a greater 9hcentive to emit
the behavior consistently. Therefore, the pattern suggests a designation
of a reinforcer that is knoWn to be more powerful for the student. That

decision is reflected in Figure 10. In this case, raisins are designated

by fhe teacher to be us(d as reinforcers during the next day's teaching.
Thus, the volunteer is not permitted to choose the reinforcer.

,Branch the Program. Figure 11 pre'seats a situation where the student
is not succeeding within a program, nor Is the evidence sufficient to
demonstrate that a behavior is in a student's repertoire of behaviors..
This type of pattern probably indicates that the program should be branched.
Branching a program means adding additional steps to the sequence of be-
haviors to be taught. These additional steps are designated on the be-
havioral sequence sheet by subletteris added to the phase or step. Branching

can usually occur In one of,three ways:

I) Adding steps to make the behavior smaller. For instance, if Step
3 of a motor sequence required a student to hold a position for
5 seconds and SSA required the student to hold that posltion
for 10 seconds, .and. the student was able to accomplish Step 3
but not Step 4, a branch might be indicated. The branch could
reduce the size of the requirement by adding steps as follows:



Talching Research Infant and Child Center Raw Data Sheet

Nate: Program:

X - Correct
I 0 Incorrect

P .

1

Reinforcer Phase Step 1 x 3
irials

6 7 8 9 1D. Corrnents Date4

Raisin/ IIIPIPIIIMiniM IIII
MIMI

IIIIME
111111 IIMEINUMMI=MIMI

MNENII MEM EMMEN!
ME
1111111111

MIMI
EMIEn

MINIM
II

IIIIII
ME11151=111111E

III
ME11111111

IIIIn111E11= BIM

Figure 3. Data Pattern for Maintaining Program
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Itinve

I

Teaching Research Infant and Child Center 'Raw Data Sheet

Program:

X + Correct
0 + incorrect 4

1.

Reinforcer., Pheie Step I

Trials
1 s 10 trent, *

.

Oate4 ) -Er

Raisin/
Soc/0 4 "/ 1 o x

4

. . 2/5
411111

,
i ov 4

-'
,

1
. 2/6

1 ,

. _
.

:
.

..1.
.

, .

4
.

.
. .

.

.

'

f v e
-... .

... . .
. - A_

V

- A

' .

1:

Figure 4, Update fpr Data Pattern in Figure 3
/
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Name

'Teaching Research Infant and Child Center Raw Data Sheet

I Correct
0 - Incorrect

Program:

. 4

Reinforcer. phase Step t 2 1

Trials
4 7'6 7 8 9 to Comments Date

aaslin/

4 SOC'El Iv

a
2 0 xf0 0 OcO(SCI 2/4

Ralispn,

toe,al Iv 1 0 X '6 X X 0 c. 0 s 0 2/5

0

.
,

.

,

.

I

.

_
.

-..

,
.

. 7
a

e>-...

C.

,

Flgu e 5. Data Pattern for Ma

J
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Name:

Teaching feteardOnfant aid Child Center Raw Data Sheet

PrograA:

X Correct
0 - Incorrect

Reinforcer Phase Step I 2 3'

' Trials
7 8 9 1 10

'i

Comments Oate
4 Ell

Raisin/

SocTal it/ .
/4

Raisin/
Soc;a4 Iv 3 01 011 IY010

_

I 0 2/5

.

'

.

A1276

.

_

.

. -
I

.

.

. .

. ,

. .

- 1 '!'

.

0

.
I.

.
.

.
.

.

.

.

.

,
.

.

Figure 6. Update for data Pattern in Figure 5
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r

/
nt and Child Center Raw Data Sheet

e_

X Correct
0 Incorrect

is

Program:

ft

Reinforcer Phase Step I 2 3 4

Trials

7 8 9 10 Cameras Date-5---6

Soda! IV 100X010(XXx3 . ' 2/4

Social IV 2 0 X x x 2/5

Ili 3 x 0(X X
.

Social IV 4((:: X X ;
2/6

Social . IV - 5 X X X )

.
.

4

.

ll ,

,

.
. .

0

.

:

..- ')
.

.
r.

.

II

4.

FigureP7. Pattern of Data Suggesting a Probe
A
Ahead

t
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Or

Max.:

I

Te thing Research Infant and Child Center Raw Data Sheet

X Corre t
0 ,P Incorrect

t

Program:

A

. Reinforcer Phase Step

Trials f

Soc;a; 111111111111111 0 x 1111111151111111111110
2/4

Social Iv 2 0x0Xxx 215

IV * all) 111 a

S*C ; al im..
IMErrillabl.

iiiiiilialERIMER
11111111111111/111

2/6

S°e'el

Probe 11111111111111111111MERIM

111111111111111111111

2/7

.,

_RIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

IlMilaill1111 1111111 ,.

11
1111111111111111111111111111111111111

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111

1111111111111 11111111111

111111111111 iiii

. .

ME
111111111111111

4

a

0

Figure 8. ,Updating Showing1D;cision to Probe Ahead
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AP'

a-

0.

"
"

4

0-

Teachi'. Research Infant and)Klid Center Raw Data Sheet

Program:
Correct
Incorrect

Ar.

4 4

-Reinforcer

Social

sesic 30x/
cn,

Trials

44,

Date

2/k

4

ar-

.

Figure 9. Pattern of Data Showing intermittent SuCcess
and Suggesting a Cfiange of Reinforcer

(
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name: .
. X " Correct
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I

Program:

9 tIDReinforcer

. fix Tat -

s' Bo4/
&DCI 1

Raisin/
Social

.

Phase

rr

1.1

Step Coftrents

4;0

11.

4
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, 1

'
0
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-41

Name:

rr

Teaching Research. Infant and Child Center Row Data Sheet

X wCorrect
0 Incorrect

Program:
4

.4.7X:e se J 10 com,en Date4Tril 6

A4e!imi

Aa;!171/

ail
111111e

IMMIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIRIII
II

milli
0!MIMI

111111111151111111
MR

11 =1111111111

x 0. ; 2/5

liniEl

MEI
0

UM1
0

-
-

:

IMMEMILUMI11111111MI
MIR

ERMINE=
1111111111111111111

IIMIIIIMM11111.`AMEN= Ellill
.

- %

--

,

,susE
111=11111111
11111111111111111111111111

,

40

4)' '

0
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s

Original 'segue-lice Branch

3. 5 seconds: 3a: 6 seconds

4. 10 seconds 3b. Tteconds
3p. 8 seconds
3d. 9 seconds

. .

#
.- .

2) Adding additional cues by providing additional non-verbal support.
For instance, a student is in a kicking with.preferred foot pro-
gram and is at Phaie 1, Step 1 which is: '

f
1. Student will Ave the. bail with the fast while standing.

Step 1: 4frainee delivers verbal and signed cudrand assistancq.

The student suc cessfully accomplishes that program which.has
fleen conducted by providing a strong push on the student's legs.,
However, at phase 1, Step'2, the data resemble those which appear
in Figure 11 Phase 1, Step 2 as follows:

\t,
.

Phase 1. Student will move the ball with the foot,while standing.
.4.. 444

Step 1. Trainer delivers verbal and signed cue and a demo n-
stration.

4

The teacher decides.to.branth the program and so writes the branch
which would'appear on thq,beharior sequence sheet as fo lows:-

2a. Push the foot at calf with verbal and sigped c
214r. Touch the foot at calf With verber and signed cue

t 2c. Touch the student at thigh with'verbbl an igried cue

.' %

. B- ranches can appear as not only physical assists but can3also
. be variationsof verbal cues or Combinationeof the two.ti. .

In a branch such as those described above, the updatAng that is
accomplished on the clipboard. requires entries in. two plces. First, the
behavioral, sesuenv sheet needs to be modified by writing in the necessary
.additional steps. The volunteer who

be_

to teach.the program is cued
to refer to the behavioral sequence sheet by the second entry, that,on the

.data streee:swhrch is shown in
program

rias .Figure 12. The subletter'added to the step ,

rapc

,_data

that the has bee bhed.
.

..

.. .
r . ,.

. .

Another consideration-Of the teacher when brariching is-that the rein-
%fo?tellio be used ,should be the most powerful avallabre for the student.
Atpolgfhithe data pattern'may indicate. braffictiing, these pattql4 can only
be considered,as clues to efficient progrqmming. The); are not, fool-yroof

.indicators. Therefore, prudence would dictate theta teacher, faced with
data. Indicating pokr or no Oerfproance: would prioP to branching th.4.1pro-'
erim,.indicate We more poweyful reinforcerIto be used. '

, . .
- 1,/

branching
- 1

..

. k

e M brere Is one other'type of anching which must be,conskdered. Fre-

quently, certain materials are usedVith pr rams and the teachermayle-
"%mine that other materials may bemore sui ble.for condOctIng the pro-

.
a
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Teaching Research Infant and Child Center Raw gets Sheet

X Correct
0 Incorrect

Program:

Uinta, Step 1 J2 3

TThais
4

.._.

6 8 6 9 10
r-

Ccremnts Date
Phase

Itaisi s/
tnriA1 1

i 0 0 6 . 2/5

kelvins/
tni-Al

'

2
0 0

/
i 2/6

Raisins/
Sne . A! f )

4

,, . v
2/7

. .

.

v /

,

.

i_ -.

s

. \ -.
1

. 4

.

e , .
..

1.0
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Figurg12. Up:rating Showing Decision BraInch'-a\ Program
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gram with a particular student. Therefore, the teacher may choose to re-
vise the progrim based on the new materials. This may require nothing more
than a notation on the individual cover sheep bdt it might also require
changing the behavioral sequence sheet Th4 teacher may also changerthe

type of verbal or visual cue being presented to the student.

-)Probe Backward. When faced with the possibility ofwbrSnching, there
are certain considerations'which the teacher must--Make. There is the
.possibillty that the poor performance of the student may be due to
erroneous data at .the erevious.step. Therefore, the teacher should desig-
nate that the previous step be probed to insure that the student is able to
accomplish it. If the student can demonstrate in the probe that he can
perform the previous step, then the branching technique is warranted. If

he cannot, he wl I have to be placed in the program where he can accomplish
the step.

There may be a reason otheG than ei-roneous data for a studentdbeing
unable to perform the previous step of the program. The criterion level
for moving'to the next step may be set too low for overlearning to occur
and the student may ttlerefore "forget" the skill Me.learned on the pre-
vious day. If this phenomenon occurs more than once in a ,particular
curricular area, the criterion for moving to the next step should be
raised. For instance,.if the criterion has been three consecutive re-
sponses before moving to the next step, it prob ly should be raised to
five consecutive responses. '''This type of updatin requires a changer on the
individual program sheet.

Telporarily Cancel the Program. if a-Pftcgram is not succeeding and
the teacher has used all the most powerful reinforcers known and has
branched the program in as many ways as can be determined, the propam
should not be continued. This cancelling of a program is an appropriate
educational decision since the teacher has exhausted the modifications for
a particular program. To keep the student in the program at. that point

, would only maintain the student in a failure situation. There/ore, it is
better to temporarily cancel the program, place the student in another .

program, and return to the cancelledsprogram at a future time.
.

..

'

Maintenance System / t,/ !MM.

*ft.

Among skill 4quisition programs, there are two types of skills_-'
cumulative and discrete.. II cumulative skill is 5A& upon which another
skill is (wilt. For instance, trapping a half is a skill which is usually
acquired before catching a ball. Catching a ball is considered to ea:
compass the skill of trapping. Therefore, after a student-elbits tifat
she can .catch a hark there!is no need to probe to determine t at she has
maintained the ability to trap a ball.

However, cent in skills are discrete. The,vbst majority Of these
are the terminal Objectives of.cumulativa skills. Catching a ball is
such a skill. Unless the studeht is engaging in a spOrt that allows con-
tinuous practice with such a skirl, the proficiency in the skill can ded-
crease and must be periodically probed to determine if additional practice
or instruction is necessary, to maintain the skill. In these caslel: the

.
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skill seldom disappears but the peilorMance level may decrease. In catching

a ball or hitting a ball with any type of bat, club or racquet, the number
of misses may have increased with lack of pr ctice. Skills that require

jtamina, strength, or speed may also have di finished and may also have eo

be probed to determine theptevel of maintena ce.

The form on which that maintenance check is recorded is shown as

Figure 13. Therefore, a maintenance file is established._ Figure 13

shows a partially completed maintenance Hide.

Two trials are `run wit h data entered in avallabe,spaces. If one trial
is correct and one trial is incorrect, a third trial is run and data
entered in the shaded space.

The first probe is run two weeks after completion of th program.
Second and third probes art run at one-month intervals. Th(fourth probe
is rum three months later with the fifth and sixth probes being run in
six-month intervals. If the data reflects the shill is maintained to this
point, it is considered part of the student's repertoire.

.The program sheets for rograms on maintenance are on one clipboard
volunteeroluntedr use% The volunteer is to pull this sheet, which is listed

in alphabetical order, befaejUnning the program. It will provide any- '77

additional, informatiqr which is not included on the maintenance file sheet.

At the end of the week when the percentage gains f orm is completed,
a check is made to assure that a probe date has not been mtned. If it- _
has, a new date is entered on the file sheet an0 a note made for staff to
mai, sure the second dateis not missed;

Summary

This chapter has east ibed ways of tracking a s'tudent's performance
in the Acqdisitio ill. It describes ways in which these can be
analyzed and ucational decisions made about the ..tudent's program.
Methods of t idg maintenance of learned skills are also delineated.

.
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Child's name Mary

..MAIUTEUA4CE FILE

pROGRAm: Catches Ball

Terminal Objective: Child-tatches

Cue: "Catch the ball".

t

Oast program complbtedr

ti

Ocuairef 44 1976

Dates to by prO.edd.: October 19. 1976

Moveber 19, 1976

Dectebcr 19. 1976

march 19, 1977

Septerber 19. 1877

.
*it:arch...0, 1978

PPOCkAri Runs 440 yard

isrm(e& Oblectivi: 440 \Was kn _180 accords

Coe: "Run"

Date program corpleted 4 rAogust 7. 1977

Oates to be Probed' August 21, 1977

t

PROGRAM

Terminal'Objeetive'

if

Date Program couple ed: ss.

September 21; 1977

Dates to be Probed:

..

- figure 1
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)
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b
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V. Chapter 7 .

. VOLUNTEERS: 7RAINING.AND USE

Need for:Volunteers

The means of providing individual physical education vogramp is
usually not difficult for higher fOnctioning students. Hany indlyidualized
basic game skills or physical fitness activities can use a self-recording
technique, to assist the student to achieve weekly goals. However, with

more severely-handicapped or younger students, the problem of individual
progr mming becomes not only one of structuring activities in sequence but
of pro iding a one-to-one teacher/pupil relationship. In these instances,

the u e of aides `ana volunteeri is almost mandatory. w

k.
Although assistance may be provided by paid aide, the inclusion of

thit Berson alone does not allow for extensive individualized instruction
and generally,, additional volunteer,massistance is needed.

Another reason for intruding volunteers in the classroom items from

_ the study conducted by Fredericks, et al (1977) which identified indi
cators of coili:04encres Erteachirs of the-sesierelYhandlcappM --lhe'pri-
mary indicator 'pas the ability of the teacher to,maximize instructional
tNe. One of the methods of maximizing this time by teachei-s 'hogs stu-
dents were. making high gains was through the use of volunteer to conduct

4ns)ruction in the classroom.

In disculsing the use of yo unteers with a teacher, it is not un-
corfMon to hear, "but I would know what to do with them" or :'They are 1". .

mare trouble than they are worth", or "I don't have the time to trainAem
and they really set in my way." On the other hand, when.interviewing"
eolunteers who have been utilized in programs for handicapped students, the
1/41unteers lament; "I stayed around and didn't do anything all day long",
"All 1 did,was chanbe diapers and clean up Messes I would like to do
something mote constructive than that ", "The teacher didn't give and ade-
quate instructions on ho0 to do the task,he wanted me.to dorand.became
annoyed when 1 didn't do it properly." o

.

One final question most often akked b teachers who are contemplating
y

.

. the use of volunteers is Nhere do l'find 7" ' The availability of
'volunteers is qurte&good in most commun4ie and is limited only by the
..;teacher's, imagination. Volunteers caq be). cruited from a nuiiber of sources.
oannunity organizations (Jaycee's, Wortien's clubs), foster grandparent or-
ganizations, high schools, grade schottls,T.T.A. and colleges to name justi
a few. Usually a phone call and later a personal visl't by yourself to doe
of their group meetings will be necessary. in chpls, of course, one must
first approach the school's principal. After this support is obtained,.
ustially a presentation to the student body,or_toincfpIdual-claises is Made
to recruit. volunteers. In general, the presentation should describe the' ',

* ..
types or students that the volunteers will be Working with and what tht %

volunteer will be doing. For those who have handicapped and non-handicapped
r

sgrients in the same class, thenon-handicapped students iclin.be used as vol-

90



u2teers, ,rotating your volunteers at least every 5-10 minutes to assure

that one student volunteer does not become 04erll consumed by her task.

IM
Rules for Use.of Volunteers

Evidently, the utilization of volunteers in theliymnasit can often
...

become a source of displeasure not only for the teacher but for th volun-

teer: Nesectheless,4volunteers can be used effectively with a mini um of
friction if we follow certain principles, which we Might call "Rule for

the Use of Vblunteers." These are: '

1. Time must be taken to train volunteers.
2. VolUnteersImust be given teaching tasks in the classroom com arablL, 5

to their level of training. ,

..
.

.

3. &system of feedback as to the aadquacy of the volunteer's per-

, formance must exist. . a '.
.

4. A simplified system of communication not requiring verbal inter-
.

4 action between the teacher and the volunteer must exist.
5. A system of flexible scheduling of volunteers must be mainta.ned.

__Classrooms for the' moderately and severely handicapped at 'eaching
. r .

Reseatch.have developed techniques far the training and use of volunteers,
f011owing the above rules. inerefore, let us examine each of these, rules
in more depth.

. . 4
w

I. Time must be taken to train volunteers.

Eichause vaiunteers are donating time which'is somewhat limited,. the

amount of available 'training time is also limited. Therefore, a concise
and simple method for training volunteers m4At be followed. An initial
orientation presentation is necessary and sflbuld consist of an explanation .

and demonstration of the role a volunteer is tO play in the gymnasium. ,The

preseosation should also provide the essensials of behavior: modification as
required for operating in the, gymnasium. Following this presentation, .

there should be a supervised practicum which affords further opportunity
for the volunteer to develop his skills. a

r

-

Once Completed, a volunteer should be able'to demrate the
following: .

4
. ra

%

a. Knowled orthepterminology and principles of behavior Modifica-
t

'C. . racs
b. The'ability to consequate students appropriately.

. :t c. The ability to.cue students appropriately in a learning situation:
d. Kribwledge of shaping procedures.
e. Knowledge of forward and reverse chainigg..
f. The ability to keep records.

l
. t

. . ..

ThelneW volunteer is eXpected to exhibit skills in three major areas-
of student interaction; i.e., proper use of cues, proper use ofconse-
quences, and ipprop to data keeping: Additionallx, the volunteerdmusx
demonstrate a knowle e of the prihciples of reinforceent, shaping and

.

v)

, .
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chaining.

Later, as the volunteer becomes more proficient, additional skills
can be taught. The following skills can be designated as 'earning objec-

itjves.ior.mord.experienced volunteers.r 11,

a. Demonstrate ability to analyze a task, i.e.; take complex be-
04 haviO'rs and ei"videLthem into the smaller behaviors which comprise

, them.

b. Revise program as necessary based on data gathered. .

c. -Aissist.teacher in supervision and training of other volunteers
,and parents.

d. implement anemonitor group activities with a small group of 'stu-
dents.

During the initial orierfation and ledture,ithe following points are
discussed:

l. The role'of the volunteer
2. pverview df the clipboard A

3. The analysis of behavior and the rethods used to break complex-

es.-
'behaviors into smallr steps

4 Appropria't In9
5 Various ipes of infordement, the niece,ssi ediate rein-

forcem t, and the principles of pairing social reinfor e_with
primarTkreidforcement. Various =types of tangible reinforcers are
discussed and described.

6. Correction procedu're.

7. Chaining of behaviors, to include bothv forward and reverse chbining
8. The necessity 'for record keeping,phat for the sake of gathering

data for research purpose's, but fUr decision-making purpose to

revise programs. Various ways ..to record data are described

The demonstration portion of this initial orientation session can be
conducted by using. video tapes or slides. Video tapes of other voluhteers
working with children or of.the ins-t-c-ictor working with ch4dren aretplayed
and neplayed to demonstrate and plusOratt points. Video tapes art con-
sidered a more effective form of demonstration than the use of live models.
The ihteractionof instructor and live pupils cannot be replayed so as to
emphasize or cla'rify a point with the pupil. The use oi,a live pupil does
not-always allow the demonstration ,-.of principles which are thought neces

,

sary to be included in the instruction. Therefore, video tapes are.con-
sidereemore suitable for the type of concentrated instruction described
here. 4-

4

4 4
it should be emphasized that the instrition simplistic. Schedules

of leinforciment or other sophisticated ramifica4,1,2ns of behavior trIOdifi-
datvion are deliberately excruded. if the volunteer 44erstands the basic
principles of.how to present materi,a to a student, hdrito consequate.the

. student's responses, and then subseqUentiy how to shape and chain respones,
Such knowledge should.

d

be sufficient for the .yolunteer to perform adequately;
provided she works under the supervision of fully qualified -teacher.)

".>

I
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The initial orientation session described above consists oflonly
'a brief lecture and demonstra4on, it must therefore be considered nothinv,
more than an introduction to how the students are taught in the gymnasium
4nd the learning theory being used. The most important part of the training
certainly is in the actual practice which the volunteer receives, the ob-
servations which the t4acher will make of the volunteer, and the feedback
which the teacher ;rill\ provide the volunteer following the observation

Since so %Lich implrtance is placed on th servation of the volun-
teer, a systematic observation procedure, is us . It is recognized that

there are many sucA observation procedures in existence The one described
here has served adequately in a number of different settings and with a
wide variety of students.

,
Escen tially, there ore .three major flements in observing the effective-.

ness of the volunteer with the student. \The first is the preparation and
utilization of cues and materials; the second is the utilization of conse-
quences by the volunteer, and the third is the volunteer's ability to m-
cord whether the responses of the student are correct or incorrect.

The volunteer should be placed in a teaching situation with a student
and instructed in the utiIizatidn.of cues, materials and.reinforcers for
the program to be taught. The teacher should:demonstrate how the lesson
is to be taught, the volunteer should then-model the teacher in conducting
the lesson. When the volunteer firstistarts with a student, it isttrecom-

mended that a reinforcer be identified for the student which has proven to
be powerful. This will help to assure that the volunteer will have a
successful fi4st experience working with a handicapped chill.

Cue Preparation and Utilization

The first element of observati4FA which is made when tr ning volun-

teers examines how the volunteer prepares fbr the lessons r1be taught and
how thetlesson is presented to the student. We call this cue preparation
and presentation. ..

4
A

Cue preparation includes insuring that all materialsnecessary to .

teach the lesson are available and are -placed in the most convenient for-
mat or position for the teaching of the lesson. . It includes the positioning

he data sheet sd that the recording prbcess canbe facilitated. Once
a sg.qbegi,ps,.jt should not be interrupted because a volunteer "forgot"
so'cle riedSsary items or materials.

16. r

The studvit's physical,deficks mOst 'also be considered in cue prepar-
ation. What prosthetib or sensory aids need CO be-provided? As part of
the cue pteparation, we mustconider if the student is wearing the-eye
glasses he is supposed to be wearing. Does he have hi,t hearing aide on?
Is it tuned,properly? Does he have on the braces that he needs? All of
these things must be checked before the lesson begins and are part of the
'cue prepqr,ation.

*". 86
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Proper cue presentation is very important for,the severely handicapped

student. There are ehumber of considerations relative to proper cue pre-
sentation, First, attention must be paid to the Sensory deficit which some
handicapped students.possess. If the student is deertrli-nd, or both, the
manner in which the cue is presented must be modified to accommodate that
student. -For the student who is deaf, a tqtal communication approach
using both signs and verbalizations may comprise theyue. For the blind.
student, the instructomay have to lead the student through the steps and.
shape her performance or shape her imitations by touch or a' tactile approach.
The student who has a physical handicap presents other problems, especially
in the physical education area. If we say to a physically handicapped sta-

.

dent, To this", nerving him to imitate us, we must provide him something
which is 'within his-physical capability.

Another dimension of cio.presentation is consistency. To the student
who :s severely handicapped, consistency of cue presentation is absolutely
mandatory. For instance, for the severely retarded studett) the command
"wort here" ay sound very different from the command "Colton over here",
con>eotiently, one or the other, and preferably the more simple, would be
chosen as the cOnzistent command. Instructions in any task have to,Re
consistent, and the amount of consistency necessary is'directly related
to the severity of the handicap, especially if that handicap is retarda-
tion.tion.

Cue presentation becomes very important in any of theseactivities
which are chained or reverse chained. The task must be presented to the
student at the student's present learning stage within'that chain. The

followini example illUstratelhis.

Suppose the student is learning to strike a ball using a volley ball
type swing. She is at a stage 'where she strikes the ball independently
but with the teacher's hand Rlaced at the student's elbow which soports
the ball. The volunteer must know 'that the student is to conduct the task
independently with a support hand on the student's elbow and provide the
command "Strike the ball." However, in preparation for the task, the vol-
unteer may ask "Do I help the student to do Lt independently providing the .

assistance at the point where the student strikes the ball?" ,These de-
. cisions can't be left up to the volunteer and must be a part of the cue
and program instructions for tbe'Vlaltinteer. Without them, the student
will be confronted with many inconsistencies in cue presentation which
greatly impede the learningirocess.

Figure I shows.the volunteer observation form. Before the program
is conducted, the identifying information at the top of the form is cm:
p ed. "Trainee" 1sthe person:(volunteei) tonductiRg the proflam. . ,

erver" is the name of the person observing the program. "Program" is
as stated on the Program Cover Sheet. "Student" is the individual` who is
learning the Program. "Date" and "Time" entries are also made.

In addition,',9rior to observing the program, thp volunteer is asked

to supply the information shown in the center of the form, labeled as
"Cover Sheet InEoration.": The -"cue" is stated on the program cover sheet
and should inc144e both verbal and non verbal cues. The ','behavior" is de-

,
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1

Volunteer

Student

Observer

Teaching Research Infant and Child Center

VOLUNTEER OBSERVATION FORM

Correction Procedure/IP Date

T ime to1

Program-

Cue (Verba))-

Cue (Non-Verbal)

Student, Hand Preference:

q

Criterion,

Behavior (Phase/Step)

Reinforcers

YES NO
,1. Volunteer has correct materials ; MEM u .,

2. Materials, volunteer and data sheet in best position for preseotation . Man
3: Student in correctposition MIMI .

4 Student's hearing aid is checked for correct setting before session aegins -

ftiES , COhSEQUEhCES

1'.

Change

Positive Wnforcers

.

-

De-
---." .

Cbrrection Procedures E. Pun shirrs DATA

,

DATA

.

No Fail
(

Cor- . Recorded
c. c r.

Appro- '40 Ward- Rt- , Appro- Rein- To laved lnappro- App - rectiOn/ Do- Inap-_,) '6' :a ,T, ',6,
Cor- lipcorc

pral'e rue weak ,.- peated prrate forcer Parr Weak (2 sec) prate late Ponisl..er .a.ed prop r;-- 1--1 '.- rect rect
i A-

1

.

. .L'
. .

.
t

. .'

.

nr,

- .

.,

1

'Cues. ConSequetices Data*-.

.

APpropriate equals Ar Appropriate equals Correct-.

T6F7P---"-- total
---..

`' 7a-1-1.

7 - % . . equals
s

'.

Positive Feeddbck

2.

3.

I

Recommendations for imprOvemen't,

2.

3.

4.

Figure 1- -
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termined by referring to the Phase and Step number on the to sheet and
reading the behavior from the task sequence sheet-. The "rei rcer" may

have been specified by the teacher during the uptatintprocess. If so, '

the volunteer should so state and shourd peciTy the schedule of einforce-
.

ment. .toe reinforcer it not spetjf d, the volunteer should choose she
reinforcer to be.used from the cause ence file. .The "criterion" and "tor:
'rection'procedure" are stated-on t program cover sheet.

7
The observer records data ih the various columns of the form, one

tally mark in each 'of the three sections, Cues, consequences and data.
Under the cue -section, the following entr'ie's are possible: /a) "apuo- a II

.

priate" -- a tally mark is made here if the cue is given clearly and as
tated:on the program cover sheet, b) a tally is madefunder "no c.6" when
a verbal cue ts'not. given, materials aren't presentedor if the cue is
incomplete, c) a mark'is made-under ;'weak" When there is no eye contact, or
he cue is not.clearly stated or not presented loudly enough for the stu- .

dent to heer,.or when a verbal cve-1.5 given but the nop-verbal cue is left
out or vice versa, d) an entry it made under "changed wording" when the
cue is.iiiven Clearly, but not.worded exactly as stated on the program
cover sheet, and e) a ;ally is made onder-"repeated" when the cue is ee-

' peated before the behavior, occurs,NzsiLvrftrcement is given or the correc-
tion procedure implemented:

The overall goal to be achieved with the volunteer on a continuing

baSi..? is 90%.appropriatecties. This goal allows 10% error', which may

Occur across any of the error categories. 4t has beec demonstrated that
this goal is obtainable within one week of training with most volunteers.
Periodic observations of the volunteers are necessary to insure that this
ratio is maintaihed. /

Consequence Delivery

ti

Since instruction of the severely handicapped revolves around the 1

principle that the student learns throdgh feedback, the way in which th4
volunteer dispebses consequences (feedback) 'is critical to the success of
the instructional program. Essentially, the volunteer must Tirst, be aW re
cf the consequence file which is part of every student's record and is on-

tained on the clipboard (see discussion of the clipboard ITO Chapter 4).
The volunteer must understand the way in which these,reinforcers ere pr ori-I
tized in their.strengthvith the student., A volunteer must understand ha .

they have the choice of pick. ese reinforcers, but should the nude t'
performance be poor, ecessary, for the volunteer then to choose
higher strength reinf rs. As volunteers become more, experienced, they
will be able to make.more Judicious chokes of reinforcers, savihg,ihe
highest strp th reinforcers for those times when students ate experie cing
difficulty A th task < or learningeenvironment. .

When observing the effectiveness Of a volunteer employing conse-

quences with a student, we are, concerned with a number of different &amen-
sions. First, is the volunteer giving feedback to the student? Second. is
that feedback appropriate? Third, if it is not appropriate, ;Tat is wrong

rieritli it? The das.a obtained with the observation form (Figure, 1) provides

D
, .0
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,

'
answers to these questions.

.
.. ,,

.. -

Whenever the volunteer responds' to a behavior emitted by the student
an entry is made under the consequences/section of the form shown in Figure

1. If the volunteer responds to the student's correct response with 8 re-
inforcer, which is delivered quickly and with enthusiasm, it would be .

tallied in the appropriate column. If part of the reinforcement is primary

or tangible, it must" be paired with- social feedback. If the'student pro-

vides the vrong`answer or does not respond, a four-step correction procedure
is'initiated.. These lour elements in successio are. 1) respond "No" or

some other negative verbal feedback, 29 repeat,tue, 3) assist the student . T

through the behavior, and 4) socially reinforce. If any of these four
elements are miss.ing,4an entry '.s made under the inappropriate column of
the incorrect correction procedure and the elements of the correction pro-
cedure which were missing or delivered inappropriately and also notal. If

all elements are conducted correctly, a tally is placed in the column
' marked appropriate under correction. -

,

4 , .
. .

If the voluQteer fails 01 provide feedback to the student whenthe
student responds, different entries are made. If the feedback which the

student failed to receive would have been a pdsitive reinforcer, it is

entered under the no reinforcer column. If the-feedback which the student

was to receive would have been the correction procedure, an entry is made
in, the no correction/punisher column.

*

If the voiuntui gives feedback to the student but it is, in the eyes

of the observers not" appropriate feedback', it is entered in one of four

columns. Tilis is probably the most difficult area for the unskilled ob-

, server, and certainly the most difficult area for the volunteer when
, consequating a student's be1:laviorl.16appropriate feedback comes in a

.variety of forr9s. First,I.there is what we might term "weak feedback." This

is the feedback which is. 'usual ly giveriewithout enthudiasm or given perfunc-

torily, it is the type' of feedback which the critics of behavior modifica-
tiOn frequently observe and make comaients aboutwhen they say that behavior
modification is a mechanistic approach. ,-We see 'teachers-who respond with
a repetition of words, "good, good':, or "okay, qkay", or "all right, all
right" with little enthusiasm and with little sincerity.',This is c9n
siderid to be weak feedback and is inappropriate. Toltorrett this!, of

course, some enthusiasm must be generated. For some volunteers, their

pei-sonaiities make this difficult to correct. In fact, volunteeri Will

occasionally find, that they are unable to Make the adjustment to 'develop_ .

enthusiasm and vdry their responses. in those instances, ,it is probObly,

best. if the voluilteereis given tasks which do not tequirellinteraction yith

the students. A variety of expressions are available whic can be used by

,I the practicing teacKer'or volunteer io overcome the'dull, drab repetition
of "good", "all right' ", or "okay"mi The most common of these is the ex-

pression "1 like the wa% you threPthas ball, kicked it, moved, etc." or
"Good (name task)". Using more enthusiastic expressions such as "neat", '
"fantaStic", "wonderful", "beautiful work" and a variety of sentews which
are personally geared to the student will allow the sincerely enthusiastic

volunteer to relate that sincerity to the student. Another variation of

weale feedback occurs when the teacher merely. repeats the student's answer.
This type of feedback provides no definitive statement to the student a
whether his response was correct or-incorrect, arid without, this statement,

the feedback must be considereeweak. Still another form of.weak feedback
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occurs when the student fails to respond of responds,liscorrectly and the
volunteer corrects the student while smilingor with an enthusiastic', voice,
eteby not conveying to the student that the response was incorrect.

. ,.

The secopd forM of inappropriate feedback is the failure to pir social
reinforqemenf with either ivihary reinforcers of other tangible reinfoi-cers.
For instance, if the volunteer l's reinforcing the student with cereal bits,

(....--

she must also give a verbal reinfdreer'aS--she presents the student the ,

cereal bit. Failure-to do so is "failure to pair". .This is usually a very
osily remedied deficiency and is . often prevalent in the new volunteer. A .

few,reminders are usually'sufficient'to correct it. '

. . .

. A third type of inappropriate feedback is the reinforcement of inappro-
priate behavior. For instance, a student is told that he Ovea right re-

. sponse when'hc did not give the'correct response. This type of error most
-often happens wheb a student's behavior is being shaped and the voiunteer
is to reinforce for less than the totally'opirect behavior. The.tendency
of the'vorunteer, anxious for the success of the student, is to reinforce
the stuilent at a performance level Tess than that required byjhe program. .

livered w ich was not necessary. This situation can arise when theirojun-
lnappropri tF feedback may also occur when a correction procedure was ,.de-
livered

mistook a correct response for an incorrect one or delivered the correc-
tion procedup before the student had chance tq respond.

,./a ..,

A fourth,type of inappropriate feedback is that which we refer to as
"rayed". Delpyed feedback occurs when the student emits a correct re-
sp nse and more than two seconds elapse before the volunteer consequates

.

that response.. A delay also occurs if the volunteer waits too long to de-
liver .the correction procedure. ,

r

lli

' The entire range of observedcon sequences are recorded on the observe-
'don forM. Tie goal is tor volunteers to be able to deliver 90% appropriate
consequencei/on a continuing basis. This goal allows 1D% error, which may
fall either in the failure to con.sequate to inappropriate' reinforcement
areas. It +be-en demonstrated that this goal is obtainable within a week

4. of trainingJoith most volunteers. Periodic observations of the volunteers ,

should be made to insure that their performance is maintained. 4
. ,

...

' Wehve found th )it one of the most difficult areas for the volunteer
.

.Is the ciMrminatioA'of what to do when the student does not respond appt-o:
'priateh or refuses to respond. The volunteer/is often 'unsure of how to
correct the student. In an effort to respond to this difficult ,area, the
observation form was expanded to deal with correction.procedures. .if one , .

believes that feedback is the way in which a student learns, then the,,feed-
back given to a student who makes an errqr or refuses to respond is impor-
tant. Further, 'a precise.pxocedure for correcting such behaviors is needed
to prov.Ide adequate guidance to volunteers. First, the student is told "no",
then s3'e is' presented with the cue again and led through the behavior so
that she 'perforrA it ,correctly, she'is then social] reinforced for accomp-

. lishing,it. after social.neinforcement is delivered, the student is once
again given the cue to accomplish this behavior. Thus, the correction pro-
cedure has these elements, a1,1 of which need to be delivered properly:
1) telling the student uno", or, "wrong"; 2) readministerinp.the cue;

^
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3) 'ceding the student through the beha)ior, and h), socially reinforcing

the student. This procedure can be modified for older, more capable stu-

dents. Whatever modification is made should be consistently applied. kf

b any of tgese,elements are missing, the appropriate notation should be made
. .

on the observatibn form. f
.

.

Recording of Program Data
/ .

...

. .
i

The third area in whiqh volunteers are observed and data recorded
.

'. as to their performance kiln the recording of data. As has,been mentioned
previnusry, there are essentially only two major types of data recording
systems used. The first deals with the standard progriM data form, and
the second deals with behavior problems. Each of these has a Aeparate re-
cOrdin? form upon which'the volunteer should -have been instructed. The
volunteer ,is initially taught to record on the program data form. As the

0
volunteer gains experience, he is taught to use the other data form. The
observer J2f the volunteer should insure that the recordings made by the vol-
unteer are correct. This essentially constitutes as reli4ility check of the
volunteer's recording., Is the student being given credit for a correct re-
sponse when he makes.a correct response? Is the recording prompt? Is 4.e

recording 'unobtrusivethat is,'not interfering with the conduct oftthe
teaching lesson? As with cue preparation .`end presentation, the-crite L n

level for data recording is 90% correct, allowing'a 10% error factor.
.

After thew teacher or aide observes the volunteer, the volute r should
receive. immediate feedback as to his performance. Occasionally,, it may be
necessary to intervene during an instructional period.to advise the volun- , .

steer of a oorrec method of cue presentation, reinforcement delivery, or

minimum, althoug it is recognized that with the beginning.volunteer, perio-
dic

data recording. Interference with a student's lesson should be kept to a

tic lnterruptions may be necessary. For instance, modeling of the correc-
tion procedure ik frequently necessary during the first couple of observa-
tions of the volunteer.' .

,
/

.

/ T hus ohe process of training*a volynteer consists,of a short lecture
which includes a dtmonstration.by video tape, modeling for specific lessons,

. and finally, recording and observing the volunteer's performance in an
.,., actual teaching situation. ',
...

3

s
' Y 1 . .

.

Give t2. eaching tasks compare -tb level' of training.

Obviously, volunteers, like hers, have varying levels of abi ities.,

and their effectiveness will be based upon these abilities and their ex- .

.
periellce. 1 I. -

a
.

, - . .

One of the, most important considerations which' he teacher/manager, has

1s the assignment of 7olunteer% to teaching tasks that are compatible to
th&lr level ofiabilltY.

1

t 41,;

One of the preferred approaches 1s- to assign a new volunteer an area-
of responsibility-euch is Game Skills, Basic or Leisure Time-Skills.

f.
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Usually Game Skills, Basic rs chosen. The novice volunteer who is, assigded '

to teach in this area will rotat'e from student to stUdent, ( eaching similar

tasks such as str;king, underarm.roll, kicking, and through"this experience,
usual! eccimes proficient in those skill areas.'

151A pr the volunteer "demonstrates'profic/iency in pne area of expertise,
she is ready to undertake a sacopd curricular'ared (e.g. Movement Copcepts,
General space).. 4As the volunteer is lerning in the second area, e can
still be use4 in the first area with some students, allowing the t cher
more fl+ibility in the assignment of Volunteert. .

.

3 HA system of feedback is necessary as.to the adequacy of the
volunteer's performance.

.

Tea4hers are sualjy reluctant to observe the-volunteer during' the
glut feW weeks of training and often times reluctant to make critical
observations' until the volunteer has been in the gyr,nasium for a few
months. Some teachers feel such observations are a demonstration.of a
lack of confidence in the volunteer. On the contrarye it is"imperative
that not Only volunteers but also teachers be periodically checked to de-
termine that their interaction skills with students are Naintaned and that
they are presenting materials to the student- in the prdper manner, rein-
forcing appropriately and maintaining the .data system as rdquired. With-
out these periodic checks, wen the best teacher an certainly even the
best volunteer, will fall into basl habits, beCome s ppy ana'lack precis
ndss in their teachi.ng techniques. These observations should begin when
the volunteer lirst participates in the gymnaslium.

Observations should be conducted on a regular bqsis with 'all volun-
teers. (The teacher should also encourage the supervisor .o make t'he same
observation on her). The results of the observations should be presented
to the volunteers and discussed wittlr them. If video cameras and tape are
available, they should be used to record a volunt4Ws performance for ten
or fifteen minutes and later to play back the video t e., Video tape per -..ft
mits the volunteer to observe oneself. The leacher sh 'be present at

t this reviewing so that Lhe teacher can critique the volunteer's performance.
If necessary for thevolunteer's understandiag,..the video tape can be played
back a second or third time. ,Rempmber in giving feedback to a volunteer that
the rules of reinforcealent apply equally well to the adult as they do to the,
student. Volunteers should be reinforced strongly for their. good perfor- .

mance areas and emphasis should be on. these areas. This is not to say that
the poor aspects of the volunteer's performance*shoula not be mentioned.

Rules of Thumb for Delivering Feedback

In delivering feedback to volunteers,,you will be applying the same
principles fou have used Fri changing trig. behavidr of students iri...your-c-less-
room. You GOP be seeking.to reinforce4lose-beAaviruitriTrit volunteer
which you have_pinpninted-as tirraCal to teaching in this educational

-rocklei-trir.,appropriate cues, consequences and datd collection). Con-
verse4y, you will seek to change, thpoUgh negative feedback, those ;hings
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your volunteer may do.or not do that are invpropriate to this gyms sium
model (i.e., repeating cues, failing to reinforce, inconsistency).

Yod will be baselining the delivery of cues, consequences and data

collection. During the baseline,observation, you will nat deliver feed-

back within the teaching session, After you have determined the skill
level of the volunteer, you will begin the training process, the goal bding
to raise %he volUnteer's skill level to the' established criterion. The
process bi`iqhith you accomplish this is the same as used in establishing

new.skills in your gymnasium. Training techniques of modeling, verbal

feelback, video and shaping wikl be'employbd.

N. The -rules of thumb that follow have been used at TeaChing Research .c,

to deliver feedback lo volunteers. We are not implying that these repre-
sent the only training techniques you should pie, or that you will401ways
use them in the suggested,order. It does, however, represent.an appripch
in providing feedback to volunteers that has been developed in the training
of literally hundreds,.of traSers.

I. When conductirYg a baseline observation, wait until the 'end of tne

session to give feedback.

2. During.non-baseline, or treatment'observations, you should pro-
vide immediate feedback if the,volunteer makes the same error twice within
the same category. Example: If a volunteer repeats a cue twice, provide
feedback immediately., 4

3. The correction procedure used when two or more errors'are made ,

within the same category is as follows:

a. Your first treatment strapegy will be-to verbally `prompt the
volunteer .0.1., "You are changing the .cue" or "Don't forget

1 to use social reinforcement at the ,pd of your correction
procedure.")

b. You should Then mark your observation form with the appro-
priate mark. t .

c. Should the volunteer correct herself on the next trial, you
should specifically,reinforce her for the appropriate re-
sponse (i.e., "That was complete correction procedure.")

d. ShOuld the volunteer repeat the error, you will then model
the appropriate response. .

e. How it is th nteerlt-turn-apin; she now corrects her-

, you will reinfOrce her and she will'proceed with the

t

prOgram.
, .

.

f. Of the volunteer'again repeats the error, you will employ an
alternate'procedure. This is essentially the same-strategy
you employ when a student is failing on a program. The
specific branch you use 40,11 be determined by the type of error

. ,
.

I
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the volunteer is making and what you may already know bout

that volbriteer. Continued modeling, viewing herself on the

video, observing that specific behavior in another volunteer

are all viable training procedures. Another strategy would

be to have e
s
the volunteer konduct a simpler pr6grami or work

.
.

with'a more compliant st6dent.

.
4

4
4 !,f. When delivering feedback atter the teaching session, you should

. bgin your feedback with a minimum of two positive statements regarding
his conduct of the program.
,

I ,e - .
,.'

5. In pinpointing weak areas of performance, be specific (1., e.., "You'

are repeating cues", as opposed to "Ybu ale having difficulty with cues.")
.

-a, ,

6. If a volunteer has "btraie4out", select one area which you will
give feedback as being weak. Generally mention the other areas but re:
strict your.comments-and treatment to the one area. Remember, we 'want to

shape the volunteer's behavior, not make the training so aversive that the

voiunteqr doesn't want to return the next day!

7. In giving negative feedback, useterm's such as "weak area",
"something you need to work on", "problem aria" to describe volunteer
performances. 00 NOT use such terms as "wrong, bad,.poor,.terrible", etc.,

- to describe their'performance.

8. You should give the volunteer recommendations for
done

in

those areas you pinpointed as' weak. If a voluriteer.has done an excep-
tional job, you shoulji give recommendations that would apply to a more
sophisticated progralimer.

9. There ire, of course, exceptions to every.rule, Here is on
When conducting a treatment observation of a volunNer that is in group
instruction, we have found it to be very difficult as well as distracting
to deliver the correction procedure while they are working with the group.
We would recommend stopping your observation after five fradutes and pulling
the volunteer out of the activity to give her some preliminary. feedbacks If

there are areas in which two or more errors have been made, start your cor-
rection procedure. At the end of another five minute period of observation,
repeat this feedback pr.ocedure.

10. Remember, you always have the option of Stopping the program if
iDiJ feel things ore out of control.

Video taping of each volunteer should probably occur for fifteen
minutes once a month, observations without video tape should be conducted
at least once every two weeks. Each'observation, with pr without video
tape, should be followed-by a critique. This schedule of observa0on and
feedback has been found to:be adequate to mai tdin volunteers' peijcprmance
at the specified criterion leyels of 90% appr priate cues, 90tappropriate
conseguences,'and 9Q% correct data rev:if:ding..

t k
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4. A simplified system of communication between' teacher arid
volunteers.

One of the often repeated laments of the teacher who is handling.a
number of volunteers is that there is too little time to. communicate ade-
quately with the volunteer. Conversely, the volunteer complains that often-
times the teacher does not give complete iistructions,

. .

.,The model advoca;ed herein takes that difficulty into account and
recommend; a system that requires Nnimal daily personal interaction be-

, tween the teacher and volunteers, but also provides a system of {maximum,
cqmpunication.

.
.

..

The main/subjects which need to be communicated between' teacher and
volunteers re these:

.The_vo uhteer needs to know 'Which,student to work with and when.
The volunteer needs to know as much as possiblesrabout the student, as' '

much as possible ffiout the program to, be administered to the student, the
way in which the program is to be administered, what freedom one has with
the program, specific peculiarities of a particuM program as it relates
to a specific stddent, and the way in which the data are to be recorded.

Qn'the other hand, the teacher,/ne9ds to know ffom the volunteer what
happened when the student was ta6W--was there, success or failure? Haw
much success? How bad the failure? Were there anypeculiaritiA about

. the lesson being taught? - ,

The system recdmmended herein allows f'or that communisation with a
minimum of verbal interaction. The main communication occurs through the
,documents placed on a clipboard for each student. for this communication
to be effective, a prerequisite eqsts--the volunteer must have been
trained in the techniques-of teachirig a particular type of curriculum
lesson. If this training has occurred, the volunteer is ready to focus on

4
a student and the program for that student. The clipboard provides the
means for that focus. The clipboard has beem discussed in detail in
Chapter 4 Gymnasium Management.

O

5. Laystem of flexible schedulin
tl

There are three basic ways of seheduling,xoluntedrs. The first pairs,
astudent with 4 volunteer who conducts all the programs for that student. .

Second, a volunteer can conduct programs in one curricular area and teach.
all students or some of the students in that curricular area. The third
scheduling system combines these two..

.

Regardless of which system is used, a yolunteer needs to kripw haw ,

much time to spend On a program with axstuaent.' Thi; consideration of.
time is less critical when one volunteer is assigned to'one student and
conducts all programs for him during the day. The only timing consideration
in this instance will be for 4pp...coordination oi,group activities wcth in-
dividual programs and a concern for conducting all of the programs, during
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the day.

Usually a time Schedule which provides guidelipes rather than a strict

schedule is the best type to adopt. This' provides the nekessary parameters

for the volunteer and yet gives enough flexibiJity to al r6w the volunteer
to spend a few additional minutes on a program or spend less time on a pro-
gram if the student is not performing well or has performed so well that
the volunteer desires to administer &strong reinforcer of additional free

. The combined system of having some volunteers assigned to areas and
others assigned to students allows the teacher to accommodate to both welt
trained volunteers and those who are not co well trained. It also allows

the teacher to accommodate to a student who may be having rather severe
difficulties but who responds well to one volunteer. For instance, a
certain volunteer may be able to handle a student with severe learning pros-

lems better than anyone else. Some students with severe learning problems
also show responsiveness to few reinforcers,.a particular volunteer may
"turn the student on" more than any other persoh. it would be wise, there-'

fore, to schedule that vollinteer with that student to maximize the learning
possibilities. A new volunteer, on the other hand, should initially !ye
assigned students who are easier to manage.-

Figure 2 is an example of a schedule posted on the bulletin board
which has divided the class into time pdriods and allows for eight voluh

teers. Scheduling of this type is also valuable when the number of volyn-

4 teers available may be pnknown.

Thus, it can be seen that the scheduling of volunteers can be adapted
to almost any type of situation in which the teacher 'rinds herself. If

there is a shortage of volunteers, scheduling should be based On priority
of students. If volunteers are'not.wall trained, the schedule shdblid

assign volunteers to tasks that they can perform; for instance, teaching
all or a number of the students in one curriculum area. Finally, if the

teacher has a group'of well-trained and highly skilled volunteers, he can
assign volunteers to individual students and can be assured that those
volunteers can run those programs in the order of priority specified fon

those students. The teacher can communicate the programs to bg rug aittf--
tiNcrElagYpity by circling them on the cover sheet (See ,Fligure 1 in

Chapter 14).

Summary

Thus, the model uses these "Rule§ for the Use of Volunteers":

1. Time must be taken to train volunteers.
2. Volunteers must be given teaching tasks in the gymnasium comparable

to theirlevel of training.
3. A system of feedback as to the ddequacy of the volunteer's per-.

fcirmance must exist.

4. A simplified systerp of communication, not rqquiring verbal,instrua-
tOnbetween the teacher and the volmiteer must exist/.
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.
5. A system of flexible scheduling of volunteers must be maintained.

If the teacher follows these rates, she can have a system 1)'
allows for trained volunteer,s; 2) allows the students to receive individual-
ized insiruction) provides a system of comm4nication with volunteers, and,

' 4) provides flexibie,scheduling upon the training of volunteers.

I
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Chapter 8 '
. .

,SMALL GROUP ACTIVITIEi'

Small grew, activities for the severely handicapped are considered
v aluable for several' reasons. The? provide opportunities for physical
educatiEln skills learned in a one-to-one setting to be enhanced and general-

, ized. For instance, having mastered the underhand roll at a target..in a
one-to-one setting, it is necessary that the student generalize this skill .

to group activities which incorporate this skill, such as the elementary
game of rolling a ball at milk cartons. in addition, many physical educa-
tion skills only capable of being taught in a group atmosphere are intro-

.

duced and programmed here,'e.g. sharing, taking turns, and following group
directions. The basis Of small group' learning experiences is still the
indiVidualization of cues and consequences as in, the vorunteer role; but
the task of the teacher is much more complex in terms of planning the
activities and conducting them.

Setting and Materials

Physical education facilities vary extensively from one program to the
next, but it is difficult to Imagine a setting that could not accommodate
the small group activities described here. There are some important eon-

. Sideration5 to be made when organizing and conducting for a group of three
to five students. A wellrlit room with mats on part of the floor, would be
suitable for most activities. The use of mats on large boxespladed ver-
tically to divide tfie room into smaller cubicles is necessary for some stu:-
dents. Equipment should be stored in such a way sq it is easily accessible.
Variops shapes should be drawn on the floor, 1.e: circles, squares, rec-
tangles, straight and curved lines,,to facilitatesome of the movement ,con-

cept programs described in the curriculum. Stools, chairs, benches, desks,.
and audio-visual al0 should be made available for use in the room. Other

____A__equipment,listed in Chapter 4 should be storeckin proximity to the small
group area so that it may be quickly obtained.'

As was indicated In Chapter 3, every effort is made to use reinforcers
w hich are a natural part of the environment. It may be q5cessary, however,
to occasionally use artificial reinfo"rcers to motivate performance in same
more severely handicapped students. Therefore, in addition tp instructional.
materials, it may be necessary to include some primary reinforcer and/or
favorite toys. This allows the teacher the-opportunity to let students
engage in favorite activities or play with favorite toys as a reward for

'working on a="program" activity. The size of the group is Important in
order to provide optimum teaching effi'clency. Three to five students
seems to be an ideal number. This number, of course. depeAs on.the stu-

.

dents' developmental age, handicapping condition, and prerequisite skills.

Goals

The following is a fist of goals developed foi- we lt groups or
A
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. 'a grouR experiehce. . -
3. ',Make decisPOnl. when given the opportunity.

i t

64 k .

U b
.

severely handicapped students participating in physical education activities.
. / . *, .

I. Disillay appropriate social skills in a group settchb. -,

.2. Generalize and maintain skill's learned in a one progPam tp

4. General-lie lindividual skills into a sequence ofskills which later

.
e may be'llicorporated into ;a game.

, : .

,. .

A descriptiop of how these goals are realized' in the gymnashiM follows.

. -

Behavior Treatment programs c'

The gymnasium-is an ideal environment to foster appropriate social-be-
..

' havior. useful for both physicarieducation and classroom activities. ,AccePt-
. .

. able stirdentesocial behavior for both the cliproom and the gyfrmasipm is
4 Is identified by the physical educator and the elassrodm teacher. Consistency.

of behavior treatment programs is essential regardlesS of the instructional
setting or ttAcher. Proper procedures are set up to enhance those accept- '

able behaviOrs and a remediation program for those which are unacceptable. .

The physical,environment in small' groups, is an idea) pracesto target be-
haviors such asproper'jnteraction in group settings, shAring, equipment,
taking turns, and,helpinb a friend. . 04 ,

1

, . . 1

.
.

. PL.
,.

.c. e

Genefglization and Maintenance Of:Skills
.

'

.

0 Providing physical education activities which allow opportunities for
2 the handicapped student to generalize an4 maintain newly acquired skills.may

be the most Importtit aspect Of small group activities. Genhrellzation'
occurs when a,behavibr learned in one setting with a particular cue is ex-
pressed in a different situatiph. For example, if a,student masters the skill
pf catching a thrown ball an then learns to catch some other unrelated ob-
ject like /*sponge cube, generalization of the catching skill will havA ,

occurred, Theiknstructor cam assume that the skill of catching,haS begn
.learned When various objects are caught successfully over a period of time,

.
. '. . . . %

A method used in the motel sclassropp for teaching the generalization
of skills is'through the group prescripelye program. This 'same procedure
cap be used in game, exercise and leisure activities. The first step' in
group programing is to. determine the program cohtent based one*/ review of
the students' eindlyiduat clipboards. FoP Instance, all of the students
will be working on some basic Om, and exercise skills with Small groups
of ,students working on simile skills such as kicking and throwing. There-
fore, group programs can be established to work oallsOeclofic skills, e.g.

xkipking at various skill levels., phases appropriate to each student. Once a

. group program skill has been Identified, it 1S necessary to baseline the

.
grogram using the group program data sheet (See Figure 1). The baseline .

. procedure'used iry the group setng is the same as that employed in one-
. to-one programming. The teacher works Independently with each student, but

iisinforces students who exhibit good -group behavior such as observing their
. . ,1 .

, 7
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GROUP DATA ACTIVITY TABLE

Program Personal Space, Log Roll OEue

flaws Baseline

Pao

Date 3/12/00

Phase/Step . IV 2 IV 1 i ill ; III 1 II 2 etc.

Data
a

. 0 0 X X 7.

Sue *

Date -3/12/80
, .

Phase/Step IV 2 IV 1 Ill

I

III I II 2 etc.

Dada 0 , 0 .0 x X .

.

Matthew
.

". Date 3/12/80

Phase/Step 1 IV ' 2 tV I III 2 III I , II 2 etc.

Data 0 `X x .X

.

Cite .
t

Phase/Step

Data

.

.

/

.

....

Date s

Phase/Step
.

.

f

Data t
ic %

. . .

F:

0'

. .
,

. Date ..
. ,,

'base/Step

Yr/
.

A
data ,e4,14%, i , 4

6

.

9

1

Data ..

.

,

Phale/Step .
1

'Data
.

t.

.

Figure I. Group Prooram Data Sheet
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peer's performgnce and waiting patiently. As indicated in Figure I,

three, students have been baselined on the log roll. An analysis of the

data indicate that Pam and Matthew need to work on these IV,Step 2 and
, Sue needs additional assistance /with Phase IV Step 1.,After baselining
and during the scheduled time, the teacher will conduct the program, which
involves presenting the cues at the skill level appropriate 'to each student.
It is possible at this time to have two students' working on catching, and
one student refining her throwing skill. The number of groups established,

is left to the discretion of the teacher. A procedure such as this en-
hancts the learning rate for many students because it Capitalizes%on the

z use of peer modeli. ,

Maintenance of physical education skillsalready learned in either the
one-to-one iltuation or during group play is a very important aspect of the
group activity. This procedure can be facilitated by keeping a list on a
chart nearby of the programs that each student has completed and inElude
those tasks in the daily activities.'

Attention to Language

The*teacher must be aware of the linguage level of each student in the
classroom. The language used in Physical education activities, evoked
through the use of cues with the students, must be reinforced withaa special
emphasis placed upon Encouragement of spontaneous language during group ac-
tivities.- Generalization of language skills can and will take place during
group interaction. Many activities facilitate a language interaction arming
the students which may not be the case in one-to,one programming. This may

involve simple responses to'guestions which require only a simple yes or no.
This interaction may be among, students orwith the.teacher. In group
settings, the student will experience many situations where group commands
are given and a group response should follow ("Everybody look over here").
These skills are very important to learn if children are going to be inte-
grated into the public school environment. The teacher should continually
reinforce those who respond appropriately and assist those who have a prob-
lem to respond appropriately;and then reinforce then.

Making Decision's

Independent thinking is an important skill Mr all students to develop.
Small group activities give students an opportunity to make chiiices and de-
cisions., The student till have occasion during free time to chqose various
equipment and material with which he cap play. This occurs when the student
has completed the orgakizad poction of the small group activity for the day.,

student may then choose to remain or go to the open play area. The
teacher must be aware of whether or t the student is capable of making a

choice. If the student is unable t o this, he should be taught to make

decisions. A simple choice method i often used with severely handicapped
students, Mich as "As soon as you p ck up1your toys, you may go outside and,
play." The student is 'then making a choice as to how soon he can be engaged
in his favo?ite activity. Contingency cues have been found to be very effec-
tive. e

z,
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Schedules %. . ,* ,
. .-

.
'

.

.. 1

The teacher must be well planned with weekly programs decided in ad-
,

vance. The daily small group:sessions should be feom 15:25 minutes. This
time frame may be fragmented into any workable units which the teacher feels
are appropriate. The endurance level, strengthi'agd degree of impairment

. should reflect the amount of time used. The teacher should vary the Physical
. education program from a ,ctve to quiet_activities or from strength or en-

duranie related activities sorat not to fatigue the studedt., it.ts advisable
tRfrcharige from group to indiyiduag activities which give.varIety,while re-
membering that i.consistentty run program and schedule are getter for all
involved including paredt, teacher, volunteer and students. When the weekly
program has been established, the teacher must 3ecide how each aspect of the

$ ,program will be taught and the required equipment needed.
. ,

4z,,

a

1 r I.

.

Transition from I:1 to Small Groups;.

. -

After a-student#1141 experienced -some-iuccess with a new skill intro-
duced 1-n a I:I program, more advanced phases and'steps may be taught In a
smairgrodp environment of initkally one teacher to two students, advancing
to one teacher to four,and.five students. The number of students is de-

'

pendent upon the levels at.wkich the studentsl'perform, the ability of the
teacher to manage-larger",groups, and the availability of volunteers.

. .

Instructional' techniques used i the small 'group setting are identical.
.to thos.e used in one-to-one programmi with va iation in the data collec-
tion procedure and the attention given o non- error:n.09 students. Probe
data, for Instance, is onLi taken on ears' udent over the last two trials
for each program. As previously eAplained in.pn earlier chapter, .the probe
procedure does not employ a car ecti.on procedure. Reinforcement is given
for succestful p6lormance of the ehavior. A second difference in group
programming is the reinforcement t teacher must give to students who,
although not involved in.dlrect ins uction, are watching"the demonstration

. and'approprlately willing their turf:.

In small,group settld§s, some students may be incorporated into the
instructional program at a peer and, teacher aide. For instance, the pro-
gram maylee teaching, the 4roup to foil a bail underhand at the target. The
target miY become a second student who can assist by stopping the ball and
returning it to theteecher for the first student's second trial. A stu-
dentmight also be asked to hold a hula hoop as a second student can work
pith the teacher to leprn hOw to move forward, backward, sideways and through
the hoop. In this system, the studefits would alternate as helpers and
learners. The helper would, be reinforced for, positive soc4al behavlo and
good'helping.

4 Small group actiyities for the severely handicapped may be successfully
conducted with one teaoher to two 'Students. The additiOn of more students,
,however, will require. the use °CA volunteer. A teacher provided witfi'a
volunteer can teach gp.to.flve students. The teacher role is essentlairif.
the same as one-to-qne programming with changes in tilt amount of data taken
(see Figure 2). The volunteer assists in reinforcing/good social behavior

I s
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Program Rolling the gall Underhand at Cue

the Target
Phases : .

Names

v

Cindy

Date 1/12/80 3/14/80
.

2Phase /Step V V I

Data x 0 X X

f

Jim

Date 3/1 /80 3/1 /8o

Phase/Step
.

IV 2 I

Data , 'X x 0 .1
I

e.

John

Dat1e . 3/1 /80 3/14/80 .

Phase/Step
I 2 I 2

,

Data 0 0 .. 0 X
1

,

.
%.,

,

Date
.

.
'vs

Phase/Step

Data M .

.

Date

Phase/Step

Data
/

Date

Phase/Ste\ p .
It,

bud'
_

v.

.

Data j . .

Phase/Step
.

Data
e . .

e

147

.Figure 2. Physical Education Group Data Sheet
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. such as watching the teacher, standing quietly and waiting nicely. In

addition, the volunteer can point out positive aspects about *another stu-
dent's perfOrmance to help those who are waiting focus in on a good model.

Small Group ActI Ides for the Moderately Handicapped

This area Ts generally characterized as having 5-10 students who
function on a moderately handicapped skill level. The students morking
in this area are: I) capable of more prolonged independent work, 2). capable 4.
of handling greater intensity of play for longer periods of time, 3)capable
of morking Independently atla higher performance level. Grpup programming
is a very important aspett of activities for moderately handicapped students.
One-to-one programming is still used but the emphasis is on appropriate
group interaction during game and practice sessions. Individual programming ,

recqlves muqattentton but the intent is to incorporate this in graup ac-
tivity. The emphasis then is placed on individual mastery using the group

as a learning environment. .

Settings

Physical education-activities may be taught in one of four settings

with the moderately handicapped. First, the small activity dtea may be ,

used when the program necessitates close'proximity to the instructor,
second, stations may be set up where students relate to the various activi-
ties and work.at their prescribed level; third, a larger area may be used
for group activity for individual or tea6srelated activities; fourth, open
play areas which offer the students an opportunity to engage in appropriate
Interaction with other students in activities of their chooSing. Thissarea

may be used as a reinforcer for appropriate behavior in the one-to-one or
group programmed activities. .

Instruotion 4

Noderately handicapped students w hose placement and baseline informa-
tion indicates that they are °peeking at low level in their attempt to
learn a new skill wily benefit from a ti tly controlled group session in'

. which they are under the direct supervis on of the instructor. Three to
four students.working on the same ski Itin the same area constitutes a
primitive but important step in helping moderateiy handicapped students
Interact with other students. in-this setting, students must learn to
take turns, pay attention and respond with appropriate behavior during their
trial as well as the trials' of their peers. The instructor must be capable
of running individual programs, /changing cues for students at different skill

levels,' while attending to those student% who are waiting their turn.

The students may be challenged to work independently on prescribed
skills at various stations within the gymnasium. Volunteers and ripe=

handicapped peers would be assigned to a particular station or could travel
with the student as they move from one station to the next. For instance,

if a unit on bat! skills Is taught, a program will be developed for each

.,107
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student on activities such as throwing, catthin9, striking and hitting. The
student could work Independently, or in small groups at the various stations
established throughout the gymnasium. As the student becomes more:4ndepen-
dent and can assume more responsibility for his own behavior, individualized
instructional activities could be assembled at each station. These would
resemble a task analysis of tbe-astivity and provide learning experiences
which lead to a learned ski Y1 when completed. A peer tutor or volunteer
would assist those students with reading or learning difficulties. A stu-
dent file.pJaCed at each station would reflect any program changes due to
the individual needs'of the student. The instructor may determine a'set
time peri'od to be 'spent at each station. A timer or a tape recorder with
music playing would have /breaks programmed into it to signify a time to ro-
tate. Students who need assistance on finishing the number of required
trials are instructed to sit on the floor. This alerts the teacher and
volunteer to give assistance.

The purpos& in developing physical education skills is to use them in
game or leisure activities. Moderately handicapped students who have re-
ceived one -to -one programming with sufficient opportunities to practice

these skills in station activities are capable of successfully participating.
in modified forms of popular games. For instance, students, who have
mastered the skill of hitting a ball should be challenged to sequence this

N skill into an activity, i.e. Hit and Run, whereby they hit the ball and
then run to the base. Only through opportunities such as these will stu-
dents make the transition from successful mastery of an isolated skill to
the utilization of this skill in a meaningful activity. As students de-
velop more proficiency, efforts should also be directed toward teaching
,more complex forms of 4arious games. This effort, if followed consistently
over time, will result in some students successfully participating in regu-
lar physical education clissei.

ti

Assessment

r Eachtlerately handicapped student who pd4ticipates in physical edu-
cation group activities has a clipboard which cohtains the same elements as
all the clipboards In the data based gymnasium. The only difference, how-
ever, Is The data form, which is kriown as the daily assessment sheet.
This form is shown on Figure 3.

At the top of Figure 3 is the student's name. At the extreme left is
the o6servable behavior, the amount of time given to complete the task, and
the criterion percentage. At the bottom of the graph, room I provided to
record the lesson number' daily. .Percentages by five are delineated on the
left side of the sheet with an area for the date and a check box to indi-
cate If the work was completed On time. ,

Attention anfd Reinforcament to Students . I

As a general rule, the teacher or volunteer rotates attention to
every student once every two minutes. Verbal reinforcement may be used as
well as other signs of approval such as a hand on the shoulder or a pat on
tie beck. The guidelines for consequating behaviors are 'the ame as those

...--)
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used in one-to-one programming.

Summary.

In this chapter, a description of small group astivit ies for-the

severely and moderately handicapped was prpsented. :Ilikmse of stations

was proposed as an ide,al way to enhance learning rate while permitting the

student to be part of k group process. As is true with the indLvidual pro-

gram, collecting data is essential to monitor the outcome of the group prip-

gramming.
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Chapter 9

THE UTILIZATION OF MEDICAL SUPPORT SERVICE'S

The passage of Public Law 94-142 has guaranteed /hat all handicapped
children, regardless of the severity of the disability, are entitled to
full educational services includinlphyspal education. Awareness of this
responsibility has caused some physical, education service prov:ders concern.
Frequently, one hears the observation that a particular ydungster is so
severely disabled that he should not participate in physical education .

activities. Whi.le it is true that the severely and profoundly hapdkapped
have a higher incidence of abnormalities requiring medical attention, denial
of opportunities to participate in physical education is not only legally
wrong, but it also eliminates an educatiOnal service which is obviously
needed.

Physical education is an educational -and not a medical service. Can- ,

fusion over this distinction sometimes surfaces because of physical educa-
tion's contribution to physical fitness and thus the area of health. How- ,

ever, as defined by Public Law 941142, physical educators must also include
within ther,curriculvm educational activities which enhance motor fitness,
thereby allowing hand icapped children to develop important game, dance, and
movement skills. The active nature of-the physical education environment
does pose some concerns, however, which may necessitate the teacher inter-
acting closely with the medical community. Occasionally, the teacher of

1 physical education can serve a vital funption by detecting physical and
movement problems which require medical diagnosis by qualified personnel.
Many physicians and therapists recognize today, toox that the educator's
observation of how the student moves in the gymnasium may assist them under-
stand more clearlyLthe nature Of the medical problem.

Services to the severely handicapped require a coordinated multidisci-
plinary approach to achieve optimum gain for thesstudent. No one-disci-
pline can provide all of the needed services. Teachers responsible for av
physical education can alleviate many of their concerns about liability
and safety by interacting with and using services prOvided by qualified
medical personnel. A basic understanding of when and to whom to refer a
student is likewise important informatien.:

I

. )
Utilizing Sirvides Provided by Therapists .

Students who are severely handicapped as a result of.neurologic and
Orthopedic impairment fr &uently require, services provided by physical

and occupational - therapists erapists share with physical educators
a vital interest in the psychomo r domain: While they do not provide
physical education ilnstruction, rapists*do have an in-depth understanding
of normal and abnemal motor development. rAs a result2af their assessment
procedures, therapists can assist physlcal.educators understand the move-

,



ment limitations of a particular youngster. Such information can help the
teacher avoid the error of physically assisting a youngster move a.iimb

r
which is contrac d or has nerve damage. Muscular mgvethent which cannot
be self- initiate due to nerve or mustaadamage requires consultatirwith
a qualified thee pist:

/
. ,,

Therapists can also provide teachers of physical education with per-

tinent information such as how to lift And transfer a student from a wheel-
chair foLthe mat or how to position a severely involved ceiebral palsied
student. Occasionally, the physical educator may alsobe asked to do a
prescribed exercise program with a student, developed by the therapist. The
traditional role of therapists has been direct intervention with individual
students. While this may be appropriate for some youngsters, maximum

utilization drf therapists' skills today requires that they be available to
provide consultant services to educators, particularly those working with
the severely and 1.vitipply-handkapped. 0

..

. 1
Utilization of Physician Services

in the pas't, handicapped students were.frequently excused frog physical
education due to a medical,walver. Fortunately, this Oactice is no longer
acceptable because'of Public Law 94-142. Physicians and educators alike are
pleased to see the elimination of a practice which' was frequently abused
and misunderstood by many. Recognition that all students, including the
severely handicapped,,will receive physical education instruction has
necessitated renewed effort to establish effective communication channels
between educators and physicians. Most physicians support physical educa-
tion programs in which the scope and sequence of the curriculum is estab-
lished. In addition, physicians feel comfortable with a prograchat is
developmental,.task analyzed, and data based.

..
.

Within each community, efforts must be made to iden'tify for local
physicians the individual responsible fqr implapentingthe physical edu-
cation program for the severely handicapped, A person with the appropriate

i

training, professional experience, and empathy toward he severely handi-
capped will alleviate many doubts that ttie family physician might have con-

.

cerning a student's medical safety. ,

Parents and/orthe school nurse play a key role in helping the teacher
of physical education obtain necessary medical information. Working in the
gymnasium with a student who has a congellital heart disorder without medical
'guidelines from a physician is not a prudent practice. Fortunately, Public
Law 94-142 has identified medical services, e.g. consultation with a physi-
cian, as a rela%ed service which can be provided whin necessary. Teachers.
of physical education should use this option, when necessary* by requesting
medical services on the student's Individualized education program form.

. ' When to Use Support Services

(-Figure i is a partial, ist or:what should be "re d flags" to the educator

112



IF THE CHILD

Is excessively stiff or excessively
floppy

Is diagnosed -cerebral palsy

Jerks, stares, twitches or
"blanks out"

. .

/Shows decided hand preference
/ before age 3 4

His fisted,hands
BecoRies'vexy.stiff ohenAttempting

to use hands
Can't get hand to mouth

e if the child has braces, crutches, ,

Walker, wheelchair

Is known to be visually impaired
Fails to make eye contact
Faels to follow object with tyes
Fails Co focus on objects

Fails to have well-established
head control by three months

Does not respond to-noise or
voice

. Talks through his pose
Is known to be hearing

impaired

Has joints that move abnormally
Has foot, back, or other obvious
deformities

Can't spTetH knees apart 18-24
inches

Is very stiff

Has u er respiratory congestion
Is.hype ctiveor sleepy
Has sIg.nrashes
Haisorei that do not heal
Has\seizures
Has 'poor hygiene

Soma* too thin (nutrition) .

SEEK ASSIST E FROM

Pediatrician, orthopedist, physical
cherapist"ccupational therapist (through
physician) .

Neurologist

Occupational therapist and/or physical
therapist (through physician)

Orthopedist, physical therapist
(through physician)

Opthamologist
Visual Trainer

Physical therapist (through physician)
Neurologist
Opthamologist and/or visual trainer

Audiologist

Orthopedist

Nurse

ANA

Figure 1. 'riled Flags" which indicate the .need for support services

I
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IF THE CHILD SEEK ASSISTANCE FROM

Self-stimulates

I

Has normal or borderline I.Q.,
but is tactilely defensive -
severe

Has obwipus dizziness or balance
problims

Has trouble in right/left
discrimination

Has no established hand pre-
ference after five years

Has severe distractability

Has difficulty running short
distances' without

shortness of breath
Has high resting and/or cost-
mild exercise pulse' rate

Audiologist
Opthamologist
Psychologist

Occupational therapy

Nurse, physician\-'

4

Figure 1, continued

4
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and what medical or allied medical services might provide assistance.t
The left-hand column 4indicates signs, symptoms, and behaviors whi-ch, if .

evident in.a student, may interfere with or prevent his.education. While
they may be undesirable behaviors, they may not be. amenable to behavior
modification techniques for theio,emediation. Examples of such behaviors
are physiological conditions present in the child. such as spasticity (stiff-
ness), tongue thrust, seizures, sensory deficiencies, etc.

Certain ethics and laws apply to utilization of professionals, While
the ethics are not as binding as laws, failure to respect them may produce,
a highly embarrassing, if not actually. harmful, situation.

.

. L gaily, referral of a student to- medical, paramedical, dr other -

direct care personnel cannot Be made without the knowiedge and consent of
the student's parent or a legal guardian. if a problem has been uncovered

.
which requires the,attention of a physician, the parent should be the one

..,
to make the contact.

s).

4 The following are some 94riCal considerations for the use of support
services. Physicians practi.cing Inia speciality should be contacted by
the student's pediatrician, family 'doctor, or parent.. A nurse may see a
student for evaluation of a problem but requires a doctor's referral for
specific treatment. A physital therapist requires a physician's referral
to see a student for evaluation and /or treatment. nirect referral maw be
_made to speech pathology, visual training, psychology, social work,,audiot-

, ogy, and occupational therapy. Any of, these indivhipais may request addi-..

tienal information from the student's physician prior to the delivery of

Service. le1-14.u.dgrit is being seen by a professional, it is considered
unethical to request another indlviduai'of the same kofession to see the
student and/or intervene without all parties being aware of the4previous
'Involvement.

,
The Consultative Model of Support Services P.

V

, 1
I

Most school districts cannot afford these support personnel oea
permanent basis. Consequentlyi.specialists who are used frequently can ei
be retained on a consultant basis. For instance, the physicAl'therapist

, ,

can be retained On a consultant basis and visit the;school one or two.
times a months This intpraction'is sufficient because of the way in which
this consultant is used. She diagnoses and Presctibes for those students
(or whom physical therapy has been indicated by,s.a physIcian. Prescriptions
for physical pierapy a're in programmatic form and the physical education
teacher and the parent of the ohild.for whom a prescription has been
written are taught by the therapist how to the program. A data sy S-

tem to measure thee. progress of the student through the program is established
as part of the data system in the igymnsium. These data and the progress
thTough a program,are then shared between the home, school, and physical
theraPist, and the Progr=am is updated,in the same manner as other programs
for the student. %It difficulties in a particular' program are manifested,
before the next'vrslt of the therapist, the therapist can be reached by
telephone for consultation.

115r
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This'method of consultation has been used at Teaching Research for *

if
the pastsix years. it has served in a,very adequate manner all the. . .

students in the center, An analysis of/wh'y it has been successful mustot
conclude that the consulting spedialists have been able to communicate
their programs in a sequenced forTat, have been responsive to data, and
have supported the concepethat pirents.and teachers are capable, after
instruction by the consultant, to conduct the programs prescribed. .

a 4n .

. .,
%

- .
9 CIO

. .

)
.. . Summary .

* ...

.
.

,

1 . . Failure tq utilize expertise when it is available or attempting to
fill a role fo'r which one is neith r, trained nor licensed may well .leave
the professional open tacharges,o egligence or malpractice and subse-

.

guent Jar( sitilt, While it is large the medical field that has been
,

.

plagued with laiq suits, the'teache as they deal more with severely handi-
capped students who have both serious educational and medical problems may
well be faced with similar difficulties. Using other professionals as

.

consultants is one way to reduce the likelihood of this pro1:dem occurring.

,
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Chapter 10

PAR NT INVOLVEMENT

,

This program summarizes the invoivement of parents In the physical educa-
tion of their handicapped children. It proposes that Opts can be involved
in three effective ways. The first of these is their t into the develop-
ment of the individualized education programs for their children. Parents can
also be used as volunteers to assist teachers in the gymnasium. Thetthird
method of involvement has parents conducting home programs In a system; known
as the'Lunch Box Dita System.

The Parent and Ehe_IEP 40

Public Law 94-142 has guaranteed the right of parents to be a part of the
planning process to determine educational programs for their children.
Parents, therefore, should help to select and to prioritize the Cloricular* .

areas in which children should be taught... Because pf the requiretront placed

oil educatiohal environments to specify the manner ill which the child's pro-
.

gress is being measured, the implication is present that parents have a
requirement to monitor that progress. In turn, the school districts should
actively involve the parents to solicit their assistance In the development of
the individualieducation program and should welcome parents illenitoring the
chiid's Program throughouthe school year.

we
Parentas. Volunteer

Perhaps one of the most productive involvements of parents isasevolun-
tears. Volunteers provide a means of InOlvidualizing Instruction to children
to assist them to accomplish the tasks that'are being taught to them. Volun-
teets have been found to be especially yseful fn the teaching of children in
the Data Based Ciassmxxii by Teaching Research (Fredericks, et al, 1979).

The use of volunteers was supported in a study conducted. 6y Fredericks,
et al (1977) which identified indicators of competencies of teachers of the
severely handicapped. The primary Indicator was the ability of the teacher to
increase Instructional time to the maximum extent. -One of the methods.of
effecting this Increase by leachers whose students were making high.gains in
skill acquisitions was through the use of volunteers to conduct instruction in
the grnasfum.

In discussing the use of volunteers with a teacher, It is, not uncommonLe
hear, "But I wouidn't know what to do with them", or "They were more troubl,e

than they are worth",'or "I don't have the time t6 train them; they really let
In my,ngay". On the other hand, when interviewing volunteers who have been
used in'programs for handlcapped children, the volunteefs laments "I stayed
around -and didn't do anydlidtali.day long." "All I did was change diapers
and clean up messes. I would tike to do something more constructive than
that". "The teacher didn't give me adsqbate instructions on how to do the
task and became annoyed when I didn'edo it properly.",Evidentiy, the utilize-

. tion of volunteers in the gyirmasiums0ften becomes a source of displeasure not
oniy for the. teacher but formthe voiunteers.
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Nevertheless, if certain principles are followed, volunteers can be used
effectively both to their satisfaction and to the teacher's satisfaction also. t .

These principles, developed by the Teaching Research Infant and Child Center,
are as follows. 1) Time must be taken to train volunteers, 2) Volunteers must
be used at teaching 'tasks in the gymrthsium comparable to their level of train-
ing, 3) A system of feedback as to the adequacy of the volunteer's performance
must be practiced,-4) A simplified system of communication, not re uiring ver-
bal' interaction between the teacher and the volunteer,, must exist, nd 5) A
system of flexible scheduling of volunteers must be used. These r nciples
are explained in Chapter 7, Volunteers: Training and Use. .

,,,

Ceetain salient features of effectively using volunteers s uid be empha-
,.. sized here. 'For instance, volunteers can be trained in the cou se of a two-
hour orientation and lecture followed by assignment of roles i the training
environment that would allow them to teach a specific skill in the physical
.education area. In essence, the training of a volunteer requ res that the

4volunteer be taught how to cue the child;
1 .is, how to gi e the child

instructions or how 'to present materials. Second, volunteer must learn how
to observe a child:s behavior. This observation is facilit ted 3f a detailed
task analysis which describes the behavior to be emitted'b the child is 4
available to the volupteer and has been demonstrated by th teacher. 'After

the .child performs the task the volunteer must provide to the child some feed-
back about the child's performance. Finally, the volunte r must record that
performance in a way that can be communicated easily to the, teacher.

1
The above elements require that thtteachers..have structured their educa%

tion environments so that volunteers hace little confusion about what and how
to teach the child. Thecues and materials must be precisely specified as is
the task sequence for the behavior. It has been demonstrated that volunteers
can be taught/to reinforce the child for proper performance but that volunteers
have difficulty when ;he child does not perform or provides the wrong response.
This difficulty can be ameliorated by providing the volunteer with a standard

correction procedure. The Teaching Research Infant and Child Center uses a
correction procedure which has four elements. 1) provide.feedback saying, "Ho,

you did not do that correctly"; 2) recue the behavior to be performed; 3) lead

the child through the behavior so that he achieves success, and 4) socially
reinforce the child. Thus, even if the child does not perform, or provides the
wrong response, every volunteer is comfortable because they know how to respond
to the child's behavior. Finally, a precise data system which allows the
volunteer to record on a prescribed /'m performance of the child Is nec-

essary. With these five elements, a nteer can successfully teach children.
4

a

If volunteers are ysed in this way, teachers will find them to be of much
assistance. Moreover, volunteers will maintain interest in volunteering
kecause they will see their usefulness in that they areoctually teaching chil-
'dren..tBecause of the data system Involved, they will be able to perceive the
childfen's progress as a result of their teaching. .Parents are especially
,good volunteers in this rble and should be encouraged to take part.

`there is.an anc)liary benefit in parents being volunteers in the gymna-
sium. Because of the instruction that they receive as volunteers in how to
teach chlldrIn, they will learn skills which they can use with their own handi-
capped children in their home environment. Thus, a dual purpose is being

, .
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achieved by having the parents as volunteers. Not only is assistance being
given in the.gymnasium, bUt skills are being given to the parent which will
enhance the parent's handicapped child.

The Lunch Box Oata:Sysrem-

Many parent raining models are designed to provide training to parents
who do not have t eir children enrolled in a school program. In fact, some
educators take the posIlloo that if the handicapped child is enrolled in a
school program, there Is little need for, the parents to be trained in the
techniques of teaching their own child. Two factors mitigate against this
position. .First, there Is a body of evidence that indicates that if parents
of children enrolled in aschool also engage in some teaching of that child,
the child's learning,iwill be lignificantly accelerated. (More about this
later.) Second, prit'slre from the parents who want to participate in the
teaching/of their child often requires that they be taught how to teach, their
child.

Let us considerothe latter point first. Our experience is that many
rents, especially parents,of handicapped children, are interested In doing
most they can for their child and consequently, are willing to undertake

home programs., Moreover, as the success of the school program increases,
Syents become more eager to want to help their child. Frequently, they have
been discouraged about their child until the school demonstrates some success,
at which time the parent's discouragement is replaced by optimism and a desire
too contribute to. their new-fOund..growth pattern. Therefore, as educa-
tors, we need to4be responsive to these desires of the parents and teach their'
the skills to tech their own child.

But even if the parents were not requesting-this type of instruction, it
is logical that parents be involved in at least some educational activities
and training.; F-rinstance, it is practically impossible to toilet train a
Child with only a *school training program, a coordinated program between
school and,hoce is mandatory if the child is going to be completely dry before
reaching the'teenage yeari.

Perhaps eve!kmore critical in the child's learning is the acquisition of
language skills which also should require a home/school coordinated program.
Language skil 15r-the acquisition of sounds, blends, words, the chaining of
words--can all be learned thrbugh Aructured rograms, but it is only through
'the daily utilization of language, with the child's natural environment
responding to his verbalization, that we can hoPeito make fluent language a
part of the handicapped child's repertoire. Sinci`thaparents usually con-
stitute a large port,lon of the child's env$ronmentaddifovide much of the
feedback she receives Aach day, it 4s necessary for the parents to be actively
engaged in lan4page acquisition with the handicapped,child to maximize the
rate of the acquisition.. A

' Certainly,%the entire range of self=help skills requires that the parent
become involved 4n-instructing the child. If a teacher is teaching a child to
take off her coat which, she is then required to do, Vh school, it is instruc-
tionally self- defeating +;hen'the parent assisttthkshild to take off her
coat to a greater degree than the assistance rendered at school. Each of the

A-
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' self-help skills -- dressing, self- feeding, personal hygiene -- presents the same

e situation. therefore, a very closely coordinated program between school and
home in the self-help area is required.

Not only in the areas mentioned above can parents be good teachers, but
they can also be effective in any area of instructidn. This effectiveness i?

demonstrated by an acceleration in the rate at which children learn and the
quality and quantity of whU they learn. In brief, if a parent conducts a

daily ten minute to half hour training program at hoMe in conjunction with the
same training program at school, it has been demonstrated repeatedly that a
child will acquire the taught skill in a significantly shorter amount of time.
In fact, the data demonstrate that the systematic program conducted by the
parent, in conjunction with the school program, will almost double the rate of
acquisition of the Skill.

Parents of each child in the program should be approached to. conduct at
least one home training program. In educational programs comprised of handi-
capped children, a'group meeting is held with the parents, either as a total
group, by classroom, by age group, or by handicapping conditions. The purpose
of the meeting is to explain home training programs and "sell" the idea tai the
parents. A major selling argument has been found to be successful. The

increased rate at which the child can acquire skills should be demonstrated to
the parents by specific examples. (Some teachers prefer individual conferen-
ces are most appropriate for parents of integrated or mainstreamed handicapped
children.)
, 4

Conferences are then scheduled with the parents to determine which pro-
.

gram the parent desires to conduct at home. Great care must be exercised in
this initial selection of a program. One of the.primary rules in this selection

is to choose a program with the parent that has a high probability of success.
If a skill being taught at school is progressing slowly and with difficulty,
this skill would not be an appropriate initial selection for a home program.
Success will be furIher guaranteed by breaking the behavior into smaller parts
(task analysis) and letting fbe parent teach one part at a time. Figure 1

shows the task analysis for kickifig a ball with the preferred foot. This task
analysis, of course, is the same one being taught in the school. When this
task is being taught to the child, the pareqt it not faced with having to
teach the entire task but only one small step at a time. Thus, the chance for
the parent tcwsee some progress is greater and the parent will be reinforced.

is

After the program has been selected, the parent is ready to be trained.
The process of training a'parent to conduct programs at home is similar to
training voluAteers except that in lieu of the initial group meeting with
volunteers, the initial meVing with Ohrents is individualized.

Since the same program Is being conducted in the home as the school, it
is Important that this program be coordinated between two environments.

Therefore, passing information about the child's sicOgress back and forth . ,

between the' parent and the school on a daily basis is necessary. We have
dubbed this daily reporting system the Lunch Box Data System. The data sheet
described In Chapter 6 is the one which is sent back and forth between the
school and the home.
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41/
Came Skills, Basic

F. Kicking With the Toe, Preferred F?ot 4

Terminal Objective; Siludent, from a standing position, will perform a kick by
swinging the preferred leg baCkwards'and then.forwards
striking the ball with the toe of the foot, causing the
ball to roll in the direction of a target placed 20 feet
away.

1

Pererequisite,Skills: Fine Motor Skills /Lower Extremity, Skill K

A.

Phase Student, from a standing position, will perform a kick by
swinging the prIefermd leg backwards and then forwards,

striking the ball, with the toe of the foot, causing the
bali to roll in the direction of a target placed five
feet away.. The tether will assist the Student by placing
her hand on his.preferred ieg and pushing his leg backwards
and then forwards Causing it to strike the ball at the toe
of the foot.

Phase 11 Student, from a standing position, will perform a kick by
swinging the preferred leg backward and fRen forward,
striking the bail with the toe of the foot, causing the
bail to roll in the direction of the target placed five
feet away. The teacher will assist the student by placing
her hand on the student's preferredleT, and forcing the
leg backward and prompting it forward, allowing the leg
to strike the bap on the toe of the foot.

Phase ill Student, from a standing pos ition, will peridem a kick by
swinging. the prefefred ieg backward and then'forward,

-striking .the ball with the toe of the foot, causing the
ball to roll in .the direction of the target placed five
feet array. The teSCher will assist the student by placirm
her hand on the preferred leg and forcing the leg batk-

,

warh, allowing theieg'to yon f6ward and striking the
ball on the toe. /

" P h IV Student,-from standing position wi ll perform a kibk by
swinging the preferred leg backwardjand then forward,
'striking the ball witkthe toe of-The foot, causing the
ball to roll in the direction of the target placed five

;,..1 feet away. The teacher-mill assist the student by piac-
ing her hand on the student's preferred ieg and prompting
the 'foot backward, allowing tile'leg to then come forward
and strike the bali on the tod of the foot.

mei!

go,

Phase V, . Student, from a standing position, wili perform a kick YY
swinging the preferred leg backward and then forward,
striking the baii with the toe of the foot, causing the
baii to rdli in the direction of the target placed 20
feet away.

, Figdre
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F. Kicking lijth the Toe, Preferred Foot, Continued.

.The following steps apply to Phase V.

..--

p

11121

I. 10'

2. 15'
3. 20'

s

tL

...

Su ested Materials:. An 8" diameter ball
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The parent will continue to run the program, and data will continue to be
coming back and forth between the school and the home. Frequently, the
parent may experience problems. The parent should communicate these as
rapidly as possible to the teacher so'that the teacher canktake remedial
action. Frequently, when the parent has such problems, it its necessary to
demonitrate how he or she -is conducting the program in order to i4blate the

1

'problem:

Even if the parent is not experiencing probJertis with ,the program,

periodic copferences--0 least once every three or four weeks--are recommended.
During these conferences the parent should once again demonstrate how he is
Conducting the program at home. Frequently, all teachers bdgin to acquire
some bad habits in heir teaching, and parents are not exempt from this fault.
Thus, this periodic erence serves as a maintenance check on the quality
of the home programs. Therefore, this program of hpme4chool teaching

',requires the closest liaison with the parent,.dailY communication occurs
th,rough the Lunch Box Data System but there also may be a necessity for fre-
quent phone calls and at least once a,month face -to "face interactions.

Bringing the parents together as a/group periodically and letting them
share their experiences in the teaching of their children has been.welcomed by
many parents. This type of conference is especially valuable for those
parents who may be having some difficulties. after listening to how other
parents do it, they may be encouraged to try even haOder. For parents who
are having success, the opportunity to voice that success publicly can be very
reinforcing and may help to insure their continuance in the program.

JP

Children's progress in a progi'am such as this is accelerated beyond what
can be achieved if'the program is conOucted in the school alone. Figure 2
stows an example of such acceleration. The program shown, modified push-ups,
indicates that the child was improving his ability to do modified.push-ups by
increasing the number he could.do at the rate of 1.3 per week when the program
was conducted in the school only. When the program was conducted both at
home and at school he was adding three push-ups a week to the number he could

Summa4

This chapter has described three ways in which parents can be involve d
in the education of their handicapped children: 1) through reammendations
for the child's program ,in the IEP, 2} through thAr'use of parents as volunteers ,

in their children's programs; and 3) through the use of parents as home
teachers in the Lunch Box Data System. Each of these involvements has only one
purpose--toofthance the education of the handicapped child.

R

.10 .
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Figure 2. E ample of progress of child in
a coordinated school-home program-.
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MOVEMENT CONCEPTS

F. Personal Space - To Move the Body Sideways in Space
' 41

Terminal Objective: Student shall move the body tothe left by stepping
Sideways one step and then back to the rigljt by
stepping sideways one step.

..00%

Pr'ereOlsite Skills: Gross motor, TT

Phase I Student shall move the body to the left by stepping
sideways.

Phase II Student shall move the body to the right by stepping
skideways.

Phase III

Teaching Notes:

r

Student shall move the body to the left,by stepping
sideways one step and then back Co the right by
stepping sideways one step.-

1. if the student is non-ambulatory, another form
of locopotidn should be utilized.

lit ...mi.
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MOVEMENT CONCEPTS

.

Q. Personal Space - Stand on Tiptoes - Eyes Closed

, le .

. . . , /
. Terminal Objective: Student stands on tiptoes with eye closed for.5

seconds. .- .

I
.

Prerequisite Skills: Standing on tiptoes, eyes open.

Phase I /Student extends his aims above his head, grasps
high bar with both handl 'and closes eyes.

Phase II Student grasps high,bar with both hands, closes
eyes and stands on tiptoes.

Phase III 'Student grasps high bar with dominant hand, closes
eyes and stands on tiptoes.

Phase IV Student graips high bar with fair fingers of dominant
hand, closes eyes and stands'on tiptoes.

Phase V Student graspi high bar with index and middle finger,
closes eyes, and stands on tiptoes.

Phase VI Student grasps high bar with digit finger and stands
on tiptoes with eyes cloied.

Phase VII Student stands on tiptoes with eyes closed.

5

The following steps are to be used with Phases 1-VII..

Steps:

1. Timed 1 second

2. Time: 2 second's

3. Time: 3 seconds
4. Time: 4 seconds
5. Time: 5 seconds

ri

Suggested'Materials: High bar, chinning bar, or some other round stick
for grasping.

-41110
.

Teaching Notes: 1. Caution: This prqgram requiresemodification by
appropriate support personnel for use with stue
dents have muscle tone problems, paralysis
or r physicAl handicaps.

130
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MOVEMENT CONCEPTS

- 1

4

D. General Space - To demonstrate awareness of shape and boundaries by '

moving within a five foot square area without touching
objects within this area.,

Terminal Objective: Student shall move around the inside of a 5 foot 4.
1 square area without touching objects placed inside

the area.
(

*..

. * --

Prerequisite Skills: Movement concepts, General Space, Skill C.

Phase 1

Phase IV

Phase V

4#

Student will t -led completely around a 15' x 15'

squfre area which contains a chaii.

Student will 14 led halfway around a' 15' x 15' area
which contains a chair.

A

Student will be led 1/4 way around aj5' x 45' area
which contains a chair:.

Student will independently move around a 15' x 15'
area which contains a chair.

Stude t will'independently%move around a 15' x 15'
area w contains 4 chairs. -

The following steps apply to Phase if,

Steps:-

1. 2 chairs
2. 3 chairs

3. 4 chairs

I
Phase VI Student will indeperidently mom around a 10'jproa

which contains four chairs.

Phase VII ' Student'will move aroUnda 5' area which contains
4 objects.

N,1,....../14!...!ollowing steps apply to Phase VII.

Steps: .

1. 4 tennis balls
2.. 4 softballs .

3. 4 81" balls e

1
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F

D. To Demonstrate Awareness of Shape and Boundaries by Moving Within a

:
Five-Foot Square Area Without Touching Objects Within This Area,

Continued. .

100gested Materials: Chajk fine

.

Teaching Motes: l: Pr ior to running this program, the teac her should
make a path, through the objects. She shoulthin-
struct the studept'to follow the pkth throughout '

the sequehcing of the phaseii A.

( -

To

.

It

4

$

'

st
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C. Overhand-Throw

7

CAME SKILLS, BASIC

Terminal Otijective: The student, standing, will perform in overhand throw
swinging the arm backward and-then fprward while'
steppirio- forward siMultaneousiy witif the opposite foot wes '
and releasing the ball at the end of the swing in a
manner which causes the ball to fly in the direction
of the target.

Prerequisite Skills: Game Skills? Basic - B

Phase I

-

, .

Phase II

-s

Phase .1 I I

Phaie JV

9
Phase V

Phase VI

ft%

Student, standing 5' from target, will swing the arm
;backward and then forward releasing the ball at the
end oftheiswing in the direction of the target. Teacher
will physically'assist studentto bring her arm back
and then forward. > .

Student, standing 5' from target, will swing the anu°
backwards and then forwards releasing the'ball at the
end of,the swing in the direction of, the target. Tea-

P." cher will assist student to bring her arm back.
etti,

, Student, standing 5' from target, will independently

swing arm backwards and then forwards releasing the ball
at the end of the swing in the direction of the target.

With student standing 51.from target with one foot forward
and one foot back and knees berit, student will swing arm
forwild releasing ball at end of swing and in direction
of target.

With student standing 5' fraim target and with knees bent
student will swing arm backward and forward releasing
ball at end of swing andin the direction of the target
while teacher Is pushing student's opposite side ibot
forward simqltanequsly with swing.

Student, standing, will perform an underhand ffirOW
swinging the arm backward and then forward while step.-.4
ping forward simultaneously with the opposite foot and
releasing the tall at the end of the swing in a manner 0
which causes the ball to fly in the direction of the
target.

133
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C. overhand Throw, Continued. 1

.

4

The following steps apply to Phase'Vl.

Steps:

1. 7' 4 %

2. 12'

. .
.

w

2.
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'GAME SfILLS , BASIC

)

J. 'jacking With the Side of the Preferred Foot.

Terminal Objective; Student, from a standing position, will form a kick

by swinging the preferred leg backwards and then for-
wards striking the b6Il with the side of, the foot,

, causing the ball to roll in the direction of a tar-

-get.

Prerequisite Skills: Fine Motor Skills-Lower Extremity, K.

'Pha se I

Phase II

Phase I II.
4

iiiident, **f om Standing ply's".1tIon, will perform a kick

114' svil*ng I the preferred leg backwards and then for-.
. -wird, st king the ball with the site of the foot,

4 tausrfrg he ball to roll in the dlr ction of the target
. .

. .

Student, from a standing position, will form a kick

by swinging the preferred leg backwards and then for- .

wards, striking- the ball with the side of the foot,
causing the ball to roll in theolirectionof a target
placed 5 feet away. - The teacher will assist the stu-

dent by pi ring her hand on his preferred leg'and
pushing hi leg bac ards and then forwards causing
it to stri e the b at the side of the foot.

ilbren t, f a standing position, VIII form a kick
by .swingin the preferred leg backwards and then for-

. Wards, striking the ball with the side of the foot,.
11.2tausing ball to roll in' the direction of the tar -

get o1aaed 5afe t Away. The teacher will assist the
''her hand on the student's preferred

the leg backwards and prompting It
rig the leg to strike the ball on the

stud4ntby.01

.r eg?"4191cTs°41',,a:11

'side f the.ftiot.

. ,

"`Xfilaced 5.feet away. The teacher will assist the stu-
':I., ant by placing her hand on the preferad 'leg and forcing

. " ,,the leg backwards allowing the leg to come forward
.

and striking the ball on the side.. .
S.

Phase IV stiStude , from standing position,- will peiform a kick

by ngIng the preferred leg backwards and then for-
wards', striking the.ball with the side of the foot,

1: causing the,%all to roll in the direction of the tar-

get placed 5 feet away. The teacher will assist the
student by pia ding her hand onithe student's preferred
leg and prompting the foot backwards, allowing the leg...
to then come forward'and strike the bail on the side
of the foot.

,

.. . ..,

.4.
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PHYSICAL FITNESS

- .

: D., Cardio-Respiratory endurance - Jogging
:

V

Terminal Objective: 'Student tuns 300 'yards. ' ji

Prerequisite Skills.: Independent walking; Jogging in place.,

Phase I

Phase II.

6

Student walks forward 25 yards at as rapid a pace as'
she can. Baseline is detertmined by averaging 3 trials

on 3 consecutive days to'get walking rate.

'Student movesforward 25 yards bearing own weight in
jogging posture with arms bent, body leaning forward
slightly, and with the heel of each foot striking the
groundbefore the toe.

The following steps apply to Phase II only.

Steps:

I. deduce baseline time in Phase I (walking) by 10%.
2. Reduce baseline time in Phase I (walking) by 20%.

3. Reduce baseline time in Phase (walking) by 30%.

4. Reduce baseline time in Phased (walking) by 40%.

. 5. Reduce baseline time in Phase I (walking) by 50%.

Phase III Student Jogs 50'yards, no time limit.

Phase IV

%Phase V

Phase VI

. , Phase VI4.

Student jogs' 100 yards:no time limit:

Student jogs150 yards, no time limit.

Soldept jogs.2 00 yards, no time limit.

'Student jogs 300 yards.

The following steps are to be used with Phise VII only.
; .

Steps:

1.' Time: 6 minutes
2. Time: 5f minutes
3. Time: 5 minutes
4. TiMe: 41' minutes

-5'. Time: 4 minutes
6. Time: 3f minutes

7. Time: 3 minutes.

Suggested Materials: Stop watch
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PHYSICAL FITNESS

E. Muscle Strength/ Endurance.- Mopified POsh-ups

Terminal Objective: The studebt will perform 8 modified push-ups in one

minute.

Prerequisite Skills: Arm strength to suppbrt body weight, squat thrust.

, .....`1

Phase I ttudent shall stand one foot from the wall facing the

wall. With hands flat on the wali'at shoulder height,

.'
, the student will bend elbows until chin touches wall

j and then will push back until arms are straight%

Teacher will assist with prompting at elbows to bend'

and to straighten.
. t

Phase Ii

Phase Iii

Phase IY

Phase V

Phase VI

Phase

11.

.4.

Student shall stand one foot from the wall facing the

wall. With hands flat on the wall at shoulder heights
the student will bend elbows until chin touches wall

and then will push back until arms are straight.
fr

Student shall support his body weight with knees touchiog

and arms in a straight support position on the mat with

teacher assistance.

.Stuilent.shalJ support his body weight with knees touch-

ing and arms n a straig'h't support position.

Student, from front lying, bent knee, straight arm

position, wil lower himself to the mat as slowly as

possible a the teacher supports the chest.

Student; from a front lying, bent knee, bent arm
position, will push himself to the extended arm position

supported on the knees and hands. The teacher supports

the studerft's.chest.

The student, from a walght arm, bent knee position,

will execute 8 modified push-ups Worm minute.

following steps apply tc! Phase VII:

In I minute- the student w") II 'complete

1. 2 push-ups
2. 4 push-ups

3. 6 push-ups
4.. 7 push-ups
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E. Muscle Strengt,h/Endurance - Modifie4 Pushrups, RItinued.

Teaching Notes; For wheelchair and students with limited physical
strength, deletion or adaptation may be necessary.

b
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C. Tricycle Riding

,

LEISURE MOVEMENT
..z

Al

)

CI 1

.
Terminal Objective. Student rides tricycle, pushing down on pedals with

feet alternatively, for a.distance of 50 feet'in a
e

, forward direction. '

.
.

Prerequisite skills. Appropriate range of motion, string behavior, ade-
quate strength in legs.

Phase I Student rides tricycle in forward direction, feet
held, strapped, or taped'onrpedals. Teacher moves
trike forward.i .

, Phast 11 Student rides tricycle in forwaredirectiOn, feet
held, strapped, or taped on pedals. Teacher pushes
down on knees in alternate pattern. - 1

'

Phase III Student rides in forward direction, feet held, .
:-

strapped or taped.on pedals. Teacher cues by tapping
knees alternately.

..r*

Phase IV Student rides tricycle in forward direction, feet
. . held, strapped, or taped on pedals.

- -
'Lf.

. .

.

.
Phase V . Student rides trtcycli in forward direction, teacher

- holds feet on pedals by torching lightly.
41.

%
The following steps are to be used with Phases 1-V.

Steps:

1. 1 foot
. 2. 2 feet

3. 3 feet
4. 4 feet

Phase VI

.

If

Al

Student rides tricy cle in forward direction,'keeping
feet on pedals independently.

ifk . '''.... .
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